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Abstract

Shared space is an innovative streetscape design which seeks minimum separation between vehicle trafﬁc and pedestrians. Urban design is moving towards
space sharing as a means of increasing the community texture of street surroundings. Its unique features aim to balance priorities and allow cars and pedestrians
to co-exist harmoniously without the need to dictate behaviour. There is, however, a need for a simulation tool to model future shared space schemes and to
help judge if they might represent suitable alternatives to traditional street layouts.

This thesis presents a microscopic mathematical model to simulate pedestrians
and 4-wheeled motorised vehicles in shared space schemes. The complete development of the model is addressed: mathematical formulation of three interrelated layers based on the Social Force Model (SFM), software implementation,
calibration and validation using the case studies from New Road (Brighton) and
Exhibition Road (London).

Microscopic pedestrian, vehicle and mixed trafﬁc models are reviewed and evaluated with respect to their ability to reproduce behavioural phenomena, resulting in the SFM being adopted as the most suitable basis for this thesis. The
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behavioural patterns of shared space users are analysed to identify speciﬁc manoeuvres that need consideration. These patterns are realised in a three-layer
model: The ﬁrst layer introduces the ﬂood ﬁll algorithm to deﬁne intermediate
destinations for agent’s path around obstacles to the ﬁnal destination. The second
layer explains how the SFM is modiﬁed for pedestrians and vehicles. The third
layer describes conﬂict avoidance with minimal change of speed and direction.
The new mathematical model is calibrated and validated according to deﬁned
performance indicators using real data from the two case study sites. The results
show that this model is suitable to simulate shared space users but that the physical parameters depend on how a shared space scheme is realised compared to
the original philosophy. The achievements of this thesis can be beneﬁcial to urban planners and councils considering the implementation of a new shared space
scheme.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter provides a comprehensive outline of the motivation for this thesis.
Shared space is an innovative streetscape design which seeks minimum separation between vehicle trafﬁc and pedestrians. Space sharing is becoming an
increasingly important aspect of urban design as a means of increasing the community texture of street surroundings. In a shared space environment, trafﬁc
control infrastructures (such as kerbs, trafﬁc signs) are removed to introduce a
degree of uncertainty as to the right-of-way. This integration concept of shared
space encourages a considerate style of driving and aims to balance priority for
all road users. There is, however, a need for a micro-simulation tool capable
of representing future shared space schemes so as to help judge whether shared
space may represent a suitable alternative to traditional street layouts in any
given particular context. This need underpins the aim of this thesis which is to
understand mathematically the main behaviours of pedestrians and vehicles in
shared space layouts, to model their complex interactions and to develop a microsimulation tool to replicate mixed trafﬁc movements. This chapter presents the
background to the research and the objectives, contributions and structure of the
thesis.
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1.1 Background
Motor vehicles are an important part of the world’s cities and many trafﬁc networks, trafﬁc signals and regulations have been created to serve and support
motorised transport. Motor vehicles have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the quality
of the streetscapes of cities, and contribute positively to the quality of human
life. In order to avoid conﬂicts between different street users, and in the belief
that this would improve safety and efﬁciency of mobility, city planners in the UK
after the post-war European reconstruction have aimed to segregate pedestrians
from streets and from vehicle movements.

During the last century, governments regulated streets through a variety of standardised mechanisms, control systems and markings which aimed to balance the
accessibility of public spaces. Buchanan [1] was the ﬁrst to outline the concept of
separating vehicular trafﬁc from pedestrian movement and social activities. He
established a key policy framework for streets with the aim of improving trafﬁc
ﬂow, safety and accessibility. Buchanan believed that pedestrian movements and
vehicle trafﬁc cannot coexist and argued that modern design should be based on
trafﬁc segregation. As a result of this type of planning, main roads are no longer
part of city activities and towns have become full of underpasses, bridges and
trafﬁc signs, each with the aim of promoting automobility [2].

More recently, Hamilton-Baillie [2] has argued that individuals tend to spend less
time in public areas if they perceive streets to be less attractive for their social interaction activities or transport movements. As a result, human activities transfer
from public to private spaces. An attractive environment and a well-connected
road stimulate people to walk and cycle to their destinations and reduces vehicular trafﬁc and pollution [3]. Trafﬁc segregation separates daily life from the
streets [4] and fails to provide a high-quality social environment [5]. There is a
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need for new city designs incorporating areas where pedestrians can share space
with automobiles. The intention of this new approach to urban design is to strike
a balance between the competing societal functions of roads and public spaces
in order to encourage the informal human activities that are related to physical
health and well-being.

Urban design is moving towards streets with a single surface pavement, and minimal trafﬁc signals and road markings, as an alternative to traditional controlled
trafﬁc designs [6–8]. Space sharing makes pedestrians road users as opposed
to obstacles in the way of trafﬁc, which balances the social and civic function
of streets [9]. This new design aims to keep the important function of the road
as a transport link for the surrounding area, while creating an integrated street
environment for pedestrians and vehicles [9].
1.1.1 The Origin and Philosophy of Shared Space

Space sharing (see Table 1.1) can be traced back to Lynch’s [10] and Jacobs’ [11]
ideas on re-designing urban environments, which were developed further by the
woonerf (living playground) concept in the Netherlands in the late 1960s [12]. A
Woonerf

Trafﬁc Calming

Shared Space

Alternative Names

Home Zone
Residential Yard

Trafﬁc Control

Naked Intersection
Liveable Streets
Shared Streets/Zones

Land Use

Residential

Any Land Use

Any Land Use

Is Social Interaction an
Yes
Aim?

No

Yes

Design Approach

Flexible

Standardised

Flexible

Objective

Slow Trafﬁc to
Allow Social Interaction

Slow Trafﬁc

Multi-faceted

Who has the Priority?

Pedestrian

Trafﬁc

Equal

Initiated in

the 1960s

the 1980s

1991 (ﬁrst applied in 2004)

Table 1.1: The characteristics of new design approaches [13]
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woonerf is a residential street, designed to provide safe and pleasurable areas for
pedestrians (speciﬁcally children), and where pedestrians are given priority over
motor vehicles. In particular, a woonerf street is designed without a clear segregation between pedestrians and cars, so that all road users should travel with
caution [14]. In the UK, from the late 1990s, a woonerf was known as a home
zone. Collarte [15] described a woonerf as comprising of an entrance threshold
(Figure 1.1 (a)), a curve-linear arrangement (Figure 1.1 (b)), a single surface environment with interspersed trees and seating areas (Figure 1.1 (c)) and irregular
parking (Figure 1.1 (d)). A clear and distinct entrance for a woonerf makes road
users aware that they are entering another area with different trafﬁc rules. A
trafﬁc sign placed at this entrance will provide the corresponding area information. A curve-linear arrangement of the road/pavement surfacing design breaks
the sight lines of drivers, makes them cautious, and encourages them to slow

(a) An entrance threshold

(b) A curve-linear arrangement

(c) Single surface environments

(d) Irregular parking

Figure 1.1: Typical features of woonerf designs [13]
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down. A single shared surface encourages road users to travel more carefully
and slowly as there is no clearly deﬁned travel lane for pedestrians and cars. It
also stimulates pedestrians to move freely across the entire space. Tree planting and seating areas make the environment attractive and encourage people to
spend more time in the area. Irregular parking arrangements are used as a trafﬁc
calming strategy. By 1980, about 3500 areas had been redesigned around Europe
based on the woonerf principles [16]. Bendixson [17] believed that this was a
promising link to a shared context with automobiles, as drivers had to consider
the behaviour of pedestrians and children.

Some of the ideas and characteristics of the woonerf approach were introduced
to trafﬁc calming design [18]. Compared to woonerfs, trafﬁc calming schemes
are focused only on slowing down trafﬁc and lack elements to improve social
interactions. Hence, trafﬁc calming schemes use physical design elements such
as speed bumps, maximum speed signs of 30 km
(8.3 ms ), chicanes, narrowing of
h
the carriageway, and reduced corner radii to reduce vehicle speeds [15]. Vehicular trafﬁc, however, is still given priority over pedestrians.

Appleyard noted that less trafﬁc ﬂow would result in more social interactions
and argued that a reduction of trafﬁc ﬂow is a requirement for creating "liveable
streets" [19]. His ideas were a major inﬂuence on the Congress for the New
Urbanism (CNU1 ) in 1996, which recommended changes to the design of urban
areas that would incorporate both pedestrians and motor vehicles. In this spirit,
urban designers have tried to connect buildings and neighbourhood areas so as
to increase the community texture and improve social interaction.

Adams [20] noted that space sharing permits humans to change the balance of
1

The CNU is the leading organisation promoting walkable, mixed-use neighbourhood development, sustainable communities and healthier living conditions.
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risk according to their situation, in contrast to segregation policies which aim
to minimise the interaction risk. Human beings adapt to various environmental
changes and there is a need for streets with social interactions [21]. The purpose,
is for pedestrians to pay more attention to their surroundings and for drivers to
drive more consciously since there is uncertainty in terms of who has the right
of way. Space sharing is a rejection of the concept of distinguishing street users
and introduces equal rights for both pedestrians and vehicles, though drivers are
deemed responsible in the case of any accidents.

In 2005, Monderman [22] removed road markings, trafﬁc signals, signs, kerbs,
bollards and barriers in a village in northern Holland in order to create a strong
relationship between the street and its surroundings. He believed that cultural
signals and informal social rules have a stronger inﬂuence on the interaction
of pedestrians and vehicles than formal regulations. Monderman explained that
integration makes drivers a part of the social context. As a result, they rely on
eye-contact and drive more carefully in order to be able to understand and predict
situations. Thus, human presence and activity on streets brings about a qualitative change in behaviour as drivers and pedestrians each become more vigilant.

The most recent version of the space sharing idea is called "shared space". This
is a concept that promotes a sense of vigilance and responsibility by reducing demarcations and any physical distinction between the streets and pedestrian areas.
Attractive features are added to shared space environments to provide a pleasurable area that stimulate pedestrians to walk and cycle to their destinations. While
woonerf and home zones are small scale examples of disregarding the traditional
separation between the footpath and carriageway, the shared space approach is
a more ﬂexible approach which is deﬁned as "an approach to improving streets
and places where both pedestrians and vehicles are present, with layouts related
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more to the pedestrian scale and with features encouraging drivers to assume
priority having been reduced or removed".2 . Hamilton-Baillie and Jones [23] indicated that the removal of trafﬁc restrictions reduces trafﬁc speed and improves
vehicles’ journey times in many shared space observations. Lutz [24] argues that
shared space designs reduce the stop-and-go behaviour of drivers by assigning
the speed limit of 32 km
(8.9 ms ) and reducing average waiting times at intersech
tions. Hence, shared space can reduce carbon emissions of vehicles travelling
through such spaces [13]. It should be noted that high quality street design like
shared space increases property values in an area [25, 26]. Table 1.2 lists a
number of shared space schemes that have already been implemented around
the world. In the UK, one of the ﬁrst steps towards sharing street spaces with
Country
Australia
Austria

Towns/Councils
Bendigo
Feldkirchen bei Graz, Gleinstätten, Graz, Vöcklabruck, Gnas,
Velden am Wörther See
Belgium
Ostende
Denmark
Ejby
Germany
Blomberg, Bohmte, Calau, Duisburg, Endingen am Kaiserstuhl,
Ettenheim, Frankfurt am Main, Hamburg, Haslach im Kinzigtal,
Luckenwalde, Potsdam, Rudersberg, Wolfach, Hatten OT Kirchhatten
Netherlands
Emmen, Donkerbroek, Drachten, Makkinga, Nijega, Oldeberkoop,
Opeinde, Oosterwolde, Olderberkoop, Oudehaske, Wolvega, Haren
New Zealand
Auckland, Christchurch, Dunedin, Hamilton, Napier, Nelson, Orewa,
Papakura, Waitakera, Wellington
Sweden
Norrköping
United Kingdom Ashford, Bath, Brighton, Hove, Caernarfon, Leeds, London, Newbury,
Newcastle, Oxford, Shrewsbury, Southampton, Taunton, Woking
United States
West Palm Beach

Table 1.2: A number of shared space schemes worldwide [9, 13, 25, 27–30]

pedestrians was introduced by the term ’home zone’ which was applied to residential areas [31]. A home zone is the English expression for what was known
as woonerf in the Netherlands. Biddulph [32] outlined the concept of shared
2

I. Kaparias, M.G.H. Bell, A. Miri, C. Chan, and B. Mount."Analysing the Perceptions of
Pedestrians and Drivers to Shared Space". p. 297-310, 2012.
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street environments to some local authorities in the 1970s. They were discouraged, however, by concern about potential legal responsibilities in the case of
accidents with pedestrians. By the end of the 1990s, however, shared space design was established in an increasing number of residential areas due to a high
demand for safer street surroundings for children, but the home zone experience
did not provide practicable policies on the regulation of shared space principles.

An awareness and implementation of shared space principles started in Seven Dials (London) and New Road (Brighton) in 2007. Following the improved safety
records of the implemented schemes, more UK local councils applied shared
space approaches, for example in Elwick Square (Ashford), Caernarfon (Wales),
Milsom Street (Bath), High Street (Shrewsbury), London Road (Southampton),
St James Street (Taunton), New Inn Hall Street (Oxford), George Street (Hove),
Blackett Street (Newcastle), St Johns Road (London) and Exhibition Road (London). According to their design characteristics, Andrews [33] classiﬁed thirteen
shared space schemes into three typologies (such as junctions, links and squares).
She highlighted that each typology inﬂuences the operation allowing to grade
shared space designs with regards to the degree of implementation. In 2011, the
Department for Transport (DfT) issued national guidance on the design of shared
space schemes based on research carried out by Martin and Voorhees Associates
(MVA) consultancy. The factors inﬂuencing the willingness of pedestrians to
share space with drivers were studied by Kaparias et al. [34]. Seven elements
were considered: vehicular trafﬁc and pedestrian ﬂow rate, existence of safe
zones, street surface conditions, street lightening, greenery provision and attraction facilities. A survey was carried out before changing Exhibition Road (London) to a shared surface and binary logistic regression models have been applied
to the empirical data [34]. The results showed that the existence of safe zones
and the lighting level are the determining factors for pedestrians. Furthermore,
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Kaparias et al. [34] investigated the pedestrian-vehicle conﬂicts before and after
implementing shared space on Exhibition Road. In this study, 17 characteristics
of pedestrians and drivers were considered, with the occurrence of a conﬂict and
its severity deﬁned according to different elements such as time and distance to
collision, and severity and complexity of a sudden action. Sutcliffe [35] also
showed that a signiﬁcant increase in pedestrian movements and a general drop in
trafﬁc conﬂicts were reported after the redesign of Exhibition Road [35]. Mixed
trafﬁc in shared space schemes transfer interaction responsibilities strongly onto
road users themselves rather than managing these by trafﬁc signs. The concept
accomplishes this through giving equal rights to all users on the road. The only
rule of the shared space concept is that drivers should give way to the right, and
must drive at an appropriate speed (speed limit of maximum 32 km
(8.9 ms ), based
h
on the application) [36].
1.1.2 The Shared Space Discussions

Debate on the development of shared space environments is largely polarised
between those of the view that it is essential in order to improve safety, sociallifestyle and economic stability, and those concerned about its adoption due to a
lack of research on perceptions and on the safety of road users.

Gaventa [37] identiﬁed shared spaces as slow and safe environments that develop social negotiation between pedestrians and drivers with the aim of providing civilised urban places. Hamilton-Baillie [2] argued that the success of space
sharing depends on changing the road users’ understanding of safety and risk
within a mixed environment. New designs should be structured in a way that
encourages behavioural changes among users. In 2007, Monderman [22] stated
that the absence of demarcations and trafﬁc facilities in shared spaces can cause
uncertainties for both drivers and pedestrians and that this results in slower driv-
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ing speeds and an increased awareness of safety. Road users will become more
conscious of the movement patterns around them due to interactions based on eye
contact and by predicting behaviours. Ben-Joseph [38] and Hamilton-Baillie [2]
argued that shared space can increase the safety of street spaces and consequently
decrease the amount of fatal accidents and injuries. Southworth and Ben-Joseph,
meanwhile, [16] sought to prove this idea based on observations and research
reports in different countries that had applied shared spaces. They concluded
that shared space contributes to fewer vehicle movements than traditional trafﬁc
separation.

Quimby and Castle, however, [9] criticised the results reported by Southworth
and Ben-Joseph [16]. They argued that these results were based on small, isolated locations with low trafﬁc ﬂows. They added that the cultural and social
context of the studied areas were critical elements that could signiﬁcantly impact
the results in different countries and that this should therefore be taken into account. Steve Melia [39] believes that separation is required when the aim is to
encourage a speciﬁc trafﬁc mode, protect non-motorised modes and give a feeling of comfort to non-motorised users in cities and towns. He added that shared
space schemes can contribute to these aims, particularly when the trafﬁc volumes
are low. Jenks [40] and Clayden et al. [41] argued against shared space by noting
that some road users would neither accept or understand the allocation of rights,
with the result that space sharing is unsafe for walking. Moreover, the Guide
Dogs for the Blind Association (GDB) [42] in London voiced concerns about
vision impaired people, who are usually dependent on kerb lines and spatial settings. It recommended that this feature should be considered when implementing
shared space. Given the concerns above, Quimby and Castle [9] argued that the
shared space idea needs to be implemented in a different way from its original
concept (in residential streets) when it comes to big cities and town centres. Luca
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et al. [43] supported this idea, emphasizing the importance of studying the social,
environmental, economical and behavioural factors of a given city before implementing a shared space environment in city centres.

Having explained the shared space philosophy and discussed its pros and cons, it
is clear that shared space can be considered as a design alternative to traditional
trafﬁc separation considering trafﬁc volumes, land uses, vulnerable users and
size of the potential area [44]. As with all design plans, shared space struggles
to achieve all of its theoretical objectives dependant on different contexts [44].
However, it is successful if the primary objectives are improving the social context of streets and encouraging a considerate style of driving [13, 44].
1.1.3 Research Problem

The visualisation, judgment and environmental response of pedestrians, cyclists
and drivers are important criteria in achieving a successful, socially connected
shared space [35]. These criteria depend partly on how new designs inﬂuence
the perception of road users [2], and partly on social culture in terms of the understanding and acceptance of shared space as a safe scheme [9]. The concept
that the street context is no longer purely the domain of cars requires time to
become embedded in the community but, over time, both driver behaviour and
the status of pedestrians or other users will change to accommodate the social
connection of the street [35].

There is a need to identify the conditions under which shared space might be
a feasible alternative to traditionally controlled trafﬁc designs. Hence, this thesis focuses on incorporating pedestrian movements and vehicular trafﬁc despite
the fact that cyclists and motorists are present in shared space environments. In
order to reduce the inﬂuence of cyclists and motorised behaviours on the ob-
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served behaviour of pedestrian and car drivers in shared space schemes, a link
typology with a low number of cyclists and motorists is considered for the case
study sites. The complex interactions of pedestrians and drivers in shared space
environments cannot be handled fully by available well-known software such
as VISSIM or Aimsum [45]. To the best knowledge of the author, there is no
appropriate mathematical model for simulating shared space utilising a full consideration of the original philosophy of equal priority and single surface modelling [45]. Predicting the responses of pedestrians to the behaviour of vehicles,
neighbouring pedestrians and obstacles in a shared space environment is also important from the standpoint of trafﬁc management. A computer model of shared
space environments should make it possible to evaluate the performance of new
designs with different trafﬁc volumes. The motivation of this thesis is to simulate
a shared space system with suitable and essential characteristics of pedestrians
and car drivers in order to gain a better understanding of their behaviours. Since
the advanced nature of simulation allows the visualisation of future shared space
schemes, it should allow designers to predict pedestrian and vehicle behaviours
and, in turn, help to validate and improve designs so as to achieve solutions for
requirements such as optimal trafﬁc capacities or delays.

1.2 Aim and Objectives
The aim of this thesis is to develop a new microscopic model for pedestrian and
car behaviours in a shared space environment. The research challenge is to formulate mathematically the behaviour of and interaction between the two travel
modes/agents: non-motorised transport (pedestrians) and motorised transport (4wheeled vehicles) in order to simulate a shared space scheme. Two operational
schemes, New Road (Brighton) and Exhibition Road (London), will be used to
test and validate the model.
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Four objectives have been formulated to achieve the aim of this thesis:
1. Establish a suitable and sufﬁcient basis of a new mathematical model for
shared space users according to the state-of-the-art of pedestrian, vehicle
and mixed trafﬁc modelling.
2. Identify pedestrian and vehicle behaviour patterns and classify the essential factors that comprise these patterns. This leads to a characterisation of
their behaviour as the basis for the development of the model.
3. Develop a microscopic model in a trafﬁc simulation tool describing the
identiﬁed characteristics and behaviour of pedestrians and vehicles in a
shared space environment.
4. Calibrate and validate the new mathematical model for shared space users
with operational case studies.

1.3 Research Contributions
The contribution of this thesis is in the ﬁeld of engineering modelling. The major
contributions made to mixed trafﬁc modelling are summarised below:
1. A consolidated literature review on vehicle, pedestrian and mixed trafﬁc
modelling in order to determine the research gap and address the potential
ground base for shared space modelling.
2. A new three-layer microscopic mathematical model to simulate interactions between road users capturing the key behaviours of pedestrians and
vehicles in shared space layouts.
3. Implementation of the new mathematical model, calibration and validation
process in a software tool with user interface which is simple, adoptable to
other shared space environments and automated.
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1.4 Thesis Structure
This thesis contains nine chapters which explain the steps taken to achieve the
aim in Section 1.2. In line with the objectives, a detailed structure of the thesis
is shown in Figure 1.2.

Chapter 1 presents the research motivation of this thesis, the research aim and
objectives, the main contributions and thesis structure.

Chapter 2 classiﬁes vehicular trafﬁc and crowd models into phenomenological and generic models. The literature on generic models for vehicular trafﬁc,
crowds and mixed trafﬁc on the microscopic scale is reviewed. These models
are compared according to well-known vehicular trafﬁc and crowd phenomena.
This review reveals that the generic approach of force directed models is the most
appropriate to reproduce crowd self-organising phenomena.

Chapter 3 presents the objectives of shared space on the part of urban planners
and their intentions in respect to pedestrian and vehicular behaviours. Recent
shared space studies on behaviour patterns are reviewed. Behaviour characteristics such as moving along the shortest path via intermediate destinations to the
ﬁnal destination using prior knowledge of the infrastructure while interacting
with other users and obstacles, are highlighted. Shared space is designed without
any lane discipline although car-following features are observed for some vehicle patterns. These unique design and behaviour characteristics are translated in
this thesis into a force directed model. The analysis of elementary behaviour patterns results in a structure for the conceptual framework which consists of three
interrelated layers. The core model is deﬁned by the Social Force Model (SFM).
Additionally, a geometrical model is deﬁned in this chapter.
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Chapter 4 describes the ﬁrst layer of the new mathematical model. Since the
SFM considers and reacts to static obstacles only within a close interaction range
of each agent, a global path planning algorithm is generated to ﬁnd the shortest path to a destination according to the infrastructure of the environment. A
comprehensive review of path planning methods is presented and the ﬂood-ﬁll
algorithm is chosen. Distance maps are calculated using the ﬂood-ﬁll algorithm,
based on the Variant 2 metric, to deﬁne intermediate destinations between an
agent’s origin and ﬁnal destination along the shortest path.

Chapter 5 deﬁnes shared space users’ behaviour patterns based on their sociopsychological considerations. Hence, the SFM is applied to simulate the two
modes (pedestrians and vehicles) considering equal priority and negotiating the
right of way. Using this force directed model also allows all agents to move
within a two dimensional space which is one of the key objectives of shared
space schemes. In some scenarios, however, observations show a car-following
behaviour which is included in the force directed model.

Chapter 6 presents the third layer of the new mathematical model. The ﬂexibility of car motion is constrained by a relation between the steering angle and
speed. Furthermore, potential conﬂicts between cars and pedestrians might occur if the SFM is followed exclusively since cars are not assigned with a physical
interaction force. Any physical contact which is equivalent to an accident should
be prevented. Hence, possible conﬂicts are predicted based on their states and resolved by a combination of change of speed and change in heading direction. A
potential conﬂict is detected as soon as agents intersect each other’s shadow. By
minimising a deﬁned cost function, the detected potential conﬂicts are solved for
car-pedestrian interactions. Considering left-hand trafﬁc in the UK, this concept
was also adopted for confronting car-car conﬂicts.
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Chapter 7 describes the implementation of the mathematical model in software
(using the C#-Programming language). Flowcharts explain how the algorithms
of the three layers are interrelated: the ﬂood-ﬁll algorithm and the Variant 2
distance metric derive the shortest path to the destination via intermediate destinations before running the simulation. The SFM is calculated considering a combination of the Verlet and the link cell algorithm. The Ordinary Differential (OD)
Equations are solved based on the Gear’s predictor-corrector algorithm. Potential
conﬂicts are resolved by running an optimisation for minimum velocity change.
Pedestrian phenomena are reproduced and prove the correct implementation of
the SFM. Furthermore, the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the simulation tool
for modelling the shared space trafﬁc ﬂow is introduced.

Chapter 8 is focused on data collection, model calibration and validation. Data
such as trajectories, speeds and accelerations is extracted from video recordings
using the Trajectory Extractor software for two shared space schemes in the
UK: New Road (Brighton) and Exhibition Road (London). A hybrid method
is utilised to calibrate the microscopic model based on the relative distance errors between the simulation results and empirical data. Quantitative validation is
performed by comparing the performance indicators such as trajectories, speed
and acceleration distributions between real data and simulation results. The validation results are discussed, demonstrating that the new mathematical model is
suitable for simulating shared space environments.

Chapter 9 is the ﬁnal chapter of this thesis and summarises the research ﬁndings. The contribution of the thesis to science and practice is summarised. Finally, future work resulting from the limitations of this new mathematical model
is suggested and discussed.
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Chapter 2
Pedestrian and Vehicle Behaviour
Modelling
This chapter describes the state-of-the-art in vehicular trafﬁc, crowd dynamic
and mixed trafﬁc modelling. In order to deﬁne a theoretical foundation of a uniﬁed approach for reproducing a shared space behaviours, vehicular trafﬁc and
pedestrian modelling methodologies are classiﬁed into phenomenological and
generic models. The former develop relevant behavioural features to explain
a speciﬁc case. Generic models cover different behavioural features to show
classes of observed phenomena. The existing generic models on vehicular trafﬁc,
crowds and mixed trafﬁc are reviewed and compared based on the relevant observed phenomena that they can reproduce. There are three modelling scales: microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic. This thesis focuses on the microscopic
scale which deﬁnes the behaviour of an agent based on trafﬁc characteristics
such as individual location, velocity and interaction over time. Taking into account known trafﬁc and crowd phenomena, it is determined that force directed
models are capable of capturing essential crowd phenomena. These models can
be applied to vehicular trafﬁc and adapted to describe the lateral movement of
vehicles in shared spaces. The Social Force Model (SFM) is chosen as a basis
for modelling the behaviour of shared space users.
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2.1 Modelling Methodologies
Representing vehicular trafﬁc and pedestrian motion requires a model capable of
simulating the interactive behaviours and phenomena that might emerge during
trafﬁc ﬂow and crowd movements. The two main types of methodology for
modelling are:
• Phenomenological Models: These models are developed to reproduce one
speciﬁc phenomenon realistically. Phenomenological models attempt to
show that developing certain relevant features is sufﬁcient to explain that
phenomenon. These models are also referred to as "one shot" approaches
[46].
• Generic Models: This category models relevant rules of local interaction
that lead to classes of observed phenomena. For instance, in the case of
crowd behaviour, speed and direction changes for short distance avoidance
can be modelled to result in lane formation, freezing by heating, oscillation,
and the faster-is-slower effect.
Section 2.2 presents self-organising phenomena observed in crowds and vehicular trafﬁc ﬂow. Different generic modelling scales are explained in Section 2.3.
Existing vehicle, pedestrian and mixed trafﬁc models at the microscopic scale
are reviewed in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5, the reviewed microscopic models
are then compared according to well-known vehicular trafﬁc and crowd phenomena to identify the best one for modelling the motion of pedestrians and cars in
shared space areas.

2.2 Modelling Phenomena
This section includes different dynamical patterns in crowds and vehicular trafﬁc
ﬂow. The literature identiﬁes six crowd self-organisation phenomena and three
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types of vehicular trafﬁc ﬂow phenomena. Self-organisation is when collective
behaviours occurs spontaneously as a result of the interaction of many agents
without the interference of external inﬂuences [47]. The well-known crowd phenomena are classiﬁed as below:

Lane Formation: Lane formation occurs when two crowds of pedestrians walk
towards each other from opposite directions. In order to avoid collisions, pedestrians change their walking direction toward one side (see Section 7.4.1). The
effect is caused by pedestrians, walking in the same direction, lining up behind
each other to form a number of lanes. Lane formation reduces the frequency and
strength of avoidance behaviour. The street width, pedestrian density and ﬂuctuation level lead to a number of lanes. This effect can be reproduced by deﬁning
a collision avoidance behaviour in which pedestrians are moving in opposite directions [48, 49].

Stripe Formation: Stripe formation can be described as lane formation with a
different angle from 180 degrees. It occurs when crowds intersect at an arbitrary
angle [50]. As a result of this effect, pedestrians walk through the intersecting
pedestrian stream and do not necessarily stop.

Freezing by Heating: This effect occurs in computer simulation when the lane
formation effect breaks down due to a high density of pedestrians (agents). The
ﬂow of pedestrians slows and clogging occurs, resulting in a complete halt [49]
(see Section 7.4.2). This immobility of pedestrians (freezing) is caused because
many pedestrians are attempting (heating) to move towards the same destination.
In this case, a pedestrian (agent) has no control over the movement and local
force based interactions between pedestrian bodies [51]. However, an entire halt
is usually not permanent in a real scenario as body turns (shoulders) often allows
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pedestrians getting out of a deadlock [52].

Oscillation: Oscillatory ﬂows at bottlenecks arise when pedestrians move in opposite directions and pass through a bottleneck, i.e. a narrowing of a passageway.
When it is not possible for groups of pedestrians to pass each other at the bottleneck, crowds line up on both sides of the bottleneck, trying to push through. This
results in an oscillatory ﬂow when small groups of pedestrians will pass through
in one direction, making room for a small group to pass through in the other (see
Section 7.4.3). This ﬂow continues until the pressure of the other side stops the
ﬂow. A short period of balance occurs until another few pedestrians reach the
other side. This can be seen as oscillations in the measured ﬂow rate in each
direction and has been seen in both simulations and real life observations [49].

Faster-is-Slower: This effect appears when a crowd of pedestrians tries to exit
through a narrow passageway. When pedestrians become impatient and attempt
to move faster (e.g. in panic situations), a longer time is required for all pedestrians to leave the room. This is because pedestrians block each other on the way
out and the physical interaction slows down the evacuation of the crowd [53], [47]
(see Section 7.4.4). Waiting, therefore, often helps to speed up the average evacuation time.

Herding: When there is an unclear situation, individuals follow each other instead of going along their most optimal path. This behaviour has been observed
in stressful evacuation situations in [49].

Some observed vehicle trafﬁc ﬂow phases are as follows [54, 55]:

Free Flow: This trafﬁc phase occurs in regions with low to medium density and
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low interactions between vehicles. The average velocity is constant in the free
ﬂow phase [56].

Synchronised Flow: A medium and high density of trafﬁc can result in free or
jammed ﬂow which is deﬁned by interactions between vehicles.

Wide-moving Jam: This trafﬁc phase happens when an increase in the density
of trafﬁc results in a decrease in ﬂow. The ﬂow is then mainly controlled by
density ﬂuctuations.

In the transition between different trafﬁc phases, some self-organised phenomena emerge, as explained below:

Trafﬁc Hysteresis: This phenomenon emerges in the transition between free
ﬂow and synchronised ﬂow phases. It also occurs during the transition between
synchronised ﬂow and wide-moving jam phases, which shows the instability of
trafﬁc [57]. Trafﬁc hysteresis occurs because drivers behave differently in various trafﬁc phases when accelerating or decelerating.

Capacity Drop: Congested regions are usually followed by a capacity drop [58,
59]. Drivers seem to prefer larger time headways when their local trafﬁc is unstable [60].

Stop-and-go Wave: This feature can be observed when the density of vehicular
trafﬁc is high and trafﬁc movement breaks down. In stop-and-go ﬂow, drivers
stop and wait for free space in front of them to continue moving. No frequency
is characterised for a stop-and-go trafﬁc wave [61].
The application of a mathematical model can be improved by calibration and
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validation. However, the application of a mathematical model is inﬂuenced to a
great extent inﬂuenced by the key characteristics of the mathematical model and
its simulation scheme. The modelling scales in trafﬁc ﬂow and crowd dynamics
are explained in the following section.

2.3 Generic Modelling Scales
The simulation of vehicular trafﬁc and crowds models has increased over the last
decades to investigate their applicabality. There are a large number of different
modelling approaches and model applications for vehicular trafﬁc ﬂow [55, 61–
70] and crowds [71–98]. These models can be classiﬁed into three scales with
respect to the level of detail in the modelling of the behaviour of road users:
microscopic, mesoscopic, and macroscopic [99, 100]. The microscopic scale
identiﬁes the state of the system according to the behaviour of each road user
and is deﬁned by trafﬁc characteristics such as individual position, velocity and
interaction over time. Macroscopic studies do not differentiate road users and
aggregate road user movements into ﬂow, average speed and density. These
models are capable of dealng with large networks, whereas microscopic models
provide more detailed analysis of road users’ interactions. Mesoscopic trafﬁc
models, meanwhile, are aimed at balancing the computational task and realism
of macroscopic simulation properties (intermediate between the microscopic and
the macroscopic). The state of the system is described by the location and velocity of the microscopic individuals, but they are demonstrated for instance, by a
probability distribution. In this thesis, modelling approaches at the microscopic
scale are reviewed since the aim is to create a new microscopic shared space
model.

The mathematical descriptions applied for rendering vehicular trafﬁc, crowd dynamics and mixed trafﬁc at the microscopic scale are explained in Section 2.4.
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Section 2.2 explained the ability of models to reproduce observed common motions and emerging behaviours in trafﬁc ﬂows and crowds. In Section 2.5, all
the modelling approaches are outlined and their advantages and disadvantages
described with respect to the requirements for modelling mixed trafﬁc in shared
space environments.

2.4 Microscopic Models
In microscopic models (see Figure 2.1), the state of the system is described by
the location, velocity and acceleration of each road user. Hence, the behaviour
of pedestrians or vehicles is modelled independently and their complex interactions are captured by physical and/or physiological terms. Section 2.4.1 explains
the available trafﬁc ﬂow models at the microscopic level. This is followed in
Section 2.4.2 by a review of the existing crowd models. Section 2.4.3 reviews
available mixed trafﬁc models for pedestrian-vehicular interactions, which is particularly important for modelling shared spaces.
Microscopic Models
Modelling Vehicular
Traffic
(see Section 2.4.1)

Modelling Crowd
Dynamics
(see Section 2.4.2)

Modelling Mixed
Traffic
(see Section 2.4.3)

Figure 2.1: Microscopic models categorisation

2.4.1 Modelling Vehicular Trafﬁc

Drivers’ basic tasks can be classiﬁed in to the longitudinal and lateral control of
vehicle’s movement along and across the road or lane. The longitudinal control
is achieved by adjusting vehicle speeds and the lateral control is accomplished by
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an optimal choice of steering angles. These tasks are both interdependent. Different microscopic models alter in their assumptions on the interaction of vehicles.
Mathematical models for trafﬁc ﬂow have a structure similar to Newtonian dynamics. They describe the acceleration of vehicles based on the behaviour of the
nearby vehicles. For instance, various trafﬁc models relate acceleration of vehicles to the behaviour of the leader, namely the vehicle ahead, and the complexity of the description of acceleration over time varies in different mathematical
models. Drivers adjust their position and speed of their vehicles based on the
behaviour of road users in their visibility zones.
Microscopic models (see Figure 2.2) are commonly used to estimate macroscopic quantities such as average velocity or density. Hence, macroscopic quantities are recovered from the local averages of the microscopic state of agents.
The macroscopic quantities are averaged over a certain time period over an area
or at speciﬁc position over a given time period.
Modelling Vehicular Traffic
Longitudinal Moving Models
(see Section 2.4.1.1)
Safety
Distance
Models

General
Motor
Models

Optimal
Velocity
Models

Action
Point
Models

Lateral Moving Models
(see Section 2.4.1.2)

Fuzzy Logic
Models

Cellular
Automation
Based
Models

Figure 2.2: Microscopic models for describing trafﬁc ﬂow

In this section, the microscopic models describing trafﬁc ﬂow behaviours are
divided into two categories: longitudinal and lateral moving models, as shown
in Figure 2.2. These models are discussed in detail in Section 2.4.1.1 and Section 2.4.1.2.
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2.4.1.1 Longitudinal Moving Models

Microscopic trafﬁc models assume that the acceleration of a vehicle γ is dependent on nearby vehicles and that the dominant inﬂuence on driving behaviours
is caused by the vehicle ahead (γ − 1) [99]. The model of vehicle behaviour is
generally modelled as follows [61]:
dv γ (t)
= f 0γ + f repulsive
γ(γ−1) (v γ (t), Δv γ (t), sγ (t))
dt

(2.1)

where f 0γ is the driving force towards the destination. Repulsive force f repulsive
γ(γ−1)
describes the effect of the vehicle ahead (γ − 1) on vehicle γ as a function of
the velocity v γ (t), the relative velocity Δv γ (t) = v γ−1 (t) − v γ (t) and the space
headway Δxγ (t) = xγ−1 (t) − xγ (t) or clearance sγ−1 (t) = Δxγ (t) − lengthγ−1 .

The trafﬁc-dependent velocity that a driver γ tries to adapt is deﬁned in Equation 2.2 [61].
v e (v γ (t), Δv γ (t), sγ (t)) = v 0γ + τ f repulsive
γ(γ−1)

(2.2)

Equation 2.1 can be simpliﬁed to [101]:
dvγ
v e (v γ (t), Δv γ (t), sγ (t)) − v γ
=
dt
τ

(2.3)

Models of the type of Equation 2.3 are called car-following models [61, 102,
103]. The different types of car-following models are described below.
General Motor Models

The General Motor Model (GMM) was ﬁrst proposed by Chandler et al. [102]
based on vehicle’s relative velocity: each driver keeps up with the speed of the
front vehicle. In Equation 2.4, the acceleration of the vehicle at time (t + τ ) (τ
is the driver’s reaction time) is dependent on the velocity difference of the two
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successive vehicle (v γ−1 (t) − v γ (t)).
dv γ (t + τ )
= ks · [v γ−1 (t) − v γ (t)]
dt

(2.4)

Thus, a car-following relationship is deﬁned so that the velocity of each vehicle
adapts to its nearby stimuli. A major limitation of this model is the use of a
constant sensitivity coefﬁcient ks for all situations [104]. This model is not able
to describe stop-and-go waves since in these situations the behaviour of drivers
does not depend on the relative distance between vehicles. Gazis et al. [103]
proposed a more realistic model by incorporating the space headway Δxγ (t) between the leading and following vehicles in Equation 2.5. This model reproduces
stop-and-go waves but also causes accidents.
v γ−1 (t) − v γ (t)
dv γ (t + τ )
= ks ·
dt
Δxγ (t)

(2.5)

Edie [105] modiﬁed this model by considering the vehicle velocity (vγ (t))me
as an inﬂuencing factor on driver behaviours in Equation 2.6 in order to avoid
accidents.

v γ−1 (t) − v γ (t)
dv γ (t + τ )
= ks (v γ (t + τ ))me
dt
(Δxγ (t))le

(2.6)

Here, me > 0 and le > 0 are constant parameters. In this model, only some
parameters are linked directly to the identiﬁable characteristics of drivers. Many
researchers have attempted to ﬁnd the best combination of me and le with contradictory results [63, 106, 107]. This uncertainty regarding the parameter values
makes the validation of this model challenging. The manoeuvres of vehicles are
highly sensitive to the local stimulus while the parameters vary between trafﬁc
conditions. The follower reacts to actions of its leader even within a large distance. Moreover, the follower response disappears as soon as the relative speed
reaches zero. Therefore, some models are not attractive for realistic description
of the dynamic state of vehicles [108]. Furthermore, the model does not distin-
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guish drivers with different preferred velocities. In addition, they do not consider
the interaction between the longitudinal headway and lateral position, which is
required for simulation of vehicles in shared space areas.
Safety Distance Models

Safety Distance Models (SDMs) (or collision avoidance models) aim to maintain
a safe headway to the front vehicle. The vehicle adjusts its speed to the safety
distance in order to avoid a rear-end collision as shown in Equation 2.7 [63].
2
Δx(t − τ ) = ϑl vγ−1
(t − τ ) + ρ1 vγ2 (t) + ρ2 vγ (t)θ0

(2.7)

where ϑl , ρ1 , ρ2 , θ0 are constant coefﬁcients. A major limitation of the SDM is
its inability to handle unexpected movements of preceding vehicles. Collisions
are unavoidable if the distance is smaller than the safety distance as a result of
a sudden deceleration of a vehicle ahead. To overcome this issue, Gipps [109]
developed a model including safety features e.g. considering reaction times. The
parameters of this model (such as speed and acceleration) can be determined
from real data since they correspond to realistic driver behaviour. Some latent
and unobservable parameters (such as reaction time, safety reaction time and
safety headway margin) need to be calibrated, however. The advantage of Gipps’
model is that it represents the propagation of disturbances well and is easy to
modify. In reality, however, a driver might react to the behaviour of several
preceding vehicles and this is not captured in the Gipps model [63]. In addition,
Gunay [110] integrated the lateral offset of the following vehicle into Gipps’
model and presented a two-dimensional movement of car-following behaviour.
Optimal Velocity Models

Bando et al. [111] proposed the Optimal Velocity Model (OVM) assuming that
drivers aim for a safety velocity determined by a safety distance to the leading
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vehicle. In Equation 2.8, the acceleration of each vehicle is deﬁned as a function
of the space headway Δxγ (t) and vehicle speed vγ (t).
dvγ (t)
= ks [V (Δxγ (t)) − vγ (t)]
dt

(2.8)

Here, ks > 0 is a constant sensitivity coefﬁcient. V (Δxγ (t)) is the optimal speed
function, a monotonically increasing function of the space headway as presented
in Equation 2.9.
V (Δxγ (t)) = 0.5vmax [tanh(Δxγ (t) − dc ) + tanh(dc )]

(2.9)

vmax is the maximum speed of a vehicle and dc the safe distance. In 1998, Bando
et al. [112] modiﬁed the OVM by taking the reaction time τ into account (Equation 2.10).
dvγ (t + τ )
= ks [V (Δxγ (t)) − vγ (t)]
dt

(2.10)

Helbing and Tilch [101] calibrated the OVM using empirical follow-the-leader
data. They discovered that the OVM results in high acceleration and unrealistic deceleration, with the unrealistic values of the latter not avoiding accidents.
A Generalized Force Model (GFM) [101] was proposed in the form of Equation 2.11 to show the impact of negative speed difference of successive vehicles
when the leading vehicle is faster than the following one.
dvγ (t+τ )
dt

= ks [V (Δxγ (t)) − vγ (t)] + λs Δvγ Θ(Δvγ ),

⎧
⎨ Θ(Δv ) = 1,
γ
where
⎩ Θ(Δv ) = 0,
γ

Here, λs > 0 is a sensitivity coefﬁcient.

(2.11)
if (Δvγ ) > 0)
otherwise
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In [101], the results retrieved by simulation were equivalent to empirical data.
The GFM only considers the effects of a negative speed difference between leading and following vehicles. When the preceding vehicle is faster, however, the
following vehicle may not decelerate, even if the relative gap is smaller than the
safety distance. The Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) is an adaptation of the GFM
and deﬁnes acceleration as a continuous function of speed, speed difference and
headway [113]. This model is able to generate accident-free trafﬁc with realistic
acceleration and deceleration behaviour. It can also reproduce the capacity drop.

Since drivers do not only pay attention to the headway of one but also of a number
of vehicles, using Intelligent Transport Systems (ITSs), Ge et al. [114] proposed
a differential equation of motion (Equation 2.12) to include the headway of an
arbitrary number of vehicles ahead.
dxγ (t + τ )
= V [Δxγ (t), Δxγ−1 (t), · · · , Δxγ−n+1 (t)]
dt

(2.12)

in which n denotes the number of vehicles ahead. On the other hand, recognising that vehicle deceleration capability is higher than acceleration, Gong et
al. [115] deﬁned an Asymmetric Full Velocity Difference Model (AFVDM) for
car-following processes in the form of the GFM in Equation 2.13.
aγ (t+τ ) = ks [V (Δxγ (t))−vγ (t)]+λs1 Δvγ Θ(Δvγ )+λs2 Δvγ Θ(−Δvγ ) (2.13)
λs1 > 0 and λs2 > 0 are sensitivity coefﬁcients to support sufﬁcient acceleration and deceleration. Ge [116] also improved the unrealistic high deceleration caused in the FVDM by considering the velocity difference of two vehicles
ahead.

In both the GFM and FVDM, a large velocity difference of successive vehicles
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has a signiﬁcant effect on trafﬁc behaviour (e.g. the reaction of a moving vehicle
to standing vehicles in front). However, if the successive vehicles have the same
speed and the velocity difference is small, the follower may not react correctly
to a sudden deceleration of the leader in order to avoid collision. Hence, Zhao
et al. [117, 118] claimed that acceleration differences should be considered for
modelling trafﬁc dynamics. They proposed the Full Velocity and Acceleration
Difference Model (FVADM) by taking the acceleration difference into account.
Their numerical investigations show that no accident occurs and the decelerations are realistic.

Most car-following models consider the headway or velocity difference of two
successive vehicles. As mentioned earlier, in reality, the following driver may
react to multiple preceding vehicles. Hence, Xie et al. [119] (cited in [107])
developed the Multiple Headway and Velocity Difference Model (MHVDM)
which considers both the headway and the velocity difference of multiple vehicles ahead. Their numerical investigations reveal a smaller value for the best
sensitivity coefﬁcient in the MHVDM and the stable region cover a wider range
in comparison to the FVDM [119] (cited in [107]).

Another version, the Multiple Ahead and Velocity Difference Model (MAVDM),
is proposed by Sun et al. [120] by considering key factors of other vehicle models
and distinguishing the extent of multiple vehicles.
Action Point Models

Action Point Models (APMs) are also called physiology-psychology models as
thresholds are deﬁned for behaviour changes. These models assume that drivers
control their acceleration according to changes in relative speed in order to retain their safety distance (Figure 2.3). When a car driver is approaching a slower
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No reaction zone
Unconscious reaction zone
Conscious deceleration zone
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Figure 2.3: A psycho-physical car-following model [121]

leading car some reactions are made unconsciously and some consciously. The
action point of conscious reactions depends on the speed difference to the leading car, relative distance to the leading car and driver’s behaviour. Hence, car
following behaviour is deﬁned in four stages with its oscillating process in this
type of models (see Figure 2.3).

Michaels [122] ﬁrst proposed a physiology-psychology car-following model. The
basic approach is to attempt to describe the features of daily driving behaviour
but since most of the perceptual thresholds in these studies are derived arbitrarily
from the human factors literature it is not possible to prove or disprove the validity of these models [63]. APMs are, however, able to represent the phenomenon
of oscillation observed in many studies [123], and have been employed in a number of trafﬁc simulation packages such as PARAMICS and VISSIM. Some models, such as Simulation of TRAnsport Systems (SITRAS) [124] use the concept
of APMs to address trafﬁc ﬂow with lane changing.
Fuzzy Logic Models

In Fuzzy Logic Models (FLMs), vehicle manoeuvres are dependent on the perception of a driver to a situation ahead. The concept of fuzzy logic covers the observation, thinking, understanding, and decision-making process of drivers [63,
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106]. It is assumed that drivers do not know the exact speed of and distance
to other vehicles. For instance, the speed of a front vehicle is categorised as
low, moderate or high and a decision is made according to assigned rules. The
ﬁrst fuzzy-logic model was proposed by Kikuchi and Chakroborty [125]. In this
model a driver is assigned as a fuzzy controller whose input is the status of the
preceding vehicles (Δx, Δv and an+1 ) divided into multiple ’fuzzy sets’. The
output is a decision made through a membership function, e.g.:
IF Δx = Adequate ,
THEN an,i =

(Δvi + an+1,i xτ )
,
γt

(2.14)

where τ is the reaction time and γt is the expected time of a driver to reach the
leading car. In order to represent real trafﬁc situations, many rules need to be
deﬁned for the fuzzy logic model which limits the application of this model to
complex situations.
Cellular Automation Models

Nagel and Schreckenberg [126] simulate freeway trafﬁc with a stochastic discrete automation model, which they called the N-S model, although it is also
commonly known as the Cellular Automata Model (CAM). In [126], the model
is deﬁned as a one-dimensional array of L cells with boundary conditions. A
vehicle occupies a cell and its speed is between zero and vmax . Four consecutive
steps (acceleration, deceleration and randomisation and movement updates) are
deﬁned for each update of a system for all vehicles according to the boundary
conditions. Further research was undertaken on cellular automation of trafﬁc
ﬂow [127–129] based on the N-S model. Jia and Ma [130] claimed that the N-S
model represents a discrete type of the OVM. The CAMs are capable of representing lane-based homogeneous vehicular trafﬁc where the speeds are higher
[131]. Although changing the time intervals allows a reduction in the
than 80 km
h
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speeds, it makes measurement of microscopic aspects of the ﬂow difﬁcult. In
the case of heterogeneous trafﬁc, there is no strict lane discipline, and smaller
vehicles move side by side along the road.

In summary, car-following theories relate the acceleration of a vehicle to perceived stimuli by considering the desired velocity, velocity difference, and distance to the leader. Each of the models could ﬁt one particular trafﬁc application
well. The requirements for a car following model differ according to the application of that model. For instance, the requirements to generate macroscopic
outputs, such as average ﬂow and speed, are less stringent than those for generating microscopic outputs such as individual speed and trajectory. In order
to simulate driver behaviour in a shared space environment, a highly detailed
database of vehicle trajectories would be required so as to develop a model that
fully captures the related characteristics.
2.4.1.2 Lateral Moving Models

Lateral movement of vehicles consists of a process of lane selection and movement execution without interfering with vehicles in the destination lane. Lane
changing behaviour can be either mandatory or discretionary [132]. A mandatory lane change occurs when it is essential, whereas a discretionary lane change
happens to improve the perceived driving conditions. Lane-changing models
describe lateral movements of vehicles by lane selection and Gap Acceptance
Models (GAMs). These two types of models are introduced below.
Lane Selection Models

Lane selection behaviour is modelled according to the motivation of drivers. For
instance, lane changing behaviour takes place because of an unsatisfactory driving condition in the current lane and a good driving condition in another lane.
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Different types of motivations may lead to different speciﬁcations of the lane
selection models. The models can be divided into two categories according to
the decision behaviour: the deterministic rule-based and random utility. The
former assigns a set of rules to describe choice behaviour. For instance, Sparmann (cited in [132]) linked the lane-changing behaviour to locations of obstructions with psychophysical thresholds. Fritzsche [133] deﬁned lane-changing behaviour based on thresholds for speeds and headways. Gipps [134] developed a
lane-changing model by using a set of decision rules. Drivers select a lane according to their prioritisation of these rules. Oketch [135] and Hidas [124] used fuzzy
logic rules to describe lane-changing decisions. Wei et al. [136], meanwhile,
conducted an empirical study and developed a set of decision rules to model
lane-changing behaviour in two-lane urban arterials. Lane-changing behaviour
is linked to the distance to intended turns and headways. Thresholds of headways are estimated by using vehicular trajectory data. The parameters of these
rule-based models are rarely calibrated due to the model structure, while the decision rules are developed according to observations. Being easily adjustable,
these models are capable of application to complex environments. There is no
solid framework for calibrating model parameters, however, and interactions between different rules are not considered in these models [132].
In random utility models, the lane-changing behaviour is deﬁned as a sequence
of decision-making processes in which three steps are involved [137]: making a
decision for changing the lane, choosing the target lane and considering the gap
acceptance in the target lane. The calibration processes of these models are conducted by the maximum likelihood approach, for instance according to vehicular
trajectory data [137]. The random utility model is suitable for describing the lane
selection process because it executes discrete choices based on the competition
between utilities of driving on different lanes. The model speciﬁcation and calibration process for a random utility model is resource intensive, however. Also,
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it is still not clear whether its model parameters are transferable. Random utility models are therefore currently not appropriate for large scale urban networks
with complicated contexts.
Gap Acceptance Models

After selecting a lane to continue driving, drivers should evaluate whether the
gap between the lead and lag vehicles in the selected lane is acceptable. When
applying gap acceptance behaviour to the lane-changing manoeuvre, both the
lead gap (the gap to the oblique front vehicle in the target lane) and the lag
gap (the gap to the oblique rear vehicle in the target lane) are important factors.
Basic gap acceptance models were formulated as a binary choice problem and
determined gap acceptance behaviour by comparing the available and critical
gap. Herman and Weiss [138] assumed that the critical gap was exponentially
distributed. The inﬂuence of different factors upon the gap acceptance behaviour
of drivers has been discussed in many studies. For instance, Daganzo [139] used
a multinomial probit model to estimate parameters. His model considers variations of both the critical gaps and drivers. Mahmassani and Shefﬁ [140] found
that the rejected gaps and critical gaps are depends since drivers get impatience.
Madanat et al. [141] used queuing time to investigate the effects of impatience.
Cassidy [142] indicated that the ﬁt of the model could be improved by differentiating between the ﬁrst gap from the subsequent ones, and the gaps in the inner
lane from those in the outer lane. Other parameters affecting the gap acceptance
behaviour are the type of manoeuvres, vehicles’ speed, geometric characteristics
and sight distances, intersections’ control, the presence of pedestrians or police,
and daylight [132]. Gipps [134] used the deceleration rate of the lag vehicle
(the oblique rear vehicle in the target lane) as a threshold for gap acceptance
behaviour. This threshold was calculated by the deceleration that the lag vehicle had to apply in order to react to the presence of the new preceding vehicle.
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Ahmed [143] developed a discrete choice model, that allows different sets of parameters for both the mandatory and discretionary lane change situations. The
former situation had lower critical gaps due to the fact that drivers under mandatory lane-changing conditions usually behave more aggressively. In congested
trafﬁc, the headways between vehicles are small. Thus, acceptable gaps may not
be available. Under such circumstances, a successful lane-changing manoeuvre
relies on cooperative driving. The factors that inﬂuence lane-changing behaviour
are the lead relative speed, distance for lane-changing, the length of the gap and
aggressiveness of a driver and its lag drivers [124, 143, 144].

In conclusion, the models discussed are developed considering lane-based environments for cars. Shared space users, however, travel according to virtual,
rather than absolutely deﬁned, lanes in their surroundings, and this difference
should be taken into account.
2.4.2 Modelling Crowd Dynamics

In microscopic modelling of crowds, uni-directional and multi-directional ﬂows
are distinct (see Figure 2.4): uni-directional ﬂows cause straight ﬂows (ﬂows
rounding corners, ﬂows entering a bottleneck or ﬂows exiting a bottleneck);
multi-directional ﬂows, meanwhile, are either parallel or intersecting ﬂows.
Modelling Crowd Dynamics

Force Directed
Models

Cellula Automata
Models

Activity Choice
Models

Velocity-based
Models

Behavioural
Models

(see Section 2.4.2.1)

(see Section 2.4.2.2)

(see Section 2.4.2.3)

(see Section 2.4.2.4)

(see Section 2.4.2.5)

Figure 2.4: Microscopic models for describing trafﬁc ﬂow

A number of simulation models have been developed that include several areas
in pedestrian motion, such as evacuation planning [145–156], pedestrian move-
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ments in transit areas [88, 157, 158] and crowd interactions [72–74, 86, 87, 159,
160] have been studied. This section explains key features of various methodologies for modelling pedestrian movements. In the following subsections force
directed, cellular automata, activity choice, velocity-based and behavioural models are discussed. Cellular automata are grid-based microscopic models with
discrete dynamical systems. The force directed models are microscopic models
with a continuous representation of space. In velocity-based models, pedestrians
search for a free path through the crowd and avoid dynamic agents in their ﬁeld
of view. The behavioural models consider more strategic/social/psychological
inﬂuences. The conceptual framework and the unique features of each type of
models are reviewed.
2.4.2.1 Force Directed Models

In force directed models, pedestrians are modelled as particles subject to forces.
The concept is that pedestrian movements are inﬂuenced by social forces exerted
by other individuals and obstacles within their interaction range. The sum of all
forces is numerically solved at discrete time intervals and it persuades the movement and direction, although the exact forces might differ between pedestrian
models. The Social Force Model (SFM) was ﬁrst implemented by Helbing [161]
with Molnar [72] and Farkas and Visek [53] improving the ﬂuid crowd modelling
method of Henderson [75]. Later adaptations of the original SFM include a vision ﬁeld [86, 162], collision offset [86] and group formation [163]. The model
assumes that pedestrians face common situations. Pedestrians motions are more
inﬂuenced by the macroscopic behaviour of crowds (e.g. free ﬂow velocities)
than the identical characteristics of individuals. In comparison to other models,
the SFM is a realistic method for explaining various phenomena (such as selforganisation phenomena) that take place during pedestrian movements. The variables have physical meanings that can be calibrated and adjusted with respect
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to a particular application [164]. However, the model focuses on the physical
behaviour of individuals more than the trafﬁc ﬂow. Collision issues should be
analysed separately for this model.
2.4.2.2 Cellular Automata Models

Cellular Automata Models (CAMs) divide space into a uniform grid of cells
and consider pedestrians as entities (automata) in a cell moving according to localised occupancy rules and the status of neighbouring cells. Blue and Adler [77]
proposed to model pedestrian movements using CAMs. The pedestrian decisions
depend on the infrastructure, the status of the nearby pedestrians and static objects in the environment. Their direction of movement is assigned after solving
all conﬂicts in each time interval.

Schadschneider [165] improved CAMs changing long range interactions into local interactions by introducing ﬂoor ﬁelds and integrated pedestrians’ dynamic
movement probabilities. The implementation of ﬂoor ﬁelds varies between different applications. In CAMs, all cells are updated at each time step which can
be improved by sequential updating incorporating behavioural factors. The calculation of pedestrian velocities has also been adapted by extending stepping
possibilities during each iteration [166]. Song et al. [167] adapted the stepping
probability for friction between individuals. Changing properties of the grid
itself is another means of modiﬁcation. Alghadi et al. [168] changed the original CAM to a diffusion model allowing each cell to be occupied by more than
one pedestrian. The CAM can be easily developed and implemented, although
the results are sometimes contradictory to observed behaviours [164]. Its rules
are simple and sufﬁcient to capture essential behavioural changes in pedestrian
dynamics [164] and this means that CAM simulation is computationally inexpensive [164]. The validity of simulations using Cellular Automata depends,
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however, on the deﬁned grid size [149].
2.4.2.3 Activity Choice Models

Activity choice models are combinations of a generalised SFM with a route
choice and activity scheduling model [169]. These models are based on behavioural assumptions, activity sets and route choices in continuous time and
space. Pedestrians observe the activity areas in their environment, consider their
distance to their destinations and the travel times, and schedule their activities
based on the dynamic trafﬁc conditions under uncertainties. An activity choice
model is implemented in the Nomad software [170]. In this microscopic simulation tool, pedestrians interact with each other and change their desired direction
and velocity in order to perform their activities efﬁciently.
2.4.2.4 Velocity-based Models

Velocity-based models have been proposed in many studies [171–173]. This
type of model predominantly simulates collision avoidance manoeuvres among
static and dynamic agents which is similar to the Velocity Obstacle model of
Fiorini and Shiller [174]. Velocity-based models are founded on the following
behavioural heuristics:
1. A pedestrian moves along the most direct path to the destination considering any obstacles and infrastructure of the environment.
2. A pedestrian keeps a certain distance from obstacles or pedestrians along
their path to the destination.
Individuals look for a path through a crowd in three steps: search for reachable
space, investigatation of potential collisions with other neighbouring individuals, and judgment of the optimal path. The computational complexity can be
decreased by reducing the set of movement options as in [173].
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2.4.2.5 Behavioural Models

Behavioural models have been widely used to reproduce ﬂocking behaviour of
animals and virtual humans. Reynolds’ local rules "boids" model is the most well
known behavioural model [175]. In this model, each agent is implemented as an
independent entity (boid) that moves according to the local rules of the dynamic
environment. The ﬂocking behaviour is deﬁned according to the following basic
rules (Figure 2.5):
• Separation: steering to avoid getting too close to neighbouring ﬂock members.
• Cohesion: steering towards the average position of neighbouring ﬂock
members.
• Alignment: steering towards the average velocity of neighbouring ﬂock
members.
Local ﬂock mates of a boid are deﬁned based on its distance and direction of
movement. Each boid not only avoids collisions with each other but also with
obstacles. In addition to the explained rules, Reynolds [71] enhanced steering behaviours in the original boids model by building a three level hierarchy of action
selection, steering and locomotion for a complex autonomous system.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5: Reynolds’ boids rules: (a) Separation, (b) Cohesion and (c) Alignment [71]
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The particle swarm optimisation by Kennedy and Eberhard [176] is inspired by
the Reynolds behavioural model. A "roost" is included in a simple Reynolds-like
simulation with the following rules: all agents should be attracted to the location
of a randomly placed roost, they should save the close proximity of the roost and
share this information with their nearby agents. The agents do not know the exact
location of the roost but they are aware of the coordinates of the swarm member
with the closest position. Each agent compares its position both to its closest
previous position during its movement (personal experience) and the closest position achieved by nearby agents over the past time steps (other’s experience).
At each time step, agents adjust their velocity in order to get closer to the actual
location of the roost. Hence, the coordinates of the closest position to the roost
will be achieved by the cooperation of all individual agents.
Robin et al. [92] proposed a model for pedestrians’ short range behaviour. In
this model, the acceleration and deceleration of pedestrians are minimised along
the shortest path with a desired direction by evading close-by pedestrians and
obstacles. In this model, the route choice model is calculated externally. It also
includes spontaneous behaviour of pedestrians to lighting, social safety and shadows.
Wijermans [177] introduced a multi-level behavioural model for the strategic
movement decisions of pedestrians. He simulated behavioural patterns of pedestrian according to an activity list by taking the social context into consideration.
However, this dynamic relationship between pedestrians and their social context
requires an operational movement model for simulation.
2.4.3 Modelling Mixed Trafﬁc

Research on mixed pedestrian and driver trafﬁc has largely focused on empirical studies instead of simulation models [178–181] and there are only a limited
number of studies modelling the integration of vehicular trafﬁc and pedestrians.
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Among these studies, researchers have investigated interactions of pedestrians
and drivers at the crossing points of streets: Li [182] proposed a statistical model
for analysing ﬁeld data on the street-crossing behaviour of pedestrians. He extracted different waiting time distributions for pedestrians before crossing the
street. Among pedestrian and vehicle interaction models, Helbing et al. [49]
analysed and formulated the interaction of pedestrians with vehicles at crossing
sections with a force directed model. Pedestrian arrival rates and safety factors
of pedestrian gap acceptance are the main factors in this proposed car-following
model. Pretto et al. [183] used a combination of force directed and rule-based
approaches for modelling interactions of pedestrians and vehicles at crossing
points. Sun et al. [184] deﬁned a gap acceptance model for pedestrian-vehicle interactions on a crosswalk. They proposed a deterministic gap acceptance model
for pedestrians and a probabilistic gap acceptance model for drivers. A decision
making process is modelled using a binary logit model. Sun et al. [185] developed a Pedestrian Crossing Behaviour Virtual Reality System (PCBVRS), based
on the trafﬁc microscopic simulation software, VISSIM, to study issues of pedestrian crossing behaviours. Wang et al. [186], meanwhile, used jaywalk data of
pedestrians outside crossing facilities and developed a pedestrian gap acceptance
model based on a discrete choice approach. Zhang and Chang [187] investigated
the use of the CA model for simulating vehicle-pedestrian interactions. A conﬂict (competition) is detected when a cell is assigned as the target for multiple
agents. In this case, the waiting time of an individual is considered as a factor
on winning the competition. Ottomanelli et al. [188] proposed a gap acceptance
model for interaction of pedestrians and vehicles at crossings. They used the
CA model at crossing areas and derived interaction parameters from a probabilistic distribution. CA models make simulation of mixed trafﬁc computationally
efﬁcient, since a rule set is applied over many time steps rather than ﬁnding solutions for differential equations. They are discrete in nature, however, and it
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may be difﬁcult to explain the cause of an unexpected macroscopic behaviour
when it emerges from locally deﬁned interaction. Pedestrian trafﬁc is analysed
in [189, 190] using VISSIM, where vehicle and pedestrian modes operate independently and are controlled by the trafﬁc signals at potential conﬂicting areas
with vehicle priority.

For shared space scenarios, the interaction of pedestrians and vehicles was modelled on the microscopic level by using the SFM for pedestrian behaviour, the
single track model for car dynamics and a game theoretic force for solving conﬂicts in [8]. This is the only available shared space model which is very accurate
and, as a result, computationally expensive. Therefore, there is a need to develop
a mathematical model for the simulation of shared space schemes that provides
practically feasible simulation results.

2.5 Summary
One fundamental difference between vehicle and pedestrian modelling is due to
the dimensional space within which these agents move. In traditional trafﬁc systems, vehicle ﬂow is along lanes (roads) and lateral movements are described as
lane changes. In reality, however, pedestrians interact in a two dimensional space
either in a bounded domain or in the whole space. A common feature of pedestrian and vehicle modelling is their strategy to communicate. The mathematical
model in this thesis for mixed trafﬁc in shared areas should capture both these
similarities and differences.

This chapter has reviewed key types of vehicle, pedestrian and mixed trafﬁc models at the microscopic level. It presents a critical summary of the current state of
the art of trafﬁc and crowd motion models.
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In Table 2.1, an assessment of General Motor, Safety Distance, Optimal Velocity, Action Point, Fuzzy Logic and Cellular Automata Models is made based on
their parameters, calibration method, longitudinal and lateral movement representation, and capability to capture vehicular trafﬁc ﬂow phenomena. In terms
of capturing vehicular trafﬁc ﬂow phenomena, the Optimal Velocity and Cellular Automata Models reproduce most of these kinds of phenomena. The conventional car-following and lane-changing models are developed based on the
assumption of lane-based ﬂow. In shared space schemes, however, there is neither a concept of lane discipline nor one of lane changing for vehicular trafﬁc,
since vehicles are allowed to move anywhere along the cross section of the road.
The lateral position of the vehicles is, therefore, more likely to be a continuous
variable rather than a discrete variable. Consequently, it is inappropriate to apply
these conventional models to non-lane based mixed trafﬁc ﬂow in shared spaces.
However, a combination of these approaches is a promising candidate for modelling non-lane based trafﬁc in shared spaces.

Guay (2007) [110]

Safety Distance Models

Brackstone and McDonald (1999) [63]
Nagel and Schreckenberg (1992) [126]

Fuzzy Logic Models

Cellular Automation Based Models

Arbitrary/Real Time Data Comparison
Physical
Determination/Real
Time Data Comparison
Physical
Determination/Real
Time Data Comparison
Physical
Determination/Real
Time Data Comparison
Physical
Determination/Real
Time Data Comparison
Arbitrary/Human Factor Literature
Physical
Determination/Real
Time Data Comparison
Physical
Determination/Real
Time Data Comparison

Parameters/Calibration

Table 2.1: Summary of microscopic vehicular trafﬁc models

Michaels (1963) [122]

Action Point Models

Treiber and Helbing (1999) [113]

Helbing and Tilch (1999) [101]

Bando et al. (1995) [111]

Gazie et al. (1961) [103]

General Motor Models

Optimal Velocity Models

Key Authors and Year

Approach

Longitudinal
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Lateral
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No

No
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No

Trafﬁc Hysteresis
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-

-
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Yes
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Yes

No

Yes

-

-

Yes

No

No

No
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Capacity Drop

Phenomena

Yes

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Stop-and-go Wave

Movements
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A comparison of Force Directed, Cellular Automata, Activity Choice, Velocitybased and Behavioural Models is made in Table 2.2 based on their parameters,
calibration method, space and time representation, and capability to reproduce
crowd phenomena. Building a crowd motion requires a model capable of represnting the behaviour of individuals and their interactions over time. This can be
obtained on the microscopic scale [191]. Microscopic physics models are also capable of providing a realistic model for pedestrian interactions with their strong
mathematical practice [192] and can explain behavioural changes in high densities [192]. The model used for crowd simulation should be capable of capturing
essential crowd phenomena. As dicussed in this chapter, crowd models have a
large computational burden, some have route choice problems between an origin
and destination or cannot be used for scenarios that they are not calibrated for.
An overview of the review in Table 2.2 shows that force directed models, and
speciﬁcally the SFM of Helbing and Molnar [72], can describe the largest set of
crowd dynamics. This model can be selected as the most suitable mathematical
model for simulation of crowd motion.

In shared space, road users are perceived as individuals with their own characteristics and decision-making techniques. Modelling vehicular and crowd dynamics at the microscopic scale requires solving a number of equations that are
computationally expensive. In addition, the microscopic information needs to
have physical interpretations in order to be observed and measured. At present,
vehicle following and gap acceptance rules govern microscopic trafﬁc simulation within a lane-based system, while pedestrian modelling explains motions in
a free two dimensional space. This review reveals that the literature does not
provide a uniﬁed theory that can explain both vehicle and pedestrian movement,
both separately and in interaction with each other.

Physical
Determination/Real
Time Data Comparison
Physical
Determination/Real
Time Data Comparison
Physical
Determination/Real
Time Data Comparison
Physical
Determination/Real
Time Data Comparison
Physical
Determination/Real
Time Data Comparison
Physical
Determination/Real
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Helbing and Molnar (1997) [72]

Moussaid et al. (2009) [171]
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Discrete

Discrete

Continuous
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Discrete

Discrete

Discrete

Discrete

Discrete

Discrete
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Time

Table 2.2: Summary of microscopic crowd dynamic models

Hoogendoorn and Bovy (2004) [169]

Sarmady (2010) [166]

Song et al. (2005) [167]

Xi et al. (2011) [163]

Parameters/Calibration

Key Authors and Year
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-
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Representation
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-
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Herding
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-
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-
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Force-based models explain the acceleration of an object (a pedestrian) in two
dimensions (bi-directional movements) as the resolution of forces exerted by
neighbouring objects (other pedestrians, ﬁxed obstacles) and the goal (destination). It is challenging to capture the complete range of crowd behaviours in one
model but force directed models are able to reproduce all of the crowd phenomena. While there is considerable experience with simulating pedestrians using
in particular the SFM, there has not yet been an attempt to model mixed trafﬁc. The SFM, however, offers the possibility to model mathematically, not only
pedestrians, but also vehicular trafﬁc and their interactions with each other. The
result of the literature review shows that the SFM is promising for realistic simulations of shared space dynamics. Constraining the dimensional movements in
the SFM could potentially result in the opportunity to describe gap acceptance
and a car-following model. One of the main advantages of this model is that
its variables have physical interpretations that can be calibrated due to particular
interactions [73, 164, 193–195]. In addition, "the Social Force Model gives the
possibility to easily implement different behaviours or actions for the occupants
by changing the desired direction and desired velocity."1 , thereby ensuring that
even multi-directional ﬂows can be captured.

1

S. HeliÄovaara. "Computational Models for Human Behaviour in Fire Evacuations". In
Helsinki University of Technology, Department of Engineering Physics and Mathematics,
p. 10, 2007.
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Chapter 3
The Characteristic Behaviours and
Conceptual Framework
This chapter analyses pedestrian and driver behaviours in shared space environments. Pedestrians and drivers show speciﬁc manoeuvres when sharing space:
obstacles have a guiding effect, pedestrians and drivers follow the shortest path
to the destination according to the infrastructure of the environment, and equal
priority can be observed. Agents move and interact with each other keeping
a certain distance from other users and obstacles along the way to their ﬁnal
destination. Road users seem to be more conscious about their surroundings
and avoid collisions. These extracted behaviour patterns lead to the conceptual
framework for the model that will be proposed in this thesis, with three interrelated layers for modelling pedestrian and car motions in shared spaces: a global
trajectory planning layer, an operational force-based model layer and a diplomatic rule-based layer. Furthermore, the geometrical model for pedestrians and
cars in the shared space environments is introduced.
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3.1 Introduction
Microscopic trafﬁc simulation tools are often used to evaluate proposed trafﬁc
engineering approaches and Intelligent Transport Systems (ITSs) before implementation. The reliability of these tools depends on how realistically road user
behaviour is modelled. A need to model heterogeneous trafﬁc behaviour mathematically emerges due to its presence and growth in developed countries. Human
behaviours partially result from the new environmental design concepts of shared
space (see Section 1.1.1). In these schemes, there is a lack of lane discipline, as
shown in Figure 3.1, and the trafﬁc stream therefore consists of different pedestrian and vehicle performances: road users tend to adopt an active travel plan,
make use of free space and exhibit characteristic movements which are distinct
from the typical movements of homogenous trafﬁc.

This chapter investigates mixed trafﬁc behaviours in a single surface of shared
space environments and addresses the possibility of describing the movement of
pedestrians and drivers mathematically. The expected impact of shared space designs and observed behaviour of shared space users are reviewed in Section 3.2
and Section 3.3, respectively. An identiﬁcation of characteristic behaviour patterns of pedestrians and cars in shared areas is provided in Section 3.4, leading
to the conceptual framework for modelling shared space users. As concluded in
Chapter 2, the Social Force Model (SFM) is sufﬁcient for modelling the travel
path and behavioural interactions of pedestrians and cars within shared space environments and forms the basis upon which a new mathematical model is built
in this thesis. In this chapter, elementary behaviour patterns are considered mathematically.
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(b)

Figure 3.1: Exhibition Road (London, UK) top view: (a) Previous design and (b)
Shared space conversion [196]

3.2 Expected Impacts on Shared Space Users
The performance of a shared space can be deﬁned on the basis of the effect
it has on functionality, accessibility and ﬂexibility of a public area. The UK
Department for Transport (DfT) deﬁnes the following essential goals for a shared
space scheme that needs to be attained by following the relevant performance
indicators [25, 197]:
1. Place Making: Streets should invite road users to spend their time in the
given public space with an attractive environment. This principle can be
achieved by providing various street activities. The performance indicators
include total time spent in the public space or person’s ’dwell time’, which
is a measurement indicating that the public area is an origin/destination
rather than a transit space. In addition, the usage of available amenities,
kind of performed activities such as having lunches or socialising and the
impression left on users are also included in the list of indicators.
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2. Pedestrian Focus: This goal refers an area with higher priority of free
movement for pedestrians that enables them to stroll across streets without restrictions. The performance indicators comprise of the pedestrian
ﬂow, the number of pedestrians and their density, their safety as well as
perceptions.
3. Driver’s Behaviour Change: Current superiority of vehicles within the
traditional trafﬁc space should be diminished. The amendment in this ﬁeld
should invite drivers to experience the feeling of being welcome in the
public space. The performance indicators comprise of trafﬁc volume and
speed regulations, rise in commuting time within the zone and pragmatic
space sharing behaviour.
4. Safety for all Users: Shared space should create an environment equally
enjoyable for all users such as cyclists, elderly and young people. The
aim of shared space is that road users co-exist harmoniously and reach
a pleasant equilibrium in terms of priority. The performance indicators
comprise of accident history, severity of sustained injuries and ﬁnancial
loss attributed to them, the population study of users and their perception.

3.3 Review of Behaviour Patterns in Shared Spaces
The inﬂuence of shared space on both drivers and pedestrians’ behaviour is studied and assessed in [8, 13, 198, 199]. The operational assessment of selected
shared space schemes provides a basis for making assumptions for reliable trafﬁc simulation as summarised below:

Design Consideration: Different design elements can alter trafﬁc performance
in a number of different ways [8]. Street users evade trees, hedges, seats or poles.
Landmarks such as kerbs, areas covered with grass and trees have a separating
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and guiding effect on trafﬁc behaviour. Points of interest like shops and seats
attract road users. Stations of public transport are origins and destinations for
vehicles and passengers. Entrances are primary origins and destinations of residents. Shops and restaurants are origin and destination points for pedestrians.
Some elements such as shop windows attract people and invite people to stay for
a while.

Desire Line1 Analysis: The assessment of desire line shows that pedestrians
movements are more distributed over shared space areas than traditional roads [198].
It has been conveyed by the UK DfT that the percentage of pedestrians walking
through carriageway according to their desire line is between 80-100% in shared
space areas [198] in contrast to areas which are considered to be more traditional
such as London Road, Southampton or St. John’s Road in London (UK) this
percentage does not exceed 60% [198]. In other words, removal of separation
barriers invites pedestrians and cars to share space. It has been also noted by
the UK DfT that trafﬁc ﬂow has an inﬂuence on the pedestrian density on the
carriageway [198]. In particular during low trafﬁc, the usage of available space
changes. Both pedestrians and cars make use of shortcuts that will shorten their
commuting time [8].

Encounter Analysis: Bliek [199] examined the likelihood of cars stopping at intersections of conventional roads to that at redesigned shared spaces in Montreal.
A study was conducted comparing two traditional crossings with two shared
space areas, both with comparable size and amount of trafﬁc. It was observed
that drivers acknowledge the presents of pedestrians in the shared space areas
more than the traditional crossings. This behaviour can be evoked by a number
of aspects such as, for instance, the design of the area, speed restrictions, traf1

A desire line is road users preferred path between two points which is often the shortest or the
most convenient path between an origin and destination.
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ﬁc and crowd ﬂow and density in encounters [198]. Shore et al. [198] reports
that the design of the area is not considerably inﬂuencing the rate of encounters2 .
The objective of the study was to determine to which degree drivers are willing
to give way and, perhaps, what kind of features inﬂuences drivers’ desire to give
way, based on the assumption that the sharing space ought to provide the 50-50
share of use. After analysing observational data from shared space schemes in
the UK, it was reported that the number of encounters was mainly caused by
the trafﬁc and pedestrian ﬂows. In 69% of the observed encounters between
pedestrians and vehicles, pedestrians gave way. However, a 50% of giving way
during encounters was observed on New Road (Brighton), Elwick Square (Ashford, Kent), Seven Dials (London) and High Street (Shrewsbury) [198]. In areas
with speed limit, cars tended to give way to pedestrians more. Where the speed
, the number of drivers giving way to pedestrians decreased
limit exceeded 25 km
h
dramatically. Interestingly, when pedestrians ﬂocked, drivers felt more obligated
to give way to a group, rather than to an individual.

Vehicle Speed Analysis: Trafﬁc behaviour and safety in shared space is facilitated by speed limits [8, 198]. Reducing demarcations of the environment in
an attempt to lower the division between footpath and carriageway spaces has
some impact on encouraging drivers to reduce their speed. The analysis suggests
that the speed of trafﬁc has been mostly inﬂuenced by designing the space in
totality: the higher the rate of space sharing between all users, the lower the
trafﬁc haste. In addition, less stop-and-go behaviour and more continuous movement of all modes are observed in shared spaces [8, 13, 198]. The mean and
maximum speeds has declined following enforcement of designed in the shared
space [8, 198].

2

Encounters are deﬁned as two road users trying to occupy the same space at the same
time [198].
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3.4 Elementary Considerations for a Shared Space Model
Shared space is a rarely implemented design concept which makes it challenging to determine particular behaviours. Shared space schemes also vary due to
different cultures, design elements and trafﬁc mixes. The behaviour analysis of
Section 3.3 supports the argument that the intended objectives (see Section 3.1)
of mixing trafﬁc in shared space is established. In order to develop models of
shared space and implement behaviours that are speciﬁc for shared space environments, the patterns that should be considered for mathematical modelling are:
1. Obstacles should be deﬁned as a guiding effect on trafﬁc behaviour of
shared space users. Shared space users should follow the shortest path to
their destination according to the static obstacles and infrastructure of the
environment.
2. Encouraging all road users to share the available road space and balancing
priority is a major objective of the shared space concept. The way pedestrians use space in shared space areas should be modelled by considering
design characteristic (e.g. single surface) to reduce priority for car drivers
and to increase priority for pedestrians.
3. Trafﬁc calming and reducing stop-and-go behaviour is another objective
of the shared space concept. Shared space should therefore, be modelled
in totality (no lane discipline). In order to reduce trafﬁc speed, road users
should be modelled dynamically adaptive to the behavioural changes of
others. The desired speed as well as the maximum speed should be deﬁned
according to shared space trafﬁc rules and observations.
4. Shared spaces are designed to encourage motorised and non-motorised
users to move freely in a two dimensional space. It is assumed that road
users are more conscious about their surrounding and avoid conﬂicts. This
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behaviour should be modelled by considering the trafﬁc factors involved in
encounters: road users speed, direction of movement, minimum distance
from each other and density of vehicular trafﬁc and crowd.
Given the design elements and speciﬁc behavioural patterns for shared space
users, the following section explains the conceptual framework.

3.5 Methodology
The conceptual framework for modelling pedestrians and car motions in shared
space environments is represented by three interrelated layers as shown in Figure 3.2. The ﬁrst layer, the global trajectory planning layer, minimises the unnecessary detours of pedestrians and cars by calculating the shortest path to the ﬁnal
destination via intermediate destinations with respect to the infrastructure of the
shared area (see Section 3.5.1). The second layer, the operational force based
layer, uses the SFM and modiﬁes it to generate individual trajectories of pedestrians and cars from their starting point following the shortest path. The road users
are assigned with social/physical forces in this layer to reproduce their interac-
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Figure 3.2: Conceptual framework
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tion, their negotiation on the right of way and their obstacle avoidance behaviour
(Section 3.5.2). In the third layer, the diplomatic rule-based layer, the motion
limitation of car drivers is taken into account with a relationship between the
steering angle and velocity. In case of potential encounters, rules are assigned to
avoid collision (see Section 3.5.3). The geometrical model for simulating pedestrians and cars in all of the layers is described in Section 3.6.
3.5.1 Global Trajectory Planning Layer

Shared space users change their travel path based on the surrounding information (e.g. other agents or obstacles or the trafﬁc condition). Road users plan
their travel route according to static obstacles, not only within their interaction
range, but also within their sight distance (see Figure 3.3). The task of making a
shared space user to move from their present location to their destination location
involves:
1. Finding an obstacle-free path from the current location to the goal according to the infrastructure of the activity area.
2. Making the shared space users move along the generated path.
The dynamic model of the second layer applies forces on the shared space users
to drive the motion. Regarding the ﬁrst task, the function of this layer is to
calculate the shortest path to the destination for each agent with respect to the infrastructure of the shared area. Therefore, even though the operational model is
primarily proposed to generate road user trajectories, the global trajectory planning layer minimises the deviation of agent paths towards their destination by
assigning intermediate destinations [200]. Chapter 4 describes this layer, which
is based on the ﬂood ﬁeld algorithm, in more detail.
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Pedestrian Desire Line
Driver Desire Line

Figure 3.3: Trajectory planning of shared space users based on empirical data

3.5.2 Operational Force-Based Layer

Shared space user routes towards their ﬁnal destination along the intermediate
destinations may change depending on non-static obstacles and other (moving)
agents. The function of the operational force-based layer is to generate the walking and driving manoeuvres that users are likely to perform under shared space
conditions. As concluded in Chapter 2, the SFM is chosen for modelling road
user behaviours because of its capability to produce the decision process, local route choice and collision avoidance activities with force ﬁelds. The SFM
assigns equal priority to all road users, which supports the argument of negotiation on the right of way, and it provides constant agent movements. Since
the original SFM by Helbing [161] only considers social/physical forces exerted
by pedestrians or obstacles, the existence of cars in a shared space environment
is expressed by socio-repulsive forces exerted by vehicles onto pedestrians and
other cars. This force explains the most important interaction behaviour of a
pedestrian which results in keeping a certain distance to cars as no physical inter-
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Social l Interaction with the Boundaries
Social & Physical Interactions
Social l Interaction

Figure 3.4: Social force model for shared space users

action should occur. In addition, socio-repulsive forces are added and exerted by
obstacles, pedestrians and other vehicles onto vehicles [201] (see Figure 3.4).
The momentary behavioural change of vehicles is described by a sum of different
force terms considering both individual personal characteristics and the social situation. Vehicles are not expected to have any physical contact with obstacles or
other cars. When social forces are not able to capture reality, the third layer modiﬁes the manoeuvres to avoid the potential encounter. The second layer is the
core of the new mathematical model presented in this thesis and is the focus of
Chapter 5.
3.5.3 Diplomatic Rule-Based Layer

After deﬁning the characteristics of the overall shared space system, the third
layer is implemented to describe constraints of car motions by a relationship between the steering angle and speed. The second part of this layer handles road
conﬂicts that cannot be resolved by the SFM exclusively. Potential conﬂicts be-
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tween agents are predicted based on their states and resolved by a speed change
and a correction of the heading direction (considering left-hand trafﬁc for car-car
interactions) [202]. The aim is to ﬁnd the minimum speed change and direction
change for each agent to avoid possible conﬂicts while deviating as little as possible from the desired direction of movement. The mathematical description of
this layer is presented in detail in Chapter 6.

3.6 Geometrical Agent Modelling for Pedestrians and Cars
In the SFM by Helbing, Farkas and Vicsek [53], each simulated pedestrian has a
certain body size which can be expressed by circles (symmetrical conﬁguration)
of a radius rα . This is translated to the average area occupied by a pedestrian
throughout this thesis (see Figure 3.5). Since the deﬁnition of shared space is
the integration of pedestrians and vehicles, a car is now introduced by an ellipse
with the radius rγ (ϕγU ). As shown in Figure 3.6, the radius rγ (ϕγU ) depends on
the angle between the desired direction of a car γ and the centre of a close-by
pedestrian U = α or car U = δ. The radius of the ellipse rγ (ϕγU ) in polar
coordinates is described by Equation 3.1.
w
rγ (ϕγU ) = 
, where  =
2
1 −  cos2 (ϕγU )

√

l2 − w2
l

(3.1)

Centre of Pedestrian ȕ
or Vehicle į
rĮ

Direction of the Shortest
Path to the Destination

Figure 3.5: Pedestrian modelling using a geometrical approximation of a circle
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Figure 3.6: Vehicle modelling using a geometrical approximation of an ellipse

where, 2l and 2w are the average length and width of a modelled car. Considering
the pedestrian as a circle and the car as an ellipse, the following chapters will
present the mathematical model to describe the behaviour of pedestrians and
cars in a shared environment.

3.7 Summary
This chapter introduced urban planners’ objectives and expectations regarding
pedestrian and vehicle behaviour after implementing a shared space environment.
This led to a review of the speciﬁc behavioural patterns of shared space users
from the literature and ﬁeld observations. The key characteristics were then realised in a framework of three interrelated layers (similar to theories of pedestrian dynamics [155, 203]) for modelling pedestrian and car motions: the global
trajectory planning layer, operational force-based model layer and diplomatic
rule-based layer. The geometrical models for pedestrians and cars in the shared
space environments were also introduced. The mathematical methods used in
each layer are explained in detail in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
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Chapter 4
Trajectory
Planning by Distance Map
In this chapter, a global path planning strategy is presented. Since the Social
Force Model (SFM) only considers and reacts on static obstacles within a deﬁned interaction range of the agents, this global trajectory planning algorithm
is essential. As the literature reveals that the ﬂood-ﬁll algorithm is computationally fast compared to other path ﬁnding methods, this algorithm is implemented
as the ﬁrst layer of the mathematical model developed in this thesis. The aim
is to model the path of each shared space user from its current location to a
destination according to the infrastructure in the environment. The ﬁrst layer introduces a distance map based on the ﬂood-ﬁll algorithm to deﬁne intermediate
destinations between agent’s origin and destination in order to ﬁnd the shortest
path.
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4.1 Introduction
Two groups of path planning algorithms are distinguished: global and local path
planning. The former model the path of agents from their current location to a
destination according to a priori information about the infrastructure in the environment. Local path planning algorithms cover dynamic interactions between
agents and static obstacles within a deﬁned distance referred to as the interaction range in the SFM. The focus of this chapter is on developing a global path
planning algorithm while the local path planning is addressed in Chapter 5 with
the SFM. The SFM is adapted to shared space user movements representing an
agent with a certain velocity (which includes its desired direction and speed) at
each time interval. A driving force is assigned to deﬁne the motivation of agents
to move towards the destination with a desired speed. Social forces of the SFM
make agents avoid each other and obstacles that are within their interaction range
along their path to the destination. It is considered that each obstacle has a repulsive potential ﬁeld around it. As discussed in Chapter 3, static obstacles (e.g.
buildings) might intersect the direct line between the start location and destination. The sole performance of the SFM using local forces would result in a path
which is similar to a trajectory by the Bug 0 algorithm [204]. However, shared
space users follow the shortest path via intermediate destinations towards the ﬁnal destination. So, it is insufﬁcient to guide a pedestrian or a car only by the
local interaction range. There is also a need for global path planning according
to the infrastructure of their activity area. Shared space users follow the shortest
path towards their destination on the global scale.

There are several deﬁnitions for a desired global path (trajectory) to the destination for pedestrians/cars:
• the most comfortable path where the road user needs to provide the least
effort with the fewest changes of direction;
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• the shortest path;
• the fastest path to move from one place to another [205].
It is possible to combine two strategies in a simulation or change the preferred
strategy during simulation (adaptive path planning algorithms).

This chapter presents a two dimensional path planning algorithm that determines
the shortest path strategy. Intermediate destinations are positioned to obtain the
shortest paths for each road user by moving around obstacles. This chapter ﬁrst
reviews path planning approaches (Section 4.2). This is followed in Section 4.3
by details of different ﬂood-ﬁll algorithms based on two metrics (the Mahattan
and Chessboard metric) for shared space users. Section 4.4 presents an example
of the developed path planning algorithm for shared space users. Conclusions
are drawn in Section 4.5.

4.2 Shortest Path Algorithms
An overview of existing methods to calculate the shortest path to the destination
using global knowledge of road users, is given in this section.
4.2.1 Dijkstra’s Algorithm on a Visibility Graph

In order to model global-scale path planning, "graph-based approaches are used
in most multi-scale models"1 . Here, possible polyline routes connecting many
point locations around a polygon obstruction are identiﬁed by a visibility graph
in a given geometry (Figure 4.1). Agents reach their ﬁnal destination via intermediate destinations that are deﬁned by the vertices of the visibility graph. The

1

A. Kneidl, D. Hartmann and A. Borrmann. "A Hybrid Multi-scale Approach for Simulation
of Pedestrian Dynamics." Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies, vol. 37,
pp. 224, 2013.
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Figure 4.1: A visibility graph determined from possible polyline routes connecting point locations around a polygon obstruction

shortest path can be found by applying the Dijkstra’s algorithm [206] to the network between the starting point and the goal to ﬁnd the closest corner points
to the destination polygon. If agents are moving within low density geometries,
navigation points can be very close to corners of obstacles [207]. However, a
minimum distance has to be considered for coming close to these points before
proceeding towards the next navigation point. In addition, local path planning is
handled by repulsive forces in the operational force-based layer. The computational time of calculating the shortest path based on the visibility graph increases
based on the complexity of the obstacle ﬁlled environment as reported in [208].
4.2.2 Ray Casting Algorithm on a Distance Map

This method measures the distance to the nearest obstacle by emitting rays. Rays
are lines from an agent’s start location to many end points. Agents move along a
ray towards the destination until this ray intersects with an obstacle (e.g. a wall).
For a given start point, a sufﬁcient number of rays are casted so that every cell that
could potentially be part of the ﬁeld of view is passed by at least one ray. There is
a need to deﬁne a maximum range for rays in order to avoid casting an unlimited
number. In order to use this method effectively, it is necessary to quickly cast
rays (draw lines) using for instance the Bresenham’s line algorithm [209]. All
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Figure 4.2: Calculate ﬁeld of view with ray casting on a grid-based map

cells covered by ray lines are part of the ﬁeld of view as shown in Figure 4.2.
Each cell in the ﬁeld of view is assigned to a distance value with respect to
the destination. The agent then follows the closest cell to the destination. The
computational time of using ray casting algorithm is discussed in [208].
4.2.3 Flood-ﬁll Algorithms

Another method for calculating the shortest path is by generating a ﬂood ﬁeld.
The activity area is divided in to grids of cells. Each cell is assigned to a distance
value to its nearest cell. Various algorithms are proposed for the calculation of
distances in an obstacle ﬁlled space based on their relative error from the Euclidean distance or their calculation time [208]. The direction of the shortest
path can be retrieved by following the direction of the negative gradient [207].
Gradients can be calculated using the Moore metric without calculating the ﬂoodﬁll [210].
Flood-ﬁll methods and related path modiﬁcation methods are commonly used
due to their effectiveness at coordinating motions. The calculation of the ﬂoodﬁll algorithm is computationally less expensive than other algorithms such as the
Dijkstra’s algorithm (on a visibility graph) or ray casting as reported in [208].
The ﬂood-ﬁll algorithm was chosen in this thesis to be used for navigating shared
space users. A combination of standard metrics is used for the ﬂood-ﬁll al-
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gorithm in order to reduce relative errors from the Euclidean distance [208].
Standard metrics (the Manhattan and Chessboard metric) and their combination
called Variant 2 are explained in Section 4.3.

4.3 Flood-ﬁll Methods
In the ﬂood-ﬁll algorithm, space is divided into separate cells where each cell
is assigned a distance value to its nearest cell. The exact distance between two
coordinates can be calculated by the Euclidean distance formula. Calculating a
distance map requires ﬁnding the nearest neighbourhood cells and calculating
the distance according to Equation 4.1. In this process, the calculation of the
shortest path in the presence of obstacles is challenging because of local minima
resulting of unknown obstacle shapes. As a result, other distance metrics such as
the Manhattan, Chessboard or Variant 2 metric have been suggested to calculate
the distance with an approximate Euclidean distance map by considering less
complex algorithms.

D

Euclidean

=

(|δxi |2 + |δyi |2 )

(4.1)

Among the proposed distance transform algorithms, the Manhattan distance map
is the most sufﬁcient in terms of complexity and computational time. It measures
the distance between two coordinates based on a 4-connected neighbourhood
(North, East, West and South) in Equation 4.2. However, the results overestimate
diagonal distances largely in comparison to the Euclidean distance.
DM =


i

|δxi | +



|δyi |

(4.2)

i

To calculate the Manhattan distance map, the distance values for all obstacle
cells are initially assigned to a large number and the empty cells are set to zero.
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Figure 4.3: Transmission of local distance in a manhattan distance map

The distance map is generated through iterations. In each iteration, the distance
values of direct neighbourhood cells are added. The process is repeated until
the distances for all pixels are calculated. Figure 4.3 illustrates the transmission
of local distance in a Manhattan map starting from the cell in the centre with
assigned distance values. A more efﬁcient metric is the Chessboard distance as
in Equation 4.3 which leads to an underestimated distance.
DC =



max(|δxi | , |δyi |)

(4.3)

i

Another metric is called Variant 2 (DV 2 ), based on a combination of the Manhattan metric DM and the Chessboard metric DC [208] (Equation 4.4). In comparison to the Manhattan and Chessboard metrics, the Variant 2 distance is a more
accurate estimation. This can be clearly seen in Figure 4.4 where the distortion
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Figure 4.4: Distance transformation for a cell using different metrics
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from the isotropic distance map is shown.
√
DV 2 = ( 2 − 1)Dm + DC , where, Dm = DM − DC

(4.4)

Relative approximation errors of the Euclidean distance based on Equation 4.5
show that the Manhattan and Chessboard metrics result in maximum relative
errors of 0.47 and 0.38. The use of the Variant 2 metric leads to a maximum
relative error of 0.16 which is why this method is used here for shared space
environments. However, the Variant 2 metric requires two operations for calculating distances.
ξrelative



 D − DEuclidean 

= 
DEuclidean 

(4.5)

The application of the Variant 2 metric for the model of shared space users is
explained in Section 4.4.

4.4 Distance Map for Shared Space Users
In the initialisation phase of the shared space simulation, a global-scale layer
is set up by deﬁning the geometry of the environment, starting points and destinations for all agents. This layer generates a distance map by the ﬂood-ﬁll
algorithm between agent origins and destinations in order to ﬁnd the shortest
path via intermediate destinations. This layer is implemented to assure adequate
realism for the force directed model in the second layer.
Agent movements are modelled for shared areas based on the SFM framework
proposed by Helbing et al. [72]. In this model, an agent moves towards its destination using a driving force. The driving force f 0α motivates agent α to walk
towards its destination while avoiding other agents (U ) and obstacles b due to the
inﬂuence of the repulsive forces f αU and f αb within its interaction range. A random ﬂuctuation force ξ is added to the sum of the exerted forces to represent the
velocity ﬂuctuation due to diverse behaviours. The sum of all the forces causes
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the movement towards the direction as deﬁned in Equation 4.6 by assuming a
mass of m = 1 kg, the unit mass.


dv α (t)
f αU +
f αb + ξ
= f 0α +
dt
b

(4.6)

δ(δ=α)

The ﬁrst term of Equation 4.6, f 0α , encourages agent α to move in a desired
direction e0α with the desired speed v 0α that is adapted to the actual velocity v α
within a certain relaxation time τα (Equation 4.7).
f 0α =

rn − rα
vα0 · eα (t) v α (t)
−
, where eα (t) = α
n
τα
τα
|rα
− rα|

(4.7)

Here, r nα is the ﬁnal destination or goal of an agent. When an agent tries to avoid
a static obstacle located between the position of the agent and its goal, the SFM
plans the path similar to the Bug 0 algorithm resulting in a non-human behaviour
as shown in Figure 4.5 - Trajectory (a). Two static obstacles are positioned intersecting the straight line between the starting point and goal. Without the distance

Starting Point

Trajectory (a)
Trajectory (b)
Trajectory (c)

rαk

rαk+1
Intermediate/Final Destination

Obstacles

rαk+2

rαn
Destination

Figure 4.5: Obstacle avoidance and way-ﬁnding manoeuvres: Trajectory (a) is
simulated without distance map, Trajectory (b) is simulated with
route map and Trajectory (c) is the optimal path simulation
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map, the desired destination component of the driving force is dominant until the
ﬁrst boundary enters the interaction range of the agent. After navigating around
the ﬁrst obstacle due to the repulsive forces exerted from the obstacles to the
agent, the driving force again dominates until the second obstacle comes within
deﬁned proximity. Thus, the calculation of the shortest route to the destination
using a distance map and predeﬁning intermediate destinations overcomes this
limitation.
In order to deﬁne intermediate destinations, a global shortest path strategy is presented based on a priori knowledge of the environment. In this process, the ﬂoor
area is divided into square cells. The distance values for all obstacle cells are
assigned to a large number and the empty cells are set to −1. The global shortest
path strategy is adapted to cars as well as pedestrians. Then, a distance map is
generated through iterations of calculating the Manhattan and Chessboard map.
The distance values of direct neighbourhood cells are added starting from the
destination point to the starting point. This is achieved by calculating the Variant
2 ﬂood-ﬁll (DV 2 ) based on a combination of the Manhattan metric DM and the
Chessboard metric DC [208] as in Equation 4.4. This effect is illustrated in Figure 4.5 - Trajectory (b).

Some of the calculated intermediate destinations are unnecessary. Let r kα be
any intermediate destination while r nα is the ﬁnal destination (see Figure 4.5). In
order to reduce the unnecessary intermediate destinations, line connections between intermediate destinations r kα and r k+2
α , where (k + 2) ≤ n, are checked
for intersections with obstacles. This is referred to as an obstacle check. If the
line does not intersect with any obstacle, the intermediate destination r k+1
will
α
be removed. The driving force considering the explained intermediate destinations is redeﬁned for pedestrians’ movement in Section 5.2.1 (Equation 5.1) and
for car drivers’ motion in Section 5.3.1 (Equation 5.14).
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The geometrical information of the environment and the shortest path to the destination is given before running the simulation. Intermediate destinations are
automatically generated for all agents according to the distance map calculations
and collision checks with obstacles as illustrated in Figure 4.5 - Trajectory (c).
The agent navigates via the intermediate destinations assigned to the vertices of
the generated shortest path.

Therefore, the direction of the driving force is largely determined by the position
of the agent and the intermediate destination. In this case agents continue until
the ﬁnal destination is reached with a more human-like behaviour.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a global path planning algorithm was described to navigate pedestrians and cars within the shared area. This layer is essential to ensure adequate
realism for the force directed model in the second layer. Hence, a two dimensional path planning algorithm based on a combination of the Manhattan and
Chessboard metric determines the shortest path for each agent. Intermediate destinations are positioned to obtain the shortest path by moving around surrounding
obstacles. The local path planning is then handled by repulsive forces in the operational force-based layer (Chapter 5).
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Chapter 5
Force-Based Modelling
This chapter presents the second layer which is the core of the mathematical
model for shared space users. It describes the movement of each pedestrian and
vehicle in a shared space environment considering their interactions with other
pedestrians, cars and obstacles according to the intermediate destinations derived by the global trajectory layer. The Social Force Model (SFM) is a concept
to describe pedestrian motions and is able to reproduce a wide range of selforganising phenomena. The SFM is now extended for shared space users. As
observations show that vehicles organise themselves without an explicit lane system, the car-following feature is added for cars according to trafﬁc conditions.
The framework of the SFM is used to model driver behaviour within a shared
layout and to make the necessary manoeuvres.
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5.1 Introduction
The most essential phenomena when modelling mixed trafﬁc areas are social behaviours and interactions between pedestrians and other pedestrians, pedestrians
and drivers, and drivers and other drivers. Modelling interactions between cars
and pedestrians is one of the main challenges when developing a shared space
simulation. All agents are modelled individually using the microscopic model
of social forces. Hence, the second layer, the operational force-based layer, is
based on a combination of factors considered in the SFM by Helbing [72, 161],
Farkas and Vicsek [53] as the framework to simulate and describe shared space
user dynamics.

The idea of force directed models is to reproduce behaviour patterns of pedestrians [72]. The social interaction forces which do not obey Newton’s third law of
motion affects each pedestrian in the system. There is no action-reaction effect
and social forces can be asymmetric. The social forces are a measure of pedestrian motivations for acting in speciﬁc ways. The force directed model makes
use of established methods from physics: several exerted forces are summed up
to generate a resulting force for a pedestrian. The resulting force can be used to
describe acceleration and thus affect the movement of pedestrians. The desire of
pedestrians to avoid physical interaction with each other is modelled by repulsive
forces. Social forces are a way to estimate pedestrian behaviours and tendencies
to move in a certain direction which differs from physical forces. They can affect
pedestrians over a distance whereas physical interaction forces (pushing and sliding friction forces) between two pedestrians only occur when in physical touch.
Furthermore, social force models can be found in several versions in the literature. Though the basic idea is similar, some details vary. For instance, the SFM
by Helbing [161] and Molnar [72] is modiﬁed by considering interaction forces
that are perpendicular to the direction of the repulsive force [53] or by imple-
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menting an effective angle factor in the interaction forces [162] or by including the density effects in the social repulsive force [86] or by deﬁning velocitydependent repulsive forces [73] or by adding a self-stopping mechanism in the
social forces [195]. The interaction forces are used as both, a means of simulating a tendency of pedestrians to avoid each other and a frictional force when
pedestrians are in physical contact. Other models add an additional layer to the
SFM to simulate higher-level decisions such as path ﬁnding and communication
between pedestrians as well as incorporating pedestrians that fall down and turn
into obstacles in dense crowds [149].
In this chapter, the SFM is extended for pedestrians by considering cars in the
environment. Also, the force directed concept is applied for cars in a non-lane
based shared environment and their interactions with pedestrians.

5.2 Social Force Model for Pedestrians by Helbing, Molnar,
Farkas and Vicsek
The SFM is based on Lewin’s [211] idea in social science that behavioural
changes are driven and self-possessed by social forces or social ﬁelds. Helbing [161], Molnar [72], Farkas and Vicsek [53] explained this idea mathematically and applied the concept to pedestrian dynamics. In this model, pedestrian
movements are inﬂuenced by forces exerted by other pedestrians and obstacles.
The sum of the all forces determines the movement and direction as shown in
Figure 5.1. The social forces evoke a pedestrian to accelerate or decelerate as a
reaction to perceived information that is obtained from the environment. At each
time interval, the acceleration or deceleration is calculated for all pedestrians
within the system based on the sum of forces. Hence, the velocity and consequently the position at the following time interval is returned. In the following
subsections, the forces acting on a pedestrian are explained in detail by assuming
a mass of m = 1 kg, the unit mass.
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Figure 5.1: Social Force Model for pedestrians

5.2.1 Driving Force for Pedestrians

As initially explained in Chapter 4, pedestrians follow the direct and shortest
path without detours. The shortest path to the ﬁnal destination for pedestrian
α is deﬁned as a sequence of intermediate destinations r 1α , . . . , r nα := r kα as explained in Chapter 4. The ﬁrst term of the SFM, the ’driving force’, encourages a
pedestrian α to move towards the next intermediate destination eα with a desired
speed vα0 that is adapted to the current velocity v α within a constant relaxation
time τα as in Equation 5.1. The relaxation time determines how quickly an agent
changes its velocity to the desired velocity.
f 0α =

rk − rα
vα0 · eα (t) v α (t)
−
, where eα (t) = α
k
τα
τα
|rα
− rα|

(5.1)

where eα points to the next intermediate destination rαk at time t. r α (t) denotes
the actual position of pedestrian α at time t. If a pedestrian is not affected by surrounding forces, movement is towards the desired direction eα with the assumed
desired velocity vα0 . Small values of τα make pedestrians walk more aggressively
when the forces of all agents or obstacles are exerted on them.
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5.2.2 Interaction Forces between Pedestrians

The motion of a pedestrian is inﬂuenced by other pedestrians. Each agent tries
to keep a certain distance (private sphere) from other pedestrians depending on
density and desired speed. In fact, the closer a pedestrian gets to a neighbouring
pedestrian, the more uncomfortable they become. Repulsive effects from pedestrian β to pedestrian α and vice versa play an important role in their interaction.
The interaction between pedestrians f αβ is introduced by two repulsive forces
in [53] (Equation 5.2). The social force f soc
αβ reﬂects the socio-psychological behaviour of a pedestrian to keep a certain distance from nearby pedestrians. The
physical force f ph
αβ represents physical interactions (pushing and sliding friction
forces) when pedestrians touch each other.
ph
f αβ (t) = f soc
αβ (t) + f αβ (t)

(5.2)

The socio-psychological force f soc
αβ is an exponential function to consider distance dependency as in [53] (Equation 5.3). The repulsive force increases when
pedestrians get closer and almost vanishes when they move far away from each
other. This describes the avoidance manoeuvres of pedestrians.
f soc
αβ = Aαβ e

rαβ −dαβ
Bαβ

nαβ Fαβ

(5.3)

where dαβ = r α − r β  is the distance between the mass centre of pedestrian α
and β, rαβ = (rα + rβ ) is the sum of their radii, nαβ =

(r α −r β )
dαβ

is the normalised

vector pointing from β to α and Fαβ is the form factor that varies the amount
of exerted forces with respect to the direction of movement. Aαβ is the constant
interaction strength that indicates the effect of repulsive forces on pedestrian α.
Bαβ is the constant interaction range which determines the inﬂuence of distance
(rαβ − dαβ ) on the repulsive force f αβ . A and B need to be calibrated using real
data.
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Figure 5.2: Form factor (Equation 5.4) for anisotropic pedestrian behaviour regarding pedestrians

Human beings have an anisotropic behaviour managing that movements in their
ﬁeld of view can persuade them to react more than movements behind them. The
form factor Fαβ has the form of a limacon in polar coordinates and it includes
the anisotropic behaviour of pedestrians [162]. This can be described by a polar
curve term of the form:
Fαβ = λα + (1 − λα )

1 + cos(ϕαβ )
2

(5.4)

ϕαβ is the angle between the desired movement direction of pedestrian α and the
repulsive force exerted from pedestrian β. Figure 5.2 illustrates the form factor
value with respect to different λα values. As is shown in Figure 5.2, Fαβ is larger
for forces occurred in front of a pedestrian (−90o < ϕαβ < 90o ) than those
behind. The physical interaction force or "body force" [53] (Equation 5.2) acts
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on pedestrian α only in case of physical contact such as panic situations or high
density conditions. In general, people try to avoid physical injuries by pushing
other pedestrians.
= kΘ (rαβ − dαβ ) nαβ
f ph,pushing
αβ

(5.5)

The function Θ (rαβ − dαβ ) in Equation 5.5 is equal to its argument in Equation 5.6 if the pedestrians touch each other, otherwise it is zero.
⎧
⎨ Θ (r − d ) = r − d ,
αβ
αβ
αβ
αβ
where
⎩ Θ (r − d ) = 0,
αβ

αβ

if rαβ > dαβ

(5.6)

otherwise

A "sliding friction force" [53] is also calculated in case of physical contact to
include the aspect that pedestrians cannot pass each other quickly when touching because of friction. This force is perpendicular to the pushing force and is
deﬁned in Equation 5.7.
ph,friction
t
t
= κΘ (rαβ − dαβ ) Δvβα
tαβ , where Δvβα
= (v β − v α ) · tαβ (5.7)
f αβ

where tαβ is a normal vector tangential to the pushing force exerted from pedestrian β to pedestrian α. k and κ are constant parameters to present obstruction
effects. Thus, the physical force f ph
αβ is calculated as follows:
t
f ph
αβ = kΘ (rαβ − dαβ ) nαβ + κΘ (rαβ − dαβ ) Δvβα tαβ

(5.8)

5.2.3 Interaction Forces between Pedestrians and Boundaries/Obstacles

In the SFM [53], boundary/obstacle repulsive effects are considered similarly to
that of pedestrians. Therefore, this force is deﬁned based on Equation 5.3, 5.5
and 5.7.
f αb = Aαb e

rα −dαb
Bαb

nαb + kΘ(rα − dαb )nαb − κΘ(rα − dαb ) v α , tαb  tαb (5.9)
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where nαb is the normal vector perpendicular to the surface of a boundary and
tαb is parallel to nαb . In addition, the scalar product of the momentary pedestrian velocity v α and tαb is introduced as v α , tαb .

Obstacles are deﬁned as polygons as shown in Figure 5.3 with p and q as its
vertices. The line between p and q establishes the boundary. If pedestrian α
is within the area of a boundary, the shortest distance between the boundary
and pedestrian is the Euclidean distance between the pedestrian position and the
boundary line. If a pedestrian is outside the area of the boundary the closest
distance is between the pedestrian position xα and the boundary vertex p and
q respectively. The momentary distance is therefore, introduced by the algebra
vector dαb as:

dĮb=p-xĮ-‹eqp,p-xĮ›eqp

dĮb=p-xĮ

dĮb=q-xĮ

dαb

⎧
⎪
⎪
for xα − p, eqp  ≤ 0
p − xα
⎪
⎨
=
p − xα − eqp , xα − p eqp for 0 < xα − p, eqp  < |q − p|
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ q−x
for |q − p| ≤ xα − p, eqp 
α
(5.10)

Boundary

eqp
p

q
y

Į

xĮ
x

Figure 5.3: Determination of the distance between a boundary and pedestrian
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5.2.4 Attractive Interactions

Pedestrians occasionally start walking towards attractions (shops, exhibitions).
This behaviour change linearly decreases to zero over time as they continue to
move towards the desired destination. This behaviour is introduced by a timedependent attractive force f αi in the SFM that has the same form as Equation 5.3
with a smaller value for interaction range Bαi and a negative time-dependent
value for interaction strength Aαi .
5.2.5 Joining Behaviours for Pedestrians

The tendency of humans to walk in groups is included in a constant attracting
force f att
αβ exerted from pedestrian β to pedestrian α:
f att
αβ = −Cαβ nαβ

(5.11)

5.2.6 Fluctuation Term

Human behaviour varies from one to another. Therefore, a random ﬂuctuation
force ξ is added to the sum of the exerted forces to present velocity ﬂuctuation
due to diverse behaviours. ξ has a Gaussian form and is perpendicular to the
desired direction of movement e0α :
ξ = e0α , f α X · enorm
α

(5.12)

Here, f α is the sum of the forces exerted to the individual α. X is a normal
distributed random number with μ = 0 and variance σ 2 = 0.2 within the interval
[−1, 1] [162]. In computer simulations, agents may not be able to pass each other
due to entirely oppositional velocities. Hence, the ﬂuctuation force resolves these
deadlocks with minimal inﬂuence on the sum of the forces exerted to an agent.
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5.2.7 Summary of the Social Force Model for Pedestrians

In conclusion, different forces are introduced by the SFM to reﬂect diverse phenomena taking place during pedestrian movements. The sum of all forces in
Equation 5.13 represents the acceleration at time t.




dv α (t)
f αβ +
f αb +
f αi +
f att
= fα +
αβ + ξ
dt
i
β
b
β

(5.13)

The forces of attracting elements f αi and joining behaviour of pedestrians f att
αβ
are excluded in this study. Based on the sum of the forces and thus the acceleration

dv α (t)
dt

for pedestrian α at time t, the velocity and position at time (t + Δt)

is computed. Since the SFM is chosen as a uniﬁed theory for explaining both
vehicle and pedestrian movements in shared space environments, the SFM for
pedestrians is applied to a model for cars in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, the SFM
for pedestrians is extended to include the impact of cars to pedestrians in shared
space areas.

5.3 Social Force Model for Cars
Since vehicles and pedestrians move within shared space environments, the SFM
for pedestrians is now considered and applied to a model for cars. As discussed
in Section 3.6, the geometrical model for cars is introduced by an ellipse with
the radius of rγ (ϕγU ). The new arrangement of a shared space environment
integrating cars is shown in Figure 5.4.
The sum of the force terms exerted on a car γ from pedestrian α, boundary b and
car δ can be seen in Equation 5.14. Each summand is explained in the following
sections.



dv γ (t)
= f 0γ +
f γδ +
f γα +
f γb + ξ
dt
α
b
δ(δ=γ)

(5.14)
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Figure 5.4: Force terms exerted to a car from a pedestrian/car/boundary

5.3.1 Driving Force for Cars

The driving force of a car is similar to the one applied for pedestrians in the original SFM. This force term describes the motivation of a driver to move towards a
certain (intermediate) destination. The driver γ is assumed to move in a desired
direction eγ with a desired speed vγ0 that is adapted to the actual velocity v γ (t)
within a constant relaxation time τγ .
f 0γ =

vγ0 · eγ (t) − v γ (t)
r kγ − rγ
, where eγ (t) = k
τγ
|r γ − r γ |

(5.15)

The shortest path to the ﬁnal destination for car γ is deﬁned as a sequence of
intermediate destinations (see Chapter 4). Therefore, the desired direction eγ
points in the direction of the next intermediate destination r kγ on the shortest
path to the ﬁnal destination.
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5.3.2 Interaction between Cars and Shared Space Users

Shared space layouts aim to achieve a constant trafﬁc ﬂow by reducing stopand-go behaviours [13]. Drivers try to adapt to the behaviour of other shared
space users. Any deviation from their path to their destination is mainly due to
local social interactions. The interaction force fγU between a car γ with either
another car (U = δ) or a pedestrian (U = α) is presented by Equation 5.16. The
socio-psychological force f soc
γU is to keep a certain distance from nearby agents.
The car-following force f following
is to describe a follow-the-leader behaviour of
γδ
drivers if a car is faster than a leading car in front. Some drivers may have the
habit of tailgating (following too close) other cars to show they are impatience
or to indicate that they want to pass. However, tailgating was not an observed
behaviour of car drivers in shared spaces and is excluded here. More details
about the car-following force are explained in Section 5.3.3. Assuming physical
contact being equivalent to an accident, no physical force is included.
following
(t)
f γU (t) = f soc
γU (t) + f γδ

(5.16)

To describe the socio-psychological force f soc
γU , an exponential function is applied
to reﬂect the role of distance. The repulsive force increases when agents get
closer and almost vanishes when they move far away from each other.
f soc
γU = AγU e

rγU −dγU
BγU

nγU FγU

(5.17)

nγU is the normalized vector pointing from another user (car or pedestrian) to car
γ. AγU and BγU are constant parameters that represent the interaction strength
and interaction range of the repulsive force f soc
γU which require calibration. dγU
is the distance between the centre of agents and rγU is the sum of their radii. The
sum of the radii is therefore, rγU = rγ + rU . The radius rγ depends on the angle
ϕγU between the desired direction of a car and the direction of a neighbouring
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pedestrian or car.

Similar to [48], the anisotropic character of interactions is included to provide
a more realistic form of forces. Considering that car movements are restricted
to change of direction and lateral movement is not possible, an effective ﬁeld of
view is included in the form factor FγU (see Equation 5.18). In addition, the cases
for a pedestrian forecasting a car or a car following another car are distinguished
because in contrast to pedestrians a car driver does not only react to cars in front
but also to those behind it.
FγU =

λγ + (1 − λγ )

1 + cos(ϕγU )
2

·q

(5.18)

q is the effective factor that distinguishes between car-pedestrian or car-car interactions. The view angle of a driver is compared to the effective ﬁeld of
view in Figure 5.5. The effective ﬁeld of view for car drivers is considered 60o
based on the area that is overlooked by drivers with easy head movements [212].
Regarding a car-pedestrian interaction, q is:
Rearview Vision considered
by the Form Factor for Vehicles

Forward Vision considered
by the Form Factor for Vehicles

BLIND SPOT

Side Mirror Vision
Moving Direction
Rearview Mirror Vision
Form Factor for
Anisotropic Behaviour

Forward Vision
BLIND SPOT

Figure 5.5: Effective ﬁeld of view compared to driver’s vision
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q = 1,

if − 30o ≤ ϕγα ≤ 30o

q = 0,

otherwise

(5.19)

This is illustrated in Figure 5.6. Considering a car-car interaction, the following
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Figure 5.6: Effective ﬁeld of view compared to driver’s vision for a carpedestrian interaction (Equation 5.18 and 5.19)

can be summarised for the effective factor q:

q = 1,

⎧
⎨ −30o ≤ ϕ ≤ 30o &
γα
if
⎩ (180o − 30o ) ≤ ϕ ≤ (180o + 30o )
γα

q = 0,

(5.20)

otherwise

Figure 5.7 visualises the form factor Fγδ for car-car interaction. By varying λγ ,
the inﬂuence of the exerted forces of the cars behind the leading car changes.
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Figure 5.7: Effective ﬁeld of view compared to driver’s vision for a car-car interaction (Equation 5.18 and 5.20)

5.3.3 Car-following Feature

As discussed in Chapter 1, shared space schemes are realised as a single surface without any road markings for deﬁned lanes. The philosophy of shared
space gives freedom to all agents, pedestrians and vehicles, to move in a two
dimensional space. However, empirical data from observation show that vehicles merge into assumed lanes by car drivers. This becomes noticeable when
a number of cars move towards the same destination within a close distance of
each other. Modelling driver behaviours with social forces exclusively, in cases
where the leading car decelerates the following cars with a higher speed will try
to avoid the leading car immediately (instead of queuing in the assumed lane
system). The effect is illustrated in Figure 5.8 (a): Two cars travel from the starting points on the left to their destination points on the right of the environment.
On the way, the leading car is obstructed by two randomly deﬁned pedestrians.
Pedestrian 1 crosses the trajectory of the leading car in order to reach the desti-
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nation point. The desired direction of movement (left to right) of Pedestrian 2
intersects the desired direction of the leading car. The leading car decelerates
and changes its desired direction to avoid conﬂict. The following car overtakes
the slowed down car due to social interaction which does not generally match
observations. The car-following force f following
in Equation 5.16 addresses this
γδ
ﬂexible car-following feature and is considered for drivers in the same direction
of movement within a certain distance to adopt the behaviour of the leading car.
The social force f soc
γδ is assigned zero in this case.
The deceleration force f following
is deﬁned in Equation 5.21 [101] and its magniγδ
tude depends on the distance between cars dγδ considering the speed-dependent

Pedestrian 1

Pedestrian 2

Trajectory

Leader

Folower

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: Trajectory simulation of an obstructed car and the following car according to (a) the social force and (b) the deceleration force
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safe distance d(vγδ ), velocity differences Δv γδ and braking time τ´γ .
v 0γ

= − τγ e
f following
γδ

d(vγ )−dγδ
B
γδ

⎧
⎨ Θ(Δv ) = 1,
γ
where
⎩ Θ(Δv ) = 0,
γ

−

Δvγδ

d(vγ )−dγδ
B 
γδ
e

τγ

Θ(Δvγ ),
(5.21)

if (Δvγ ) > 0)
otherwise

Here, the speed-dependent safe distance is d(vγδ ) = dγ + Tγ vγ where dγ is the


minimal vehicle distance and Tγ is the safe time headway. Bγδ
and Bγδ
are ac-

celeration interaction range and braking interaction range. The angle between
the desired direction of driver γ and the desired direction of the leading driver
δ determines whether their movements are conﬂuent or opposed. Therefore, the
deceleration force is only included in the sum of forces when |ϕγδ | > 10o or
|ϕγδ + ϕδγ − 180| < 10o . Equation 5.21 is applied to the previous scenario in
Figure 5.8 (b).
The interaction between cars and boundaries/obstacles is described by considering that cars are not expected to have any physical contact with boundaries or obstacles. An expression similar to Equation 5.17 is deﬁned to model car-obstacle
interactions.

5.4 Social Force Model Extension to Pedestrians
Since the original SFM [161] only considers forces exerted by pedestrians and obstacles onto other pedestrians, forces exerted by vehicles onto pedestrians need to
be included (see Figure 5.9). The existence of cars in a shared space environment
is expressed by a new socio-repulsive force f αγ from cars to pedestrians (Equation 5.22). This new force explains the most important interaction behaviour
of a pedestrian keeping a certain distance to the nearby car since no physical
interaction should occur.
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Figure 5.9: Force term exerted from a car to a pedestrian




dv α (t)
f αβ +
f αb +
f αγ + ξ
= f 0α +
dt
γ
b

(5.22)

β(β=α)

Similar to the interaction force between pedestrians in the SFM, an exponential
function is applied to pedestrian α to represent the inﬂuence of distance between
pedestrians and the close-by car γ as
f soc
αγ = Aαγ e

rαγ −dαγ
Bαγ

nαγ Fαγ ,

(5.23)

where rαγ = rα + rγ ; dαγ is the distance between the centre of pedestrian α and
car γ, nαγ is the normalized vector from car γ to pedestrian α. The form factor
Fαγ is also set similar to Equation 5.18 to explain the anisotropic behaviour of
pedestrian α when facing car γ.
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5.5 Summary
This chapter presented the SFM for modelling socio-psychological behaviour
patterns of pedestrians and vehicles. Applying this force directed model allows
agents to move in a two dimensional space with no intrinsic lane system, to
have equal priority and negotiate the right of way. The SFM is able to cover
these main ideas of share space schemes. However, empirical data shows that
vehicles tend to merge into assumed lanes when a number of cars move towards
the same destination within a close distance between each other. Hence, a carfollowing feature has been added according to trafﬁc conditions. However, some
road conﬂicts cannot be resolved by following the SFM exclusively. As a result
the third layer is added for providing a collision free motion planning. In addition,
restrictions to car motion are explored in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Rule-Based Constraints for Shared
Space Users
The third layer is added to constrain the ﬂexibility of car motion by a relation
between the steering angle and speed considering the centrifugal acceleration expressed by the driver. Having described the key characteristics of shared space
by the Social Force Model (SFM) in the previous chapter, this chapter sets out
how the potential road conﬂicts that might occur by following the SFM exclusively are handled. Possible conﬂicts between agents are predicted based on
their states, resolving these with a combination of speed change and correction
of heading direction. A potential conﬂict is detected as soon as agents intersect
each other’s shadow. The diplomatic rule-based layer is activated in order to
avoid potential physical contact between cars and pedestrians. The agent that
reaches the predicted conﬂict location ﬁrst chooses a conﬂict avoidance strategy (a combination of speed change and correction of heading direction). By
using this conﬂict avoidance strategy, left-hand trafﬁc is introduced for car-car
interactions when passing in opposite directions.
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6.1 Introduction
In Section 6.2, the ﬂexibility and type of car motion are constrained by a relation
between the steering angle and speed. Furthermore, interactions involving cars
require attention as cars do not have a physical force, when modelling mixed
trafﬁc using the SFM. Physical contact between pedestrians can be psychologically disturbing for some pedestrians but physical contact between a pedestrian
and a car is an accident. As explained in the previous chapter, all agents in the
simulation are modelled individually using social forces. Diverse forces are introduced to reﬂect behavioural changes taking place during pedestrian and driver
interactions in the operational force-based layer in Chapter 5. However, some
road conﬂicts cannot be resolved by following the social force theory exclusively
within the interaction range of agents. As cars do not have a physical force, the
diplomatic rule-based layer is added to assess if pedestrian and car routes cross
and then optimise speed and direction change of road users in order to avoid
potential conﬂicts in these scenarios (see Section 6.3). This conﬂict avoidance
strategy is also chosen to model left-hand trafﬁc.

6.2 Relation between Steering Angle and Moving Speed
The angle of movement for pedestrians can be within [0, 2π], whereas the desired
speed should be vα (t) = 1.5 ms . With respect to cars, the speed is restricted to
vγ (t) = 8.9 ms . The angle of steering is limited since a car cannot drive sideways. In general, vehicles have a maximum steering angle ψγ which is limited
to ψγmax = 30◦ . However, the speed |v γ | needs to be considered when driving
of a car is
along a curve since the lateral or centrifugal acceleration aCentrifugal
γ
speed-dependent. In this thesis, a car is modelled as an ellipse (see Section 3.6)
which is acceptably close to the real shape. This simple car model moves in a two
dimensional space. Figure 6.1 shows car γ and its parameters. xγ (t) and yγ (t)
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(x γ,yγ, ψγ)
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Figure 6.1: Parameters of a turning car model in two dimensional space

describe the centre position of the car and ψγ the rotation around this point. L is
the distance between the front and the rear axle. If the steering angle ψγ is ﬁxed,
the car moves around a circle of the radius ργ . Researchers have investigated
what amount of lateral acceleration is common and acceptable for car drivers.
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Figure 6.2: Relation between centrifugal acceleration and speed: (a) categorisation of lateral acceleration [213] and (b) comparison of lateral
acceleration-speed relations [214]
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cities (0 < |v γ | ≤ 50 km
), on country roads (50 km
< |v γ | ≤ 100 km
) and on
h
h
h
highways (|v γ | > 100 km
). As shown in Figure 6.2 (a), drivers commonly accept
h
a centrifugal acceleration of up to 4 sm2 . In particular, vehicle drivers in cities
where shared space schemes are realised have even less lateral acceleration. Herrin and Neuhardt [214] recorded lateral acceleration and speed for multiple subjects during normal road driving. They found that lateral acceleration is constant
aCentrifugal
= 0.35 · g = 3.4 sm2 at below 8.9 ms (see Figure 6.2 (b)). Schimdl [215]
γ
also reported that the acceptable lateral acceleration is constant below 8.9 ms .
The lateral acceleration aCentrifugal
for a linear single track vehicle can be deterγ
mined as presented in Equation 6.1. This equation is derived based on vehicle
dynamic control by Isermann [216].
aCentrifugal
γ

|v γ |2
= |v γ | (η̇ + ν̇) cos(ν) ≈ |v γ | (η̇ + ν̇) =
|ν|<<1
ργ

(6.1)

η̇ is the yaw angle velocity, ν the slip angle, and ν̇ the slip angle velocity respectively. For very small slip angles and by considering that the normal component
of acceleration is dependent on the ργ and the speed of the car vγ , the centrifugal
acceleration can be simpliﬁed as shown in Equation 6.1. This assumption can be
made as any slip angle would consider over- or understeering behaviour which
is not applicable to shared space areas. The radius ργ of an arc depends on the
steering angle ψγ . From geometry, Equation 6.2 can be derived.
tan ψγ =

L
ρRear

(6.2)

The assumptions that ρRear = ργ and L = 2l (2l is the length of a vehicle) can
be estimated because ργ >> 2l for this application.
Inserting Equation 6.2 into Equation 6.1 results in Equation 6.3 after transposing
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2l · aCentrifugal
γ

(6.3)

|v γ |2

Figure 6.3 shows the relation between the steering angle and speed of a car γ.
Two intervals are distinguished:
for

0 < |v γ | ≤ 5.3 ms ,

(6.4)

ψγ ≤ 30◦
for

5.3 ms < |v γ | ≤ 8.9 ms ,
ψγ ≤ arctan

2l·aCentrifugal
γ
|v γ |2

Following these two conditions, the steering is limited according to the speed if
necessary. Figure 6.4 shows the trajectory of a single car for the example of a
right turning with and without the steering angle constraint. As illustrated in Figure 6.4 (a) and Figure 6.4 (b), the turning angle of the car becomes smooth after
applying the steering angle limitation for the speed limit of 8.9 ms . Figure 6.5
shows the deceleration and acceleration process with different steering angular
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Figure 6.3: Intrinsic function between speed and steering angle of car γ
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velocity constraints. From the graph, it is clear for instance that the steering
impulse of 60◦ can result in a very unrealistic deceleration.

Figure 6.4: Driving trajectory simulation of a turning car (a) without steering
angle constraints and (b) with steering angle constraints
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Figure 6.5: Speed change of a turning car as a result of steering angle constraints
of Equation 6.4

6.3 Optimal Manoeuvre for Conﬂict Avoidance
The strategy for potential conﬂict avoidance is implemented for car-pedestrian
interactions and - in a modiﬁed way - for car-car interactions in order to model
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left-hand trafﬁc in the UK. As explained in the previous chapters, each agent has
an initial position and a desired destination which is reached based on the shortest path and exerted social forces along the way. A prediction of an interaction
between two agents which results in a potential conﬂict is determined within a
certain distance to each other. The conﬂict will occur if physical contact is estimated to be at a future time interval between these two agents. The term ’shadow’
is introduced to detect potential conﬂicts. In general, reaction strategies can be
classiﬁed into speed change, steering change or a combination of both. In this
thesis, agents prevent potential conﬂicts using a combination of speed and direction change based on their relative position. The aim is then to ﬁnd the minimum
velocity change Δv min for each agent while deviating as little as possible from
their desired direction of movement. In Section 6.3.1, a deﬁnition of the shadow
is presented to predict potential conﬂicts. An optimisation is applied in order
to calculate the minimum velocity change Δv min for car-pedestrian interactions
(Section 6.3.2). The passing preference on the left hand side in the UK for two
vehicles driving in opposite directions is described in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.1 Prediction of Potential Conﬂicts

If two agents are within a distance larger than their interaction range BU , the
possibility of a potential conﬂict is analysed. The conﬂict avoidance constraints
are explained based on the geometrical considerations of two agents. Figure 6.6
illustrates the predicted intersecting trajectories of a pedestrian (U1 = α) and
a car (U2 = γ). The position, direction of movement and initial velocity of
pedestrian α and car γ are shown in Figure 6.6 (a). ϕαγ is the angle between the
direction of movement of pedestrian α and the force f αγ exerted from car γ to
pedestrian α. Two lines are indicated parallel to the velocity difference that are
tangential to pedestrian α in order to assign a section on the desired direction of
car γ. This section is deﬁned as the shadow of pedestrian α along the direction
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(a) Car γ does not intersect the shadow generated by pedestrian α
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(b) Car γ intersects the shadow generated by pedestrian α

Figure 6.6: Geometric construction for conﬂict detection

of car γ similar to air trafﬁc management systems [217]. A potential conﬂict is
detected as soon as car γ intersects the shadow as shown in Figure 6.6 (b). This
is explained mathematically in Equation 6.5.
(vy,α − vy,γ )
< tan(ϕαγ )
(vx,α − vx,γ )

(6.5)

The time tCPA indicating the period to reach the location of minimum distance
dCPA between the agents at their Closest Point of Approach (CPA) needs to be


determined. The minimum distance at the CPA is dCPA = rα (tCPA ) − rγ (tCPA )
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and should not be less than the sum of their radii (rα + rγ (ϕγα )) as shown
in Figure 6.7. The position of agent α and γ is given by (xα (t), yα (t)) and
(xγ (t), yγ (t)). Their time-dependent velocity vectors are (vx,α (t), vy,α (t)) and
(vx,γ (t), vy,γ (t)). At any time instance t, the distance between the two agents is

given by d(t) = Δx(t)2 + Δy(t)2 . The time to the minimum distance is now
x +ΔyΔvy
calculated as tCPA = − ΔxΔv
. The time tCPA to reach the CPA should
Δv 2 +Δv 2
x

y

be positive (in other words, in future) and less than a deﬁned higher bound of
CPA,max
tCPA,max (in other words, in close future). If the time 0 < tCPA
and
γα < tγα

distance to reach the CPA is less than a certain value (in other words, in close
future), the conﬂict avoidance strategy is activated. In the following section, an
optimisation is applied in order to avoid conﬂict between agents.
6.3.2 Optimisation of Minimum Speed and Direction Change

The agent with a larger speed starts to accelerate and deviate whereas the other
agent decelerates and deviates accordingly. An optimisation is applied to calculate a minimum velocity change Δv min = v opt (t) − v(t) in order to avoid

Figure 6.7: Closest Point Approach (CPA) illustration between car γ and pedestrian α.
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conﬂicts. The cost function c(vxopt (t), vyopt (t)) in Equation 6.6 is optimised.
c (vxopt (t), vyopt (t)) = (vxopt (t) − vx (t))2 + (vyopt (t) − vy (t))2

(6.6)

Equation 6.6 is to be minimised subject to constraints which are linear inequalities of variables used in the cost function. Firstly, the optimal speed should be
within a deﬁned speed interval vUmin < vUopt < vUmax . Secondly, the minimum distance between the agents at the CPA should be more than the sum of their radii.
Thirdly, the distance to reach the CPA should be less than a certain value in order
to be considered as a potential conﬂict. The optimisation problem incorporating
all these constraints can be formulated as follows:
Minimize c (vxopt (t), vyopt (t))
Subject to

vUmin < vUopt < vUmax
dCPA
γα > rα + rγ (ϕγα )
Distance to reach the CPA > Minimum acceptable distance

A conﬂict avoidance force f conﬂict
=
U

Δv min
τU

is calculated and added to the sum

of forces. A simulation of intersecting trajectories of a pedestrian and a car is
presented before and after including the conﬂict avoidance force in Figure 6.8.
According to social forces, pedestrian α starts decelerating and deviating from
the desired direction of movement when within the interaction range Bα to a car
(see Figure 6.8 (a)), without prior evaluation of the potential conﬂict. This is
while pedestrian α and car γ start deviating from their desired direction of movement much earlier, as a result of conﬂict avoidance constraints in Figure 6.8 (b).
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Pedestrian Destination
Trajectory
Car Starting Point
Car Destination
Pedestrian Starting Point

(a)

Pedestrian

Car

(b)

Figure 6.8: Simulation of the interaction between a car and pedestrian (a) without
conﬂict avoidance force and (b) with conﬂict avoidance force

6.3.3 Left Hand Driving Preference in the UK

The UK is a left-hand trafﬁc country which means that two cars facing each other
in opposite directions keep to the left hand side. This general rule avoids confusion between car drivers and decreases the possibility of accidents. A conﬂict in
this situation appears when
170o ≤ arccos

v γ (t) · v δ (t)
≤ 190o
|v γ (t)| · |v δ (t)|

(6.7)
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and Equation 6.5 is met. Drivers’ preference for the left hand side can be solved
by minimising the cost function in Equation 6.6 with the following constraints:
Minimize c (vxopt (t), vyopt (t))
Subject to vUmin < vUopt < vUmax
dCPA
> rα + rγ (ϕγδ )
γδ
Distance to reach the CPA > Minimum acceptable distance
0 ≤ arccos

v opt (t) · v(t)
≤ ψγmax
|v opt (t)| · |v(t)|

Car 1 Starting Point

Car 1 Destination

Car 2 Starting Point

Car 2 Destination

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9: Simulation of car drivers behaviour when moving in opposite directions (a) without conﬂict avoidance force and (b) with conﬂict avoidance force (contained to the left-hand driving)
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The latter condition results in an optimal change of direction by passing the other
agent on the left hand side. Figure 6.9 demonstrates a situtation between two
cars passing each other without (see Figure 6.9 (a)) and with (see Figure 6.9 (b))
applying this left-hand trafﬁc constrain for car-car interactions.

6.4 Summary
This chapter investigated handling possible conﬂicts between pedestrians and
cars based on their states. A potential conﬂict is detected as soon as agents enter each other’s shadow, and resolved by a combination of speed and heading
direction change. Conﬂict avoidance constraints were assigned for each agent
to provide realistic conﬂict free interactions between pedestrians and cars while
deviating as little as possible from the desired direction of movement. An optimisation was presented to calculate the minimum velocity change for both agents
in order to avoid conﬂicts. Furthermore, a relationship was deﬁned between car
speed and steering angle considering the centrifugal acceleration to restriction of
the lateral movement of cars. The three interrelated layers presented are implemented in software as explained in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7
Software Implementation and
Qualitative Validation
This chapter describes the implementation in software of the three interrelated
layers for shared space schemes. In the global path planning layer, the ﬂoodﬁll algorithm and the Variant 2 distance metric are used to calculate the shortest
path to the destination. Intermediate destinations are assigned for each agent before running the simulation. The second layer containing the force-based model
is handled considering two operations. Firstly, a combination of the Verlet and
the link cell algorithm is used to identify neighbouring agents within a certain
radius. Then, the differential equations of the force-based layer are solved based
on the Gear’s predictor-corrector algorithm to perform the dynamic movement
of pedestrians and cars. The third rule-based layer predicts potential conﬂicts
and resolves them by running an optimisation algorithm and calculating the minimum velocity change. The optimised velocity is computed by satisfying a lower
and higher bound of the speed and keeping a minimum distance of approach
between agents. Pedestrian phenomena such as lane formation, freezing by heating, oscillations and faster-is-slower prove the correct implementation of the
SFM. Furthermore, the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the simulation tool
for modelling the shared space trafﬁc ﬂow is introduced.
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7.1 Implementation of the New Shared Space Model
The developed mathematical model is implemented using the C#-programming
language with the Microsoft Visual C# 2008 compiler. The algorithms used for
the implementation and simulation procedure of the shared space dynamics are
explained in this chapter. The overall ﬂowchart for the implementation of the
shared space simulation is shown in Figure 7.1. At the beginning of the simulation, the environmental set up and the model parameters for pedestrians and
cars are deﬁned. After the path planning (see Section 7.2), the calculation of the
force directed model is required for the agents in the environment. This is computationally demanding and in order to optimise the calculations, a maximum
interaction distance (Verlet radius) is deﬁned between road users to calculate exerted interaction forces of neighbouring agents. Then, the social, physical and
following forces are calculated for all agents (see Section 7.3). The conﬂict
avoidance force developed in this thesis is also added using a conﬂict detection
and resolution approach based on the state of the agents (see Section 7.3). The
positions, velocities and accelerations of each agent are stored. Forces for each
agent are calculated until all the agents reach their destination (see Section 7.3).
Several phenomena such as lane formation, freezing by heating, oscillations and
faster-is-slower are reproduced for pedestrian ﬂows by the simulation in Section 7.4. Furthermore, the simulator for modelling the shared space trafﬁc ﬂow
is introduced in Section 7.5.

7.2 Trajectory Planning Layer
The path ﬁnding algorithm searches for the shortest trajectory from a start point
to a destination point through a grid of cells. Kretz [208] investigated the calculation of distances for various geometries based on a visibility graph, the ray
casting algorithm and the ﬂood-ﬁll algorithm (using Variant 2 metric). He re-
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Start

Store the environmental set up and the parameter sets for
pedestrians and vehicles in the defined area

Calculate the obstacle map and route maps, and generate
and store the intermediate destinations
(see Section 7.2)

Determine neighbouring cells for each agent
using the Verlet radius
(see Section 7.3.2)

Find pedestrians and vehicles within the Verlet distance of
each pedestrian or car
(see Section 7.3.2)

Calculate and apply social, physical, following and
conflict avoidance forces for pedestrians and cars
(see Section 7.3.1 and 7.3.3)

No

Did all pedestrians
& cars reach their target?

Yes

End

Figure 7.1: Overall ﬂowchart of the shared space simulation
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ported on the computation time and the deviation of the calculated distance from
the Euclidean distance. It was concluded that the distance map calculation time
can be reduced signiﬁcantly while the error from the Euclidean distance remains
balanced by using a combination of the Manhattan and Chessboard metrics.

Calculating the shortest path to the destination

Start

Generate the obstacle map

Fill the obstacle map using the
Manhattan algorithm

Fill the obstacle map using the
Chessboard algorithm

Calculate Variant 2 map using
the Manhattan & Chessboard
maps

Assigning intermediate
destinations

Store path from start location
to the destination

Convert the path from a point
list to a line list

Optimise intermediate
destinations

End

Figure 7.2: Flowchart of the global path ﬁnding algorithm
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The ﬂood-ﬁll algorithm and Variant 2 metric are used for path planning of shared
space users. As explained in Chapter 4, the algorithm has two main operation
modes: calculating the shortest path to the destination for each agent according
to the infrastructure of the environment and then assigning a number of intermediate destinations to the path of each agent. The ﬂowchart is shown in Figure 7.2.
The ﬂood-ﬁll algorithm is used to generate an obstacle map, a distance map
based on the Manhattan metric and on the Chessboard metric, and a distance
map based on a combination of the Manhattan and Chessboard map (Variant 2
distance map). The shortest path to the destination is then stored according to
the Variant 2 distance map and intermediate destinations are assigned.
To ﬁnd the shortest path, the ﬂood-ﬁll algorithm "ﬂoods" the area by assigning
each cell with a distance value calculated to the nearest cell until reaching the
start cell from the destination cell as discussed in Chapter 4. In order to represent the concept behind the ﬂood-ﬁll algorithm, the activity area is divided into
a grid of cells. The obstacle map is generated by assigning a large number (max
value) to all obstacle and boundary cells. Empty cells are set to −1 as shown
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Figure 7.3: Conceptual example of an obtacle map
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in Figure 7.3. The destination cell is set to 0. The ﬂood-ﬁll algorithm requires
three parameters: the start cell, target cell, and replacement distance value. The
algorithm considers all empty cells in the activity area which are connected to
the start cell, queues them and changes their assigned value to the replacement
distance value. These cells form the ﬁrst level of expanded cells. In each iteration, a cell is de-queued and expanded into its neighbourhood. If the new cells
are not enumerated in earlier iterations, they are added to the queue and their
enumeration level increases by one. Obstacle and boundary cells are discarded
and never enter the queue. In this simulation tool, shared space areas are divided
into cells of size 15×15 cm2 for pedestrians and cells of size 50×50 cm2 for cars
which are sufﬁcient for the physical size of the agents. The replacement distance
value is calculated based on the Variant 2 metric. This method measures the distance between two coordinates based on a combination of the Manhattan metric
DM and the Chessboard metric DC as in Equation 4.4 [208]. As explained in
Chapter 4, two distance maps are calculated in order to ﬂood a route map based
on the Variant 2 metric.
The Manhattan distance value between two coordinates is calculated based on
Equation 4.2, a 4-connected neighbourhood (North, East, West and South). A
Manhattan distance map is generated by using the ﬂood-ﬁll algorithm and searching towards the start cell as shown in Figure 7.4. A similar ﬂowchart as shown
in Figure 7.5 is followed to ﬂood the 8-connected neighbourhood to produce the
Chessboard map. The distance values are generated based on Equation 4.3.
A distance map is calculated for the direct neighbourhood (8-connected neighbourhood) by a combination of the Manhattan and Chessboard distance value by
following Equation 4.4 as shown in Figure 7.6. The value assigned to each cell
on the route map indicates the corresponding distance from the goal. As a result,
the shortest path can be found by moving from the start point to the neighbouring
cell following the lowest value as shown in Figure 7.6. The nodes at the end of
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Flood-fill the Manhattan map

Set the destination cell as the
current cell
Determine cells surrounding the
current cell

Is cell at (X-1, Y)
empty?

Yes

Flood-fill (X-1,Y, distance Value)

No

Is cell at (X+1, Y)
empty?

Yes

Flood-fill (X+1,Y, distance Value)

No

Is cell at (X, Y-1)
empty?

Yes

Flood-fill (X,Y-1, distance Value)

No

Is cell at (X, Y+1)
empty?

Yes

Flood-fill (X,Y+1, distance Value)

No
Add a new cell and set it
as the current cell

No

Is the current cell
close to the start?

Yes

End

Figure 7.4: Flood-ﬁll algorithm for 4-connected neighbouring cells

each line are assigned as the intermediate destination for the shared space users.
However, if a line between three successive intermediate destinations does not
overlap with any obstacle, the middle intermediate destination is omitted. The
minimum numbers of intermediate destinations are saved after collision checks
with obstacles. The ﬂowchart is shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.5: Flood-ﬁll algorithm for 8-connected neighbouring cells
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Figure 7.6: Distance map based on Variant 2 metric

7.3 Force and Rule-based Layer
The force-based layer is the core of the dynamic shared space trafﬁc. The overall
ﬂowchart of the force directed model is explained in Section 7.3.1. In order
to reduce the complexity of the calculations in this layer, the Verlet Link Cell
algorithm is used to optimise the road users interactions (see Section 7.3.2). The
Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) are solved by using a Gear’s predictorcorrector algorithm as explained in Section 7.3.3. The conﬂict detection and
handling with optimisation is explained in Section 7.3.4.
7.3.1 Force-based Model

The algorithm for deriving the forces for each agent is shown in Figure 7.8. The
simulation of movement based on the proposed force directed model requires
solving the Ordinary Differential (OD) Equation 5.14 and 5.22 numerically over
time. The Gear’s fourth order predictor-corrector algorithm is used to solve the
ODEs leading to the calculation of the predictor and corrector values for solving
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Figure 7.7: Flowchart of optimisation of the intermediate destinations after collision checks
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Figure 7.8: Flowchart of determining interaction forces

the ODEs in the shared space model (Section 7.3.3). The predicted values for
each agent at each time step are calculated considering the speed limit in shared
space environments. Subsequently, the driving force is derived by considering
an acceleration limit. The exerted interaction force from one agent to the others
is calculated. The conﬂict avoidance force is included after detecting a potential
conﬂict according to the state of agents and assigned rules. For each agent, the interaction force with polygon elements of obstacles/boundaries is determined and
added to the previously computed sum of forces. The last calculated force is the
ﬂuctuation force. Then, the calculation of the corrector values and determination
of position, velocity and acceleration using the corrector values is conducted.
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7.3.2 Verlet Link Cell Algorithm

The force impact of agents further than a certain distance can be neglected as it
is small. These agents do not need to be considered for the force calculations.
Hence, the Verlet link cell algorithm is added as in [162] which is a combination of the Verlet algorithm and the cell lists algorithm. In the latter algorithm,
the simulation area is divided into cells with a width which is equal to the maximum interaction distance rVerlet between agents. As shown in Figure 7.9, it
is sufﬁcient to take into account that a given agent (black circle) interacts only
with other agents appearing in its own cell and those that are close neighbours (8
adjacent cells). The cell lists algorithm is an effective method to reduce computational complexity of the force directed model. The interactions between agents
in neighbouring cells can be further optimised by using the Verlet algorithm. A
circle is introduced for each agent (see Figure 7.10) with the radius rVerlet for
the maximum interaction distance within which the interaction forces are calculated. Agents outside the Verlet circle do not affect the agent. Since the agents
motion is dynamic with changing position and neighbourhood, the update time
for the neighbouring agents within the Verlet circle should be chosen carefully.

rVerlet

Figure 7.9: Cell list structure for maximum interaction distance
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rVerlet
rVerlet
+d

Figure 7.10: Verlet circle for maximum interaction distance

If Verlet lists are extended and include agents outside the maximum distance
of interaction, rVerlet + d, the lists should be updated only when the maximum
displacement of an agent is larger than d. If the displacement is smaller, Verlet
lists are still valid. The implementation of the Verlet algorithm involves checking
which agents are within the Verlet circle. In case of small force changes and time
steps, the interacting agents do not change during a speciﬁc period. Changes only
occur at the edges of the Verlet circle when agents either leave or enter it having
only a small impact from this distance. Hence, the Verlet algorithm is optimised
by splitting the simulation ﬁeld into cells with each agent assigned to a speciﬁc
cell (called cell lists algorithm). The width of cells is set to rVerlet + d so that the
possible interacting neighbouring agents are within this cell (see Figure 7.11).
Therefore, only the agents within the 9 cells have to be evaluated for possible interaction with a neighbouring agent. The assignment of agents to cells is updated
frequently. The radius of the Verlet circle is set at the beginning of the simulation. The simulation ﬁeld is then divided into cells of width rVerlet + 0.05 · rVerlet
and the number of agents in each cell is calculated. All cells are evaluated to
ﬁnd the interacting neighbouring agents. Firstly, the interactions within a cell
are considered and, secondly, the interactions with the neighbouring cells are
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rVerlet
+d
rVerlet

Figure 7.11: Verlet link cell for maximum interaction distance

evaluated. Finally, possible interactions within the Verlet circle of the agent are
checked. The forces are calculated using the Gear’s integrator as explained in
Section 7.3.3.
7.3.3 Solving the Differential Equations

The simulation of movement based on the force directed model requires the solution of the OD Equations 5.14 and 5.22 numerically over time. The two relevant
numerical integration methods are one-step and multi-step. The former use one
previous value to evaluate the next value. These include the ﬁrst order Euler and
fourth order Runge-Kutta methods [218]. The ﬁrst order ODE

dy
dx

=

x
y

with the

initial condition of y(0) = 1 is solved with the Euler and Runge-Kutta methods and the estimate errors are shown in Figure 7.12. The main limitation of the
Euler method is its inaccuracy due to its simplicity (see Figure 7.12). The RungeKutta method is accurate and computationally demanding since it requires four
calculations for every time step. Multi-step methods have the advantage of using multiple previous values to evaluate the next one. Runge-Kutta algorithm at
large time steps of 0.1 s is still more accurate than the Euler’s method with small
time steps of 0.05 s.
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of analytical solution of dx
= xy (y(0) = 1 and 0 <
x0 < 0.3) with one-step and multi-step methods

In this thesis, the gear predictor-corrector method is used due to the fact that it
can deal efﬁciency with nonlinear differential equations (velocity and positiondependent forces) with one force call compared to four force calls in RungeKutta. This multi-step method is well-known as one of the economical numerical
integration method [219]. The fourth order Gear’s predictor algorithm keeps two
higher derivatives to be able to get a sufﬁcient estimation of the new position and
velocity. The position and its higher derivations are approximated by the Taylor
series expansion in the predictor step as in Equation 7.1.
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r p (t + Δt) = r(t) +

Δt
v(t)
1!

+

Δt2
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2!

+

Δt3
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Δt
a(t)
1!

+

Δt2
ȧ(t)
2!

+

Δt3
ä(t),
3!

ap (t + Δt) = a(t) +

Δt
ȧ(t)
1!

+

Δt2
ä(t),
2!

ȧp (t + Δt) = ȧ(t) +

Δt
ä(t),
1!

+

Δt4
ä(t),
4!

(7.1)

äp (t + Δt) = ä(t)
The integrator algorithms generate errors due to the truncation of the Taylor expansion. The difference between the predictor acceleration ap (t + Δt) and that
calculated from r p (t + Δt) and v p (t + Δt) is assumed as the error presented by
parameter c:
c = ac (t + Δt) − ap (t + Δt)

(7.2)

In the correction step, the position, velocity and the higher derivative are calculated and the coefﬁcients depend on the order of both the differential equation
and the Taylor series as follows:
2

r c (t + Δt) = xp (t + Δt) + α0 Δt2 c,
2

v c (t + Δt) Δt
= v p (t + Δt)Δt + α1 Δt2 c,
1!
(7.3)
3

3

2

4

4

2

= ȧ(t) Δt
+ α3 Δt2 c,
ȧc (t + Δt) Δt
3!
3!
äc (t + Δt) Δt
= ä(t) Δt
+ α4 Δt2 c
4!
4!
The Gear corrector coefﬁcients are parameterised for q th order predictors and

4th order

5th order
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3th order
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α1

1
6
5
6

19
120
3
4

3
20
251
360

α2

1

1

1

α3

1
3

α4

0

1
2
1
12

α5

0

0

11
18
1
6
1
60

Coefﬁcient
α0

Table 7.1: Gear corrector coefﬁcients for q th order predictors based on [220]

summarised in Table 7.1 based on a linear stability analysis [220]. The correcting
stage is summarised accordingly as follow:
r c (t + Δt) = xp (t + Δt) +

19
120

v c (t + Δt) = v p (t + Δt) + 34 ·

·

Δt2
c,
2

Δt
c,
2

(7.4)
ȧc (t + Δt) = ap (t + Δt) + 12 ·
äc (t + Δt) = ȧ(t) +

1
12

·

3
c,
Δt

12
c
Δt2

This numerical solver leads to numerical simulations for pedestrian and car movements.

The accuracy of the Gear predictor-corrector method depends on the time step
size. The time step size is set to 0.1 since any value higher than 0.2 leads to
inacceptable results in the simulation (i.e. breakthroughs) while values less than
0.1 does not contribute to a signiﬁcant improvement for the simulation [162].
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Figure 7.13: Flowchart for detecting a conﬂict between agents

7.3.4 Rule-based Model

In Section 6.3.1, the conﬂict detection strategy based on the instantaneous state
of agents was explained for pedestrians and cars. It is implemented according
to the ﬂowchart in Figure 7.13. Assuming the distance between two agents is
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given by a minimum distance, then no conﬂict occurs as long as the agents are
outside the minimum distance during their motion in space. As discussed in Section 6.3.1, the minimum distance between two agents is the distance between
the agent positions at their Closest Point of Approach (CPA). Once the time
to reach the CPA tCPA is known, the minimum distance can be calculated. A
polyline approximation of a trajectory connects agents positions sampled at discrete time instances by line segments. After detecting a potential conﬂict and
calculating the time to reach the CPA, an optimisation is applied to calculate the
minimum velocity change Δv min = v opt (t) − v(t) to avoid the potential conﬂict
(see Section 6.3.2). The algorithm for computing the optimised velocity over
multi-segment trajectories is given in Figure 7.14. The conﬂict avoidance force
is calculated using the optimised velocity and added to the sum of forces.

7.4 Qualitative Validation of the Implemented SFM based on
Observed Crowd Phenomena
The SFM for pedestrian motions has been simulated for different observed phenomena such as lane formation, freezing by heating, oscillation and faster-isslower patterns which can be described realistically by the SFM [221]. These
self-organised spatio-temporal patterns occur without the interference of external inﬂuences (i.e. by trafﬁc signs, laws, or conventions). These phenomena are
reproduced by the simulation tool in the following sections. The reproduction of
the phenomena prove the correct implementation of the SFM.
7.4.1 Lane Formation

The SFM reproduces the lane formation. The model explains lane formation
without any a priori knowledge about the walking side preference of pedestrians. Bidirectional ﬂow of pedestrians in a corridor leads to many interactions
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Figure 7.14: Flowchart for optimising the velocity change to avoid conﬂicts between agents
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and results in sideways movements which ﬁnally leads to separation. The lane
formation pattern minimises avoidance manoeuvres. An illustration of this phenomenon can be seen in Figure 7.15 by assigning the parameters in Table 7.2.

Direction of
Movement

Direction of
Movement

Figure 7.15: Simulated lane formation of bidirectional ﬂow of pedestrians in a
corridor

In the conventional interpretation of lane formation, it is assumed that pedestrians tend to walk on the side which is prescribed in vehicular trafﬁc. However,
the SFM can explain lane formation even without assuming a preference for any
side.
7.4.2 Freezing by Heating

The freezing by heating phenomenon occurs when the lane formations break
down due to extreme densities [221]. This results in clogging that brings the
pedestrians to a deadlock. The illustration of this phenomenon as presented
in [48] can be seen in Figure 7.16. Table 7.2 gives the summary of the parameters
used to produce the lane formation and freezing by heating phenomena.
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Figure 7.16: Simulation results for freezing by heating phenomenon

7.4.3 Oscillations

Oscillating ﬂows follow when clogging occurs at a bottleneck and small groups
of pedestrians from each direction alternate in getting through the bottleneck.
The effect is described in [48]. In Figure 7.17, a simulated case of oscillation is
used to demonstrate the effect. In a bidirectional ﬂow from a narrow exit, only
a few pedestrians reach the other side of the room. This ﬂow continues until the
pressure of the other side stops the ﬂow. A short period of balance occurs until
another few pedestrians reach the other side. This irregular out ﬂow is due to
clogging around the narrow exit as shown in Figure 7.17. Parameters used for
the simulation are summarised in Table 7.2.
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Figure 7.17: Simulation results for oscillation

7.4.4 Faster-Is-Slower

As discussed in Section 2.1, the Faster-Is-Slower (FIS) phenomenon is observed
when pedestrians leave a room through a narrow exit. Faster desired movement
speeds at the exit result in a longer time to empty the room. The result from
simulation can be seen in Figure 7.18 and the parameters for this simulation are
summarised in Table 7.2. Here, it is apparent that clogging occurs at the doorway
leading to a longer time to clear the room for desired velocities above 3 ms .

7.5 Graphical User Interface of the Simulation Tool
The proposed mathematical model for shared space users is developed in C#.
This simulator has a Graphical User Interface (GUI) consisting of a main window and several user buttons. Figure 7.19 outlines the main components of the
simulation tool. The main window allows the interactions and motion of the
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Figure 7.18: Faster-Is-Slower simulation: (a) clogging at the exit and (b) evacuation time of 200 people versus desired velocity

m

1.34
0.5
0.5
0.3
2.1
1
2.1
0.1
0.2

m
s2
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s
m
m
m
s2

kg
s2
kg
ms

Table 7.2: Parameters used in simulation of the phenomena described in Section 7.4 [72]
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agents to be visualised for a deﬁned shared space environment.
The menu list contains several buttons for deﬁning and editing a scenario, opening a saved scenario, saving the current scenario, starting, stopping, rewinding,
calibrating the simulation parameters for a deﬁned scenario or producing momentory mean density and speed maps. The user can create a new scenario via
the "Deﬁne and Edit Scenario" button. The time-space trajectories, velocities
and accelerations of agents can be saved in a Comma Separated Value (CSV) ﬁle
by the "Save History and Statistics" button. In the scenario deﬁnition window,
the size of the environment can be deﬁned, while in the pedestrians and vehicles
group box, the "Add" button enables the user to enter the start location, target,
intermediate destinations and start delay for new agents. It also allows reading
a real world trajectory and velocity from a text ﬁle. The "Edit" icon allows the
user to change related details of an existing agent in a scenario, the "Remove"
icon to remove an existing agent and the "Save" icon to save the inserted details
of the system. Obstacles can be deﬁned in the environment by their vertices
in the obstacles group box. Under the "Simulation parameters" icon, the user
can deﬁne parameter values for the simulation tool in the parameter setting table. The "Deﬁne sections & areas" button allows section and area settings for
measuring ﬂow and density to be stipulated. The ﬂow and density of the shared
space trafﬁc of the speciﬁed sections and areas are saved in a CSV ﬁle by activating the "Save History and Statistics" button at the end of a simulation. After
deﬁning and saving a scenario, but prior to running the simulation, the routing
time report appears which estimates the calculation time to create the obstacle
and routing map. As shown in Figure 7.20, an automatic calibration procedure is
developed which calculates the relative distance between the real trajectory and
the simulated one using different deﬁned combinations of the parameters. The
calibration strategy is explained in detail in Section 8.4. The mean density and
speed of pedestrians or cars at different time steps can be developed by using

3
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4

Figure 7.19: Screenshot of the main window and the main components of the scenario setting
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7. Reading the real trajectory and velocity
8. Setting the calibration parameters
Figure 7.20: Screenshot of the main components of the calibration setting
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Figure 7.21: Screenshot of the density and mean speed maps at different time steps for the oscillation simulation test
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the "Mean density and speed map" buttons in the menu list: here, the ﬁeld is
divided into a grid, the mean density and speed for each cell is calculated at each
time step and different colors are assigned accordingly. The mean density and
speed maps of pedestrians for the oscillation simulation test (see Section 7.4.3)
at t = 10.8 s and t = 61.0 s are shown in Figure 7.21.

7.6 Conclusions
This chapter presents the various algorithm ﬂowcharts were presented which together describe how the mathematical model developed in this thesis was implemented in a C# environment. In the ﬁrst layer, the ﬂood ﬁll algorithm is used to
plan agents’ trajectories around static obstacles along intermediate destinations
to their ﬁnal destination. The second layer uses a combination of the Verlet and
link cell algorithms to identify neighbouring agents. The differential equations
of the force directed model are solved based on the Gear’s predictor-corrector
algorithm so as to simulate the dynamic movement of pedestrians and cars. The
conﬂict avoidance optimisation algorithm used to calculate the velocity change
needed to avoid detected conﬂicts was also explained. Moreover, the GUI of the
simulation tool was introduced. The micro-model set out in this and the preceding chapters is calibrated and validated in Chapter 8, using real data from the
New Road in Brighton and Exhibition Road in London, two areas where shared
space are operational.
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Chapter 8
Data Collection, Model Calibration
and Validation
This chapter presents the enhanced calibration and validation methodology of
the new mathematical model for shared space schemes. Interactions of road
users on New Road (Brighton) and Exhibition Road (London) are recorded and
trafﬁc characteristics are analysed. Performance indicators such as speed and
acceleration distribution as well as agent trajectories are extracted by the Trajectory Extractor Software. A hybrid method is applied to calibrate the model
based on the relative distance error between the simulation results and empirical
data. Quantitative validation is made by comparing the performance indicators
between real data and simulation results. The validation shows that the developed force directed mathematical model is suitable for simulating shared space
environments and reproduces results obtained from observation within its limitations.
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8.1 Introduction
The shared space schemes (link typology) of New Road (Brighton) and Exhibition Road (London) are used to calibrate and validate the new mathematical
model. Site locations for the video analysis and the time of data collection are
explained in Section 8.2. Speed and acceleration distributions and trajectories
are extracted using the Trajectory Extractor software [222] and superimposed
onto the real map in Section 8.3. This data is deﬁned as the performance indicators to be reproduced by the new mathemathical model. The model parameters
are categorised and calibrated based on a hybrid method by using the relative distance error between the empirical and simulated data in Section 8.4. Section 8.5
explains the quantitative validation of the model with respect to new sets of trajectories, speed and acceleration distributions from New Road and Exhibition
Road. The validation results of the developed shared space simulation model are
discussed in Section 8.6.

8.2 Case Studies
The behaviour of pedestrians and vehicles on New Road (Brighton) and Exhibition Road (London) were monitored by CCTV cameras and a camcorder from
different angles. A bottom-up approach was followed for the data collection process in order to reduce operating costs with willing to repeat this procedure. New
Road was video recorded with a CCTV camera (320 × 240 pixels) at 25 frames
s
and Exhibition Road with CCTV cameras (960 × 536 pixels) at 30 frames
. A digs
ital camera (Panasonic HDC-HS60, 1920 × 1080 pixels) was also used to record
both New Road and Exhibition Road at 25 frames
and 30 frames
respectively. The
s
s
frame rate of the digital camera is chosen to be analogous to the frame rate of
the CCTV cameras. Figure 8.1 (a) and (b) show the densities of pedestrians
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Figure 8.1: Pedestrian density (pedestrians per 100 m2 ) from 06:00am to
00:00am on (a) New Road [33] and (b) Exhibition Road
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on the carriageway and footway1 from 06:00am to 00:00am for the two shared
space schemes of New Road and Exhibition Road. On New Road, the pedestrian
density on the carriageway is higher than on the footway for most of the day
while the pedestrian density of Exhibition Road is the reverse. The trafﬁc ﬂow
of New Road is up to 60 motorized vehicles and 2256 pedestrians during peak
hours [33]. The trafﬁc ﬂow of Exhibition Road is up to 547 motorized vehicles
and 3388 pedestrians during peak hours. A description of each of the two shared
space schemes and camera angles is given in Section 8.2.1 and Section 8.2.2
respectively.
8.2.1 New Road in Brighton

New Road is in the middle of Brighton’s cultural quarter, linking the Royal Pavilion gardens to the new library. The Lanes and North Laine shopping areas are
nearby. The street is lined with theatres (Theatre Royal and the Brighton Pavilion Theatre), cafes and restaurants (see Figure 8.2). In 2007, the Gehl Architects (GAs), Martin Stockley Associates (MSAs) and the Brighton and Hove
City Council (BHCC) redesigned the road to the city’s ﬁrst shared surface. New
Road has become a popular area for visitors in the centre of Brighton’s cultural
quarter. Bidirectional behaviours of pedestrians and drivers were recorded using
CCTV by Brighton and Hove Council between 06:00am and 00:00am on Saturday, 28 March 2009. The location and view angle of the camera are shown
in Figure 8.3 (a) and (b). During the ﬁrst camcorder recording on Saturday, 12
February 2011 , the digital camera was mounted in Position 1 (P1) and ﬁxed
at an elevation of about 5 m with a clear view of trafﬁc (see Figure 8.3 (c) and
(d)) between 01:00pm and 02:00 pm. During the second camcorder recording
on Thursday, 12 September 2013, the digital camera was mounted in Position
2 (P2) and ﬁxed at an elevation of about 12 m with a clear view of trafﬁc (see
1

The streets are shared surfaces but a clear distinction is created through a drainage channel
between the traditional carriageway and footway areas.
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Figure 8.2: Attractions around New Road (Brighton, UK)

Figure 8.3 (e) and (f)) between 03:30pm and 05:30pm. These video recordings
are used to calibrate and validate the model parameters. Pedestrian and driver
trajectories, speeds, accelerations and decelerations are extracted with the Trajectory Extractor software by considering the correspondence frame rate (see
Section 8.3).
8.2.2 Exhibition Road in London

Exhibition Road is located in South Kensington, one of the most cultural destinations in London. This road is located between many famous museums and
institutions which attract over nine million visitors a year [223] (see Figure 8.4).
The Exhibition Road streetscape is one of the busiest roads in South Kensington for both pedestrians and vehicles. In 2008, a steering group composed of
the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea (RBKC), Transport for London
(TfL), City of Westminster Council (CWC), Guide Dogs for the Blind associ-
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ation (GDB) and Imperial College London (ICL) started discussing the steps
toward implementing a single surface shared space on Exhibition Road. The single surface with street de-cluttering, access restrictions, provision of parking locations, loading zones, and bus-stop facilities was completed in December 2011
(see Figure 8.5 (a) to (d)). The behaviour of pedestrians and cars between Imperial College Road and North of Cromwell Gardens was monitored with two
CCTV cameras on Thursday, 15 December 2011. The peak hour from 01:00pm
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(a) Top view of area and camera angle
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(d) Camera view of digital camera P1
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(e) Top view of area and camera angle P2

(f) Camera view of digital camera P2

Figure 8.3: Shared space of New Road (Brighton, UK)
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Figure 8.4: Attractions around Exhibition Road (London, UK)

to 02:00pm was chosen for extracting data. A digital camera was also mounted
and ﬁxed at an elevation of about 12 m for the same peak hour on Thursday, 16
February 2012 as shown in Figure 8.5 (e) and (f).
Section 8.3 explains extraction of instantaneous positions, speeds, directions, accelerations and decelerations of pedestrians and drivers from the video recordings of New Road and Exhibition Road.

8.3 Video Data Analysis
A software developed by Lee [222] called Trajectory Extractor was used to extract trajectories, speeds and accelerations of cars and pedestrians. Trajectory Extractor allows an adjustable frame-by-frame data extraction of pedestrians and vehicles by marking their position manually. One of the advantages of this software
is having a zoom-in function for reducing the human error during data extraction
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Figure 8.5: Shared space of Exhibition Road (London, UK)

process. In addition, the software provides two mechanisms for data veriﬁcation:
Trajectories can be overlaid onto the video images to allow the position of pedes-
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trians and cars to be visually reviewed. Secondly, it has the ability to display
the trajectories from a top-view angle to remove the perspective effect and allow
accurate examination of movements. The output of the software provides instantaneous position, speed, steering angle, acceleration and deceleration, following
distance and speed difference. In order to remove perspective effects and to display the trajectories from a top-view angle, a conversion process is carried out
for all recordings as explained in Section 8.3.1. The accuracy of the extracted
data depends on the number of real world reference points, pixel resolution of
the videos, video frame processing intervals, the angle view and the elevation
of the camera. Data that are closer to the camera have a higher pixel resolution
than those further away which implies that the error of the data is proportional
to the longitudinal distance from the camera. The literature shows that the extent
of accuracy is around 0.3 m to 1.3 m [222]. Section 8.3.2 explains the accuracy
of data in all video recordings and the cut-off point deﬁned for the far side of
each videos to retain acceptable accuracy for data analysis. Pedestrian and car
manoeuvres, speed and acceleration distributions are reported in Section 8.3.3.
8.3.1 Conversion of a Perspective View to a Top View Angle

The video image coordinates are converted into real world coordinates by photogrammetry in order to remove the effect of perspective from the video recordings using Equation 8.1 [222].
ω1 xvideo + ω2 yvideo + ω3
,
ω4 xvideo + ω5 yvideo + 1
ω6 xvideo + ω7 yvideo + ω8
=
ω4 xvideo + ω5 yvideo + 1

xreal =
yreal

(8.1)

Here, xreal and yreal are real world coordinates, xvideo and yvideo are video image coordinates, and ω1 to ω8 are coefﬁcients. The coefﬁcients are attained by
measuring four clear distinctive real world reference points and matching them
with their respective video image coordinates [222]. The coefﬁcients for New
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Road and Exhibition Road are reported in Table 8.1 and 8.2. Figure 8.6 (a), (b)
CCTV Camera Digital Camera P1 Digital Camera P2
ω1
ω2
ω3
ω4
ω5
ω6
ω7
ω8

-0.0231
0.0274
2.6636
-0.0015
-0.0001
-0.0280
-0.0020
15.2131

-0.0412
-0.0792
52.8226
-0.0006
-0.0059
-0.0079
-0.2961
97.4666

-0.0543
-0.0230
15.8576
-0.0025
-0.0063
-0.0132
-0.0406
9.8154

Table 8.1: List of coordinate conversion Coefﬁcients for New Road

ω1
ω2
ω3
ω4
ω5
ω6
ω7
ω8

CCTV Camera #1

CCTV Camera #2

Digital Camera

-0.3890
0.3890
93.7571
0.0019
-0.0504
0.0161
-2.1283
363.6454

1.4994
1.9517
-1217.0074
-0.0165
0.2326
-1.6456
14.1792
-1243.0670

-0.7642
-0.6244
799.9181
0.0001
-0.0425
0.4791
-6.6769
940.4374

Table 8.2: List of coordinate conversion coefﬁcients for Exhibition Road

and (c) show the coordinate selection for three camera angles of New Road. Figure 8.7 (a), (b) and (c) show the reference points that were chosen on Exhibition
Road. The size of the area within the reference points is maximised for accuracy
and includes a majority of interactions.
8.3.2 Accuracy and Reliability

There are several stages during the extraction process where errors might occur:
The accuracy depends partially on the quality of the coordinate conversion. In
order to minimise the manual tracking error, a high resolution monitor (19 inch
with a resolution of 1920×1080 pixels) is used as well as the zoom-in function of
the software. Another systematic error is due to the view angle and elevation of
the camera. This can be minimised by ensuring that the camera is placed as high
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Figure 8.6: Conversion of coordinates between the real world (left) and video
image (right) of New Road for the (a) CCTV camera, (b) Digital
camera P1 and (c) Digital camera P2
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Figure 8.7: Conversion of coordinates between the real world (left) and video
image (right) of Exhibition Road for the (a) CCTV camera #1, (b)
CCTV camera #2 and (c) Digital camera
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as possible. In addition, the data closer to the camera has higher pixel resolution
than the one further away. This implies that the pixel resolution error of the
data is proportional to the longitudinal distance from the camera [222]. The
errors of the xvideo and yvideo variables are determined by the error propagation
method. This is a calculus-derived statistical calculation with partial derivatives
in Equation 8.2.
∂xreal 2
∂xreal 2
) + σy2 (
)
∂x
∂y
∂yreal 2
∂yreal 2
= σx2 (
) + σy2 (
)
∂x
∂y

σx2real = σx2 (
σy2real

(8.2)

where σx2 and σy2 are the uncertainties of the real world position in x- and y-axis.
These two errors are caused by manual tracking of agents and digitalisation. The
quotient rule is used to partially derive the two function yielding Equation 8.3.

∂xreal
(ω4 xvideo + ω5 yyvideo + 1)(ω1 ) − (ω1 xvideo + ω2 yvideo + ω3 )(ω4 )
=
∂x
(ω4 xvideo + ω5 yvideo + 1)2
∂xreal
(ω4 xvideo + ω5 yvideo + 1)(ω2 ) − (ω1 xvideo + ω2 yvideo + ω3 )(ω5 )
=
∂y
(ω4 xvideo + ω5 yvideo + 1)2
(ω4 xvideo + ω5 yvideo + 1)(ω6 ) − (ω1 xvideo + ω2 yvideo + ω3 )(ω4 )
∂yreal
=
∂x
(ω4 xvideo + ω5 yvideo + 1)2
∂yreal
(ω4 xvideo + ω5 yvideo + 1)(ω7 ) − (ω1 xvideo + ω2 yvideo + ω3 )(ω5 )
=
∂y
(ω4 xvideo + ω5 yvideo + 1)2
(8.3)
The accuracy of the data increases after a certain longitudinal distance from the
camera. The errors in the x- and y-coordinate are calculated. A cut-off region
for each data set of New Road and Exhibition Road is deﬁned to retain accuracy.
Each pixel represents a corresponding real-life distance as moving further away
from the camera. The maximum average errors are calculated for x- and y-pixels
in Table 8.3 and 8.4 for each camera of New Road and Exhibition Road.
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Y-Pixel Distance [pixel]

CCTV Camera

Digital Camera P1

Average Error in Y-Coordinate [m]

200
250
300
350
400

1.06 (σ 2
0.69 (σ 2
0.49 (σ 2
0.36 (σ 2
0.11 (σ 2

=0.290)
=0.086)
=0.041)
=0.026)
=0.011)

1.9 (σ 2 =0.580)
1.13 (σ 2 =0.192)
0.69 (σ 2 =0.090)
0.46 (σ 2 =0.053)
0.43 (σ 2 =0.040)

150
200
250
300
350

0.34 (σ 2
0.24 (σ 2
0.13 (σ 2
0.08 (σ 2
0.06 (σ 2

=0.046)
=0.013)
=0.016)
=0.011)
=0.005)

0.51 (σ 2
0.37 (σ 2
0.21 (σ 2
0.13 (σ 2
0.09 (σ 2

X-Pixel Distance [pixel]

Digital Camera P2

Average Error in X-Coordinate [m]
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500
450
400
350
300

Average Error in X-Coordinate [m]

0.31 (σ
0.20 (σ
0.12 (σ
0.08 (σ
0.06 (σ

=0.043)
=0.033)
=0.014)
=0.009)
=0.005)

=0.064)
=0.019)
=0.025)
=0.021)
=0.008)

Average Error in Y-Coordinate [m]

0.08 (σ
0.05 (σ
0.03 (σ
0.03 (σ
0.02 (σ

=0.008)
=0.008)
=0.005)
=0.005)
=0.001)

Table 8.3: List of average tracking errors for each camera of New Road

Y-Pixel Distance [pixel]

CCTV Camera #1

CCTV Camera #2

Digital Camera

Average Error in X-Coordinate [m]

Average Error in Y-Coordinate [m]

100
150
200
250
300

0.59 (σ
0.22 (σ
0.12 (σ
0.09 (σ
0.07 (σ

= 0.177)
= 0.047)
= 0.021)
= 0.007)
= 0.005)

1.47 (σ
0.64 (σ
0.39 (σ
0.26 (σ
0.24 (σ

= 0.387)
= 0.104)
= 0.056)
= 0.024)
= 0.019)

100
150
200
250
300

0.28 (σ
0.17 (σ
0.13 (σ
0.10 (σ
0.09 (σ

= 0.049)
= 0.014)
= 0.010)
= 0.006)
= 0.006)

1.71 (σ
0.63 (σ
0.34 (σ
0.20 (σ
0.15 (σ

= 0.539)
= 0.122)
= 0.059)
= 0.022)
= 0.016)

250
300
350
400
450

0.16 (σ
0.11 (σ
0.10 (σ
0.09 (σ
0.08 (σ

= 0.043)
= 0.004)
= 0.003)
= 0.003)
= 0.003)

0.83 (σ
0.39 (σ
0.35 (σ
0.27 (σ
0.22 (σ

= 0.404)
= 0.020)
= 0.021)
= 0.019)
= 0.016)

Table 8.4: List of average tracking errors for each camera of Exhibition Road
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As Table 8.3 and 8.4 show, the errors along the perspective view are higher compared to the those across the perspective view. In this thesis, a maximum error
in any direction of camera 0.5 m is acceptable. Hence, the cut-off point for the
CCTV camera of New Road is at 350 pixels in y-direction with maximum uncertainties of 0.46 m (longitudinal) by 0.36 m (lateral). This cut-off point results in
excluding the majority of pedestrian and car data. Therefore, this data set is not
useful for trajectory, speed and acceleration analysis in Section 8.3.3. The cut-off
point for the digital camera P1 is deﬁned at 150 pixels on the y-axis with maximum uncertainties of 0.51 m (longitudinal) by 0.34 m (lateral). For the digital
camera P2, data above 500 pixels in x-direction are considered with maximum
uncertainties of 0.31 m (longitudinal) by 0.01 m (lateral).

On Exhibition Road, the cut-off point for CCTV camera #1 is at 200 pixels in
y-direction with maximum uncertainties of 0.39 m (longitudinal) by 0.12 m (lateral). Acceptable data for CCTV camera #2 are above 200 pixels with maximum
uncertainties of 0.34 m (longitudinal) by 0.13 m (lateral). For the digital camera,
agents above 300 pixels are analysed with maximum uncertainties of 0.39 m (longitudinal) by 0.11 m (lateral).

All position, speed and acceleration values outside the deﬁned regions for New
Road and Exhibition Road are excluded for data analysis and the calibration
process.
8.3.3 Trajectory, Speed and Acceleration Data

The spatial distribution of pedestrians and cars on New Road and Exhibition
Road is investigated in this section. Data of agents are extracted from the recorded
videos at a time step of 1 s. The new mathematical model calculates forces every 0.1 s. Hence, the extracted trajectories are resampled to 0.1 s intervals which
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correspond to a frame rate of 10 frames
using linear interpolation. Pedestrians
s
and cars are tracked and their manoeuvres, speeds and accelerations discussed in
Section 8.3.3.1 for New Road and in Section 8.3.3.2 for Exhibition Road.
8.3.3.1 Data from New Road in Brighton

Bidirectional behaviour of pedestrians and drivers is observed on New Road.
The paths of pedestrians (white trajectories) and cars (red trajectories) are plotted on three camera screen shots in Figure 8.8. The data collection of New Road
is shown Figure 8.9. The mean speed of pedestrians is 1.08 ms (σ = 0.70 ms )
and 1.37 ms (σ = 0.78 ms ) from the digital camera P1 and digital camera P2 respectively (see Figure 8.9 (a) and (c)). The graphs show an equal distribution
of the speed for pedestrians. The mean speed of cars on New Road is about
2.14 ms (σ = 1.79 ms ) and 2.44 ms (σ = 2.82 ms ) from the two digital cameras
(see Figure 8.9 (b) and (d)).

Pedestrians accelerate and decelerate at the rate

of −0.005 sm2 (σ = 0.59 sm2 ) and 0.00025 sm2 (σ = 0.40 sm2 ) from the digital camera P1 and digital camera P2 (see Figure 8.10). This value is about −0.04 ms
(σ = 1.22 ms ) and 0.07 sm2 (σ = 2.47 sm2 ) for cars.
8.3.3.2 Data from Exhibition Road in London

The trajectories of pedestrians and cars on Exhibition Road are illustrated on
three camera views in Figure 8.11. In Figure 8.12, the speed distributions of the
three data sets for each trafﬁc mode are shown which have a Gaussian distribution. The mean speed of pedestrians is about 1.42 ms (σ = 0.68 ms ) according to
the data from CCTV camera #1 (see Figure 8.12 (a)). The mean speed of pedestrians is 1.22 ms (σ = 0.63 ms ) from the data collected with the digital camera (see
Figure 8.12 (c)). The mean speed of cars has a value of 6.67 ms (σ = 2.76 ms )
from the data collected by CCTV camera #2 (see Figure 8.12 (b)). The mean
speed of cars is 8.21 ms (σ = 3.15 ms ) from the data of the digital camera (see
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(a) Trackings of 53 pedestrians and 11 cars from CCTV camera

(b) Trackings of 150 pedestrians and 26 cars from digital camera P1

(c) Trackings of 23 pedestrians and 21 cars from digital camera P2

Figure 8.8: Shared space user trajectories from New Road (Brighton, UK)
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Figure 8.9: Speed histograms of pedestrians and cars on New Road from (a)-(b)
Digital camera P1 and (c)-(d) Digital camera P2
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Figure 8.10: Acceleration histograms of pedestrians and cars on New Road from
(a)-(b) Digital camera P1 and (c)-(d) Digital camera P2
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(a) Trackings of 152 pedestrians with CCTV camera #1

(b) Trackings of 108 cars with CCTV camera #2

(c) Trackings of 70 pedestrians and 70 cars with the digital camera

Figure 8.11: Shared space user trajectories from Exhibition Road (London, UK)
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Figure 8.12: Speed histograms for pedestrians and cars on Exhibition Road from
(a) CCTV camera #1, (b) CCTV camera #2 and (c)-(d) Digital
camera

Figure 8.12 (d)). The data extracted from CCTV camera #1 shows a mean acceleration change of −0.01 sm2 (σ = 0.67 sm2 ) for pedestrians (see Figure 8.13 (a)).
The mean acceleration change of pedestrians in Exhibition Road is −0.00013 sm2
(σ = 0.55 sm2 ) according to data extracted from the digital camera (see Figure 8.13 (c)). The mean acceleration of cars is about −0.06 sm2 (σ = 1.38 sm2 )
according to data collected by CCTV camera #2 (see Figure 8.13 (b)). The
mean acceleration of cars is also −0.07 sm2 (σ = 1.85 sm2 ) according to data collected with the digital Camera (see Figure 8.13 (d)).
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Figure 8.13: Acceleration histograms for pedestrians and cars on Exhibition
Road from (a) CCTV camera #1, (b) CCTV camera #2 and (c)(d) Digital camera
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8.4 Calibration Process
Representation of reality is dependent on the choice of parameters. Time periods
of the observed data with the highest density of pedestrians and cars are used
in order to calibrate the model parameters. A summary of the parameters used
in the new mathematical model is explained in Section 8.4.1. The calibration
methodology of the interaction parameters with empirical data for pedestrians
and cars is explained in Section 8.4.2. The interaction parameter values giving
the best ﬁtness value are reported for shared space schemes of New Road and
Exhibition Road.
8.4.1 Speciﬁcation of Model Parameters

The parameters of the new mathematical model for pedestrians and cars are listed
in Table 8.5. The parameters for pedestrians such as the interaction strength, interaction range and relaxation time have been calibrated by many researchers [53,
73, 224] using video data during the past years. Since the SFM is extended to
vehicles, new parameters have to be introduced. Car interactions are modelled
with social forces and the related parameters need to be calibrated using empirical data. Some of the parameters result from empirical data such as the desired
speed of pedestrians vα0 and cars vγ0 , average shoulder width of pedestrians rα ,
average length 2l and width 2w of cars, and maximum steering angle ψ.

On the other hand, parameters such as the relaxation time of pedestrians τα and
cars τγ , anisotropy form factors λ, obstruction effect constants k and κ, effective view angle ϑ, interaction ranges B and interaction strengths A, safe time


headway Tγ , braking time τγ and minimal vehicle distance dm
γδ depend on the
perception, psychological motivations and social behaviours of road users which
need to be calibrated.

vα0
τα
rα
Bαβ
Aαβ
λαβ
k
κ
Bαγ
Aαγ
λαγ

Desired Velocity
Relaxation Time
Length of Vehicle
Width of Vehicle
Effective View Angle
Maximum Steering Angle
Safe Time Headway
Braking Time
Minimal Safety Distance
Acceleration Interaction Range with another Vehicle
Braking Interaction Range with another Vehicle
Interaction Strength with another Vehicle
Interaction Interaction with another Vehicle
Anisotropy Form Factor Constant with another Vehicle
Interaction Strength with a Pedestrian
Interaction Range with a Pedestrian
Anisotropy Form Factor Constant with a Pedestrian

vγ0
τγ
2l
2w
ϑ
ψ
Tγ

τγ
dm
γδ

Bγδ

Bγδ
Aγδ
Bγδ
λγδ
Aγα
Bγα
λγα

Unit
m
s

s
m
m
m
s2

kg
s2
kg
ms

m
m
s2

m
s

s
m
m
o
o

s
s
m
m
m
m
s2

m
m
s2

m
-

Assigned Values

Desired Velocity
Relaxation Time
Radius
Interaction Range with another Pedestrian
Interaction Strength with another Pedestrian
Anisotropy Form Factor Constant with another Pedestrian
Obstruction Effect with another Pedestrian
Perpendicular Obstruction Effect with another Pedestrian
Interaction Range with a Car
Interaction Strength with a Car
Anistropy Form Factor Constant with a Car

Calibration Needed?

Parameters for a Vehicle

Parameters for a Pedestrian

Parameter Meaning
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Parameter
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No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

1.30
0.5
0.5
Calibration
Calibration
0.2
1
1.8
Calibration
Calibration
0.2

No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

8.9
Calibration
4.6
1.8
10
30
Calibration
Calibration
Calibration
Calibration
Calibration
Calibration
Calibration
0.2
Calibration
Calibration
0.2

Table 8.5: A summary of the parameters used in the shared space model
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In reality, most parameters vary individually, however, identical values are assigned to a number of parameters. The desired speed of pedestrians is assigned
to 1.30 ms based on the mean speed of pedestrians in the two shared space case
studies in Section 8.3.3. The pedestrians’ relaxation time is the elapsed time
until 63 % of the desired speed is reached [162]. Assuming the desired speed
of 1.30 ms , the relaxation time τα is assigned to 0.5 s. The physical interaction
parameters k and κ are the pushing and friction coefﬁcients which occur during
panic situations. In shared spaces, pedestrians avoid physical contact. Therefore,
kg
k and κ are set to 1 kg
and 1.8 ms
. The pedestrian radius is assigned to 0.5 m [53].
s2

The anisotropic form factor λαβ and λαγ are set to 0.2 so that interactions outside
the ﬁeld of view have little effect on pedestrian movements.
The interaction range A describes the amplitude of a force in the centre mass and
it affects how quickly the exerted force decreases with distance. The interaction
strength parameter A represents the amount of inﬂuence that a force has and is
not independent from B. The pedestrians and drivers interaction with boundaries
were not observed and therefore, values are assigned that are in line with that in
previous studies [162]. The parameters for the interactions with boundaries are
set to Bαb = 0.5 m, Aαb = 5.1 sm2 , Bγb = 6 m, Aαb = 0.5 sm2 . The desired velocity
of cars can be set to 8.9 ms according to the speed limit of shared space environments. The length and width of the cars are set to the averages of 4.8 m and
1.4 m respectively. The maximum steering angle is assigned 30o as discussed in
Chapter 6. The relaxation time τγ is a third of the time that a car needs to reach
its desired speed [101]. The cars’ anisotropic behaviour, the form factor λγδ and
λγα , are set to 0.2 so that interactions outside the ﬁeld of view a driver have little
effect on his decisions. The safety time headway Tγ is a characteristic parameter


of the driving style and the braking time τγ is to explain the deceleration capability of a car [101]. Cars’ safe time headway, braking time and minimal safety
distance need to be calibrated. In order to calibrate the interaction range and
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interaction strength between road users a hybrid method is used in Section 8.4.2.
The interaction range and interaction strength between pedestrians, pedestrians
and cars, cars and pedestrians and between cars are calibrated by minimising
the relative distance between the real trajectory and simulated trajectory in Section 8.5.
8.4.2 Calibration Procedure and Results

Different calibration procedures exist for adjusting model parameters so that
simulated trajectories and speed of pedestrians and cars reﬂect reality. Moussaid [171] proposed to extract the mathematical functions of a model by using
real data. This process allows the interaction functions to explicitly represent
the experimentally determined features of the data. However, most transportation models use predeﬁned functions and ﬁt the model parameters to the real
data on the macroscopic and microscopic level [171, 225–229]. On the macroscopic level, micro-simulated trafﬁc is compared to real cumulative trafﬁc characteristics such as average speed, ﬂow and density using continuity equations.
Johansson [73] argued that ﬁtting simulations to the fundamental diagrams does
not necessarily produce realistic results. He mentions that fundamental diagrams
are dependent on the characteristics of the considered sample and therefore, numerous calibrations are required in order to ﬁt different scenarios. Charibi [74]
also mentioned that density measurements without microscopic calibration can
contribute to a ﬂuctuation of density. On the microscopic level, three main approaches exist to assess how well model outputs match observed data: acceptable windows, minimising deviations and likelihood functions. The acceptable
window approach compares simulated outcomes to observed ranges for each endpoint which does not capture the degree of closeness. The minimising deviation
approach measures the relative distance of simulated results to real data according to different parameter sets and captures the magnitude of goodness of ﬁt. The
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likelihood function shows how matching the simulation results are with respect
to observed data. In this approach, a distribution is produced by minimising the
square distance between real and simulated data.

In this thesis, the minimising deviation method is applied which aims at minimising the deviations between real and simulated pedestrian and car trajectories. The
relative distance is used for error analysis between the simulated and observed
trajectories to capture the magnitude of deviations. The relative distance error is
deﬁned in Equation 8.4 [73].
 simulated

r
(t + T ) − rUtracked (t + T )
U


E=
rtracked (t + T ) − rtracked (t)
U

(8.4)

U

where rU is the position of an agent U , t is the starting time of the simulation
and T is the duration of the simulation. The starting time t of the simulation is
assumed identical while the duration of the simulation T is kept constant. For
instance, if an agent takes 9 s to travel from its start point to its destination point
in reality, it will take 6 simulation runs to calibrate its trajectory by assuming
T = 1.5 s. The simulation time has to be small enough to accurately represent
the movement of the corresponding road user. The relative distance errors are
averaged for each road user with different starting times. Averaging the relative
distance errors over all simulations allows calculating the ﬁtness level of that particular parameter set.
A hybrid method using empirical and simulated trajectories is used for the calibration of parameters. Once the video tracking is completed, certain scenarios
which include interactions between agents are chosen. For each pedestrian or
car, a virtual pedestrian or car is assigned in the simulation domain. A simulation is initiated according to real data in which one agent (pedestrian or car) is
moving with the new mathematical model while the others are moving according
to the extracted trajectories. For instance, the green agents in Figure 8.14 follow
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Figure 8.14: Illustration of the hybrid calibration method

the extracted trajectories. The blue agent moves according to the force directed
model. The desired speed is speciﬁed equal to the maximum attained during the
tracking time. Once these have been set, the simulated trajectory (dashed line)
is compared to the empirical trajectory (solid line) for different combination values of parameters, for instance, interaction strength A and interaction range B in
order to obtain the best ﬁtness value. This procedure is repeated for every agent
U at different starting times t0 in a chosen scenario. After each run, the relative
distance error is calculated based on Equation 8.4. Each simulation run can be
summarised as follows:
1. Deﬁning the infrastructural environment based on the video.
2. Assigning a desired speed, a starting point and an end point for one virtual
agent according to the extracted trajectory.
3. Deﬁning the trajectories and speeds of the surrounding agents based on the
tracked trajectory.
4. Running the simulation where the virtual agent is moving and interacting
with other agents based on the force directed model over T .
5. Determining the average relative distance error between the simulated and
tracked trajectories.
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After running the simulation over different starting times for different agents, the
relative distance error in determined and the average E for all users over different starting times is taken as the "ﬁtness" of the parameter set.

Interaction strength A and interaction range B are calibrated by empirical data
using the shared space scheme of New Road and Exhibition Road. Figure 8.15
and 8.16 present the resulting ﬁtness values as a function of different combinations of interaction strength A and the interaction range B. Different sets of
scenarios are used for pedestrian-pedestrian, pedestrian-car, car-pedestrian and
car-car interactions. The local minima show the best ﬁtness for the corresponding choice of A and B. The travel time and total distance travelled by each agent
is compared between the simulated and empirical data in order to ﬁnd the best
combination. Table 8.6 summarises the calibration results for New Road and Table 8.7 shows the resulting parameters for Exhibition Road. The combinations
with the highest ﬁtness values on New Road cover a narrow range compared to
the results on Exhibition Road.

8.5 Validation Process
The validation procedure consist of two phases: a quantitative assessment and a
qualitative assessment [230, 231]. Each assessment phase is further divided into
different levels for detailed investigation of the relevant parameters. In Chapter 7,
the qualitative assessment of the implemented SFM based on the crowd phenomena is presented. The qualitative assessments show how well the basis of the
force directed model is implemented.
In this section, the quantitative assessment compares the performance indicators
obtained by the empirical data of road user behaviours during mixed trafﬁc conditions with the outcomes of the model. The common approach of quantitative
validation is to show that the simulation model is able to reproduce real world
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Figure 8.15: Fitness surface for parameter A and B for (a) Pedestrian-pedestrianinteractions, (b) Pedestrian-car-interactions (c) Car-pedestrianinteractions (d) Car-car-interactions of New Road

Figure 8.16: Fitness surface for parameter A and B for (a) Pedestrian-pedestrianinteractions, (b) Pedestrian-car-interactions (c) Car-pedestrianinteractions (d) Car-car-interactions of Exhibition Road
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Parameter

Unit

Calibrated Value

Fitness

Aαβ
Bαβ
Aαγ
Bαγ
τγ
Tγ

τγ
dm
γδ

Bγδ

Bγδ
Aγα
Bγα

m
s2

[0.7 ± 0.25]
[2.25 ± 1]
[3 ± 1]
[5 ± 1]
2
0.74
0.7
1
4
6
[6 ± 1]
[5 ± 1]

0.43
0.43
0.49
0.49
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.57
0.57

[7 ± 1]
[6 ± 1]

0.40
0.40

Aγδ
Bγδ

m
m
s2

m
s
s
s
m
m
m
m
s2

m
m
s2

m

Table 8.6: A summary of the parameters from the calibration process of the New
Road (Brighton, UK)
Parameter

Unit

Calibrated Value

Fitness

Aαβ
Bαβ
Aαγ
Bαγ
τγ
Tγ

τγ
dm
γδ

Bγδ

Bγδ
Aγα
Bγα
Aγδ
Bγδ

m
s2

[0.8 ± 0.1]
[1 ± 0.25]
[3 ± 1]
[4 ± 1]
2.4
0.7
1.4
1
4
6
[7 ± 1]
[11 ± 1]
[8 ± 1]
[12 ± 1]

0.47
0.47
0.49
0.49
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.59
0.59
0.40
0.40

m
m
s2

m
s
s
s
m
m
m
m
s2

m
m
s2

m

Table 8.7: A summary of the parameters from the calibration process of the Exhibition Road (London, UK)

data after calibration. The shared space model is validated by comparing distance, speed and acceleration distribution of real world data to the simulation
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results on New Road and Exhibition Road in Section 8.5.1 and Section 8.5.2.
8.5.1 Validation Results for New Road

Figure 8.17 shows a system analysis of pedestrian and car ﬂow on New Road.
16 pedestrians and 2 cars remained within this area during the observed period
on average. These data were recorded during peak hours. Hence, the observed
average number of 16 pedestrians and 2 cars per second was simulated. The simulation is deﬁned according to the layout of New Road. Figure 8.18 illustrates the
trajectories of pedestrians and cars during a time period for real data and simulation. The speed and acceleration distribution of cars and pedestrians according
to empirical data and simulation results is shown in Figure 8.19 and 8.20.
8.5.2 Validation Results for Exhibition Road

A simulation environment is deﬁned according to the recorded layout of Exhibition Road. Pedestrians and cars are free to move across this shared surface.
Trafﬁc demand from the observed data is shown in Figure 8.21. In Figure 8.22,
the real and simulated trajectories of agents within a time period are plotted. A
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Figure 8.17: Trafﬁc demand of tracked road users on New Road (Brighton, UK)
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(b)

Figure 8.18: Pedestrian (black) and car (red) trajectories on New Road (Brighton,
UK) from (a) real data and (b) simulation
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Figure 8.19: Speed and acceleration histograms of cars on New Road (Brighton,
UK) According to (a)-(b) Empirical data and (c)-(d) Simulation
results
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Figure 8.20: Speed and acceleration histograms of pedestrians on New Road
(Brighton, UK) according to (a)-(b) Empirical data and (c)-(d) Simulation results
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comparison of speed and acceleration analysis of the real data and simulation
results for cars and pedestrians is shown in Figure 8.23 and 8.24.

8.6 Discussion and Conclusions
Two shared space schemes of link typology, New Road (Brighton, UK) and Exhibition Road (London, UK), have been analysed in Section 8.2. As shown in
Figure 8.1, the density of pedestrians is much higher on the carriageway of New
Road than on the footway in comparison to Exhibition Road. The high density of
pedestrians on the carriageway of New Road can be explained by design characteristics. Since, restaurants, cafe and benches are placed on the footway of New
Road, pedestrians use the carriageway area for walking through the environment.
In addition, the ﬂow of cars on New Road is about 10% of the car ﬂow on Exhibition road while the pedestrian ﬂows are high in both case studies.
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Figure 8.21: Trafﬁc demand of tracked road users on Exhibition Road (London,
UK)
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(b)

Figure 8.22: Pedestrian (black) and car (red) trajectories on Exhibition Road
(London, UK) from (a) real data and (b) simulation
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Figure 8.23: Speed and acceleration histograms of cars on Exhibition Road (London, UK) According to (a)-(b) Empirical data and (c)-(d) Simulation results
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Figure 8.24: Speed and acceleration histograms of pedestrians on Exhibition
Road (London, UK) According to (a)-(b) Empirical data and (c)-(d)
Simulation results
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Pedestrians and cars were tracked using the Trajectory Extractor software, the
perspective view of the videos were converted to a top view angle and the trajectories, speeds and accelerations reported in Section 8.3. According to trajectories
on New Road in Figure 8.8, pedestrian movements are distributed over the space
and the occupancy of the given area is used within its limits. Cars negotiate their
way through this pedestrian-dominated shared area of New Road. On Exhibition
Road, pedestrians mainly remain on the sides of the road whereas cars follow
the traditional trafﬁc regulations and stay within assumed lanes as shown in Figure 8.11. The willingness to share space between pedestrians and cars is the main
aim of the shared space concept [232]. Hence, one can conclude that Exhibition
Road is a less shared design.
Another aim of shared space is calming trafﬁc due to interactions rather than
speed limitations. As shown in Figure 8.9 and Figure 8.12, the mean speed of
pedestrians is about 1.25 ms on both sites while the speed of cars varies between
New Road and Exhibition Road. The average speed, maximum acceleration and
deceleration of the recorded car movements reﬂect the results reported in [233]
zones. The mean speed of cars on New Road
for urban driving cycles of 30 km
h
is about a third of that on Exhibition Road. This result corresponds to the high
density of pedestrians in the carriageway on New Road which makes drivers to
pay attention, negotiate their way and hence slow down. Comparing the speed
distributions of pedestrians and cars on New Road and Exhibition Road in Figure 8.9 and 8.12, it can be seen that the speed of pedestrians is more equally
distributed on New Road. The pedestrian and car interactions are not deﬁned in
shared space environments and cars slow down when many pedestrians move on
the carriageway. At other times, they may increase their speed on New Road.
The speed of drivers is considerably higher on Exhibition Road where the degree
of separation is higher and therefore, the behaviour of road users is more independent and predictable.
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Looking at the calibration results of New Road (Figure 8.15) and Exhibition
Road (Figure 8.16) in Section 8.4, there are multiple combinations of interaction
strength A and interaction range B with the best ﬁtness value. The ﬁtness values
are distributed along a curve in both case studies. The trend of the heat map
is compatible with the results attained for pedestrian interactions in [50]. However, the values of the best parameter combination for the shared space model are
slightly higher. A reason for this can be that Johansson [50] calibrated his model
for pedestrian interactions in the entrance/exit area of escalators, a shopping mall
in Budapest and an experiment of students passing through a conﬁned space. In
these high density situations, pedestrians exhibit different behaviours and allow
closer and even physical interactions. Shared space users’ decision to change velocity to evade the road users depends on the velocity and density of trafﬁc [50].
On Exhibition Road, combinations for A and B with the best ﬁtness value cover
a wider range compared to the results on New Road. This can be explained with
the environmental design of New Road which contributes to more interactions
at lower speeds compared to Exhibition Road. Hence, road user behaviours on
New Road with higher density and lower speeds show higher level of common
behaviour.
Comparing the values of the interaction range B between cars and pedestrians on
Exhibition Road and New Road, the larger values for agents on Exhibition Road
can be explained by the shared space design (which is more segregated than the
one in New Road) and, therefore, the higher speed of cars. These results agree
with the investigation of Kaparias et al. [234] exploring reaction distances of cars
and pedestrians in case of potential collisions on Exhibition Road.

After calibrating the new mathematical model with respect to empirical data
gained from digital cameras of New Road and Exhibition Road, the trajectories,
speed and acceleration distributions of pedestrians and cars are compared to em-
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pirical data in Section 8.5. The trajectory analysis (see Figure 8.18 and 8.22) reproduces the observed tendency of pedestrians to share the environment with vehicles on New Road and vice versa on Exhibition Road. Agents that are modelled
by the new mathematical model strictly follow the shortest path via intermediate
destinations. Comparing the observed and simulated trajectories, pedestrians
show a descriptive2 rather than a normative3 behaviour according to empirical
data. It can be concluded that shared space promotes this behaviour pattern as
its philosophy is to attract pedestrians to spend time within the environment and
move freely within the space. Regarding vehicles, the car-following feature and
rule-based constraints have been simulated and agree with the observed data.
The speed distributions of the empirical data and simulation results match closely
for the case study of New Road. The simulation results of Exhibition Road follow a Gaussian distribution as in reality. Since the desired speed of pedestrians
and cars are set to 1.3 ms and 8.9 ms respectively, the speed distributions do not
exceed the desired speeds. Comparing the acceleration distribution of real data
and simulation, they are very similar but the standard deviation is higher in the
simulation results in both case studies.

It can be concluded that shared space schemes are context-dependent and factors
such as the infrastructural design of the environment and the ﬂow and speed of
pedestrians and vehicles affect the willingness to share space. The results of
the assessments were presented in this chapter. The general conclusions of this
thesis and the implications for the use of the presented microscopic model of
shared space for future projects will be presented in Chapter 9.

2

Descriptive behaviour is the displacement into different random directions or adaptive behavioural changes to other people or the environmental changes.
3
Normative behaviour is structured by social rules and occurs in everyday life.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Suggestions
for Future Work
This chapter summarises and highlights the main achievements of each chapter.
The limitations of the new microscopic model for the simulation of shared space
schemes are identiﬁed leading to suggestions for future work.
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9.1 Conclusions
This thesis has investigated mixed trafﬁc modelling and developed a New Microscopic Model for the Simulation of Shared Space Schemes. The following
conclusions are drawn:
Pedestrian and Vehicle Behaviour Modelling

1. A thorough and consolidated literature sought to classify microscopic models both phenomenologically and generically. The review determined that
it is essential to reproduce a number of phenomenological behaviour patterns such as lane formation, stripe formation, freezing by heating, oscillation, herding, faster-is-slower, trafﬁc hysteresis, capacity drop and stopand-go wave when modelling crowd movements and vehicular trafﬁc. The
ﬁndings of this review add substantially to a growing body of literature on
pedestrian, vehicular and mixed trafﬁc and address the potential basis for
shared space modelling.
2. Conventional vehicle and pedestrian modelling must account for the differences in concepts in which vehicle ﬂow is along lanes (roads) and lateral
movements are described as lane changes, while pedestrians interact in a
two dimensional space either in a bounded domain or in the whole space.
However, modelling of shared space users (pedestrians and vehicles) must
consider space and time representations since shared space must be modelled in totality (no lane discipline) and agent movements allowed to be
dynamically adaptive to the behavioural changes of others.
3. Force directed models (including the SFM) are the most appropriate models to reproduce crowd self-organising phenomena. While there is considerable experience with simulating pedestrians using in particular the SFM,
it has not been applied to mixed trafﬁc. The SFM offers the possibility
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to model mathematically, not only pedestrians, but also vehicular trafﬁc
and their interactions with each other in a two dimensional space describing interactions by variables which have physical interpretations. Hence,
this model forms the core of the new microscopic model developed in this
thesis.
The Characteristic Behaviours and Conceptual Framework

4. In shared space environments, pedestrians and drivers exhibit speciﬁc manoeuvres: obstacles have a guiding effect, pedestrians and drivers follow
the shortest path to the destination according to the infrastructure of the
environment, and equal priority can be observed. Agents move and interact with each other keeping a certain distance from other users and obstacles along the way to their ﬁnal destination. Road users seem to be more
conscious about their surroundings and avoid collisions. These empirical
ﬁndings of shared space user manoeuvres are captured in a pedestrian/vehicle modelling framework of three interrelated layers: a global trajectory
planning layer, an operational force-based model layer and a diplomatic
rule-based layer.
5. Equal priority and agent interactions with each other or obstacles are the
strength of the SFM which supports the idea that this model is the most
suitable base for modelling shared space users.
Trajectory Planning by Distance Map

6. The addition of intermediate destinations (way points) based on the ﬂoodﬁll algorithm enhances the trajectory planning strategy of the SFM using
a priori knowledge of the surrounding infrastructure. Agents follow the
shortest path avoiding static obstacles from their origin to their ﬁnal destination via these intermediate destinations.
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Force-Based Modelling

7. The modiﬁed and extended SFM mathematically describes pedestrian and
vehicular behaviour patterns based on their socio-psychological considerations. Agents move in a two dimensional space with no intrinsic lane
system, have equal priority and negotiate the right of way. The new model
is able to cover these main ideas of share space schemes and is therefore,
the core of the new microscopic model developed in this thesis.
8. Empirical data show that vehicles tend to merge into assumed lanes when a
number of cars move towards the same destination within a close distance
between each other. The implementation of an additional car-following
force allows car drivers to remain within assumed lanes deﬁned by a leading car. This feature demonstrates the capability of the SFM to be reduced
to a lane-based system.
Rule-Based Constraints for Shared Space Users

9. Building on the SFM for pedestrians (by Helbing [161], Molnar [72], Farkas
and Vicsek [53]), the new model in this thesis incorporates cars. Contrary
to pedestrians, vehicles are restricted to lateral movements. Hence, the
steering angle of vehicular agents is related to the direction of movement
and their speed. The correlation between these parameters depends on the
maximum acceptable lateral acceleration for car drivers based on empirical data. A relationship is deﬁned between car speed and steering angle
considering the centrifugal acceleration to cover restriction of the lateral
movement for cars.
10. Some road conﬂicts cannot be resolved by following the social force theory
exclusively. Therefore, potential conﬂicts between cars and pedestrians are
detected. A cost function minimises the direction of movement and speed
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in order to avoid conﬂicts in shared spaces.
11. The UK is a left-hand trafﬁc country. This rule avoids confusion between
car drivers and decreases the possibility of accidents. When modelling
shared space, this feature is essential as vehicles move in space with no
physical lanes (i.e. with assumed lanes). Using the conﬂict avoidance strategy, the cost function is assigned subject to a deﬁned steering constraint so
that left-hand trafﬁc is modelled for successive driving agents (this can be
easily modiﬁed to right-hand trafﬁc).
Software Implementation and Simulation

12. The new microscopic model is implemented into a simulation tool using
the C#-Programming language which can be adapted to any shared space
environment. The GUI allows building new scenarios, deﬁning the number
and type of agents, setting parameters for the agents, simulating the agent
motions and retrieving resulting data.
Data Collection, Model Calibration and Validation

13. An enhanced calibration and validation methodology developed and executed to determine the SFM parameters and qualitatively and quantitatively assess the performance of the new mathematical model for shared
space environments. Simulating pedestrian phenomena such as lane formation, freezing by heating, oscillations and faster-is-slower demonstrate
the correct implementation of the SFM. Performance indicators (such as
acceleration and speed distribution and trajectories of agents) validate the
implemented model in comparison to real world data.
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9.2 Suggestions for Future Work
This thesis contributes to mixed trafﬁc modelling by mathematically describing
and calibrating pedestrian and vehicle behaviours in shared space environments.
Having implemented the three-layered microscopic model and highlighted its
strengths, it is evident that there are also some limitations which serve to provide
a basis for future work. These include:
1. Each of the two different modes (pedestrians and 4-wheeled motorised vehicles) has been assigned with identical parameter sets which have a physical meaning. However, in reality human behaviour is diverse particularly
in shared space environments, which aim to increase the community texture of street surroundings and attract pedestrians to spend time within the
area. The behaviour of elderly people and others who are physically impaired will, for example, differ from the able-bodied. Likewise, road users’
age and cultural inﬂuences may affect their walking speed preference, their
reaction time and interaction parameters. There is a similar need to categorise the behaviour of car drivers more in a nuanced way. For instance,
one could specify typical parameter values for aggressive and conservative
drivers or patient and reckless pedestrians. A cognitive model leading to
fuller classiﬁcation of different behavioural groups of pedestrians and car
drivers could, therefore, be a focus of future research.
2. Shared space schemes aim to be more attractive for pedestrians than traditional segregated trafﬁc areas and to encourage people to spend time in
these particular environments. The ﬁndings in the validation of the new
mathematical model show that the behaviour of pedestrians cannot exclusively be described by social forces. Since shared space promotes a variety of human activities in an open space, pedestrians have "descriptive"
behaviour patterns which cannot be classiﬁed under social or physical inter-
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actions. Further should explore this limitation and also investigate humans’
adoptive behaviour to environmental changes by deﬁning memory decay
functions.
3. A priori knowledge of the static infrastructural environment is used in the
global trajectory planner to move to the ﬁnal destination by the shortest
path incorporating intermediate destinations. In some cases, this study
showed that the shortest paths are not always the most appropriate choice.
An alternative approach, therefore, would be to implement dynamic trajectory planning so as to progressively determine the quickest path, considering not only static obstacles but also to avoid crowded areas.
4. The ﬁndings of this thesis are limited to two shared space roads in the
UK. Hence, comparing the pedestrian and driver patterns in various shared
space geometries is a topic for future research. In addition, the changes in
pedestrian speed and the path change conditions obtained in this thesis
cannot be generalised.
5. It could be of interest to extend the new mathematical model to include
2-wheeled motorised and non-motorised vehicles. These modes also make
use of shared space areas and this additional diversity increases the challenge of simulating shared space schemes.
6. Safety indicators should deﬁned for shared space areas. This innovative
streetscape design, which seeks minimum separation between vehicle trafﬁc and pedestrians, relies on users being attentive to other street participants. Furthermore, it could be useful to explore the extent to which people are able to satisfy the demand of attentiveness within only small geographical areas in big cities such as London. A future project could seek
to answer the question of when safety is at risk and at what point shared
space schemes reach their limitations. The latter case could investigate not
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only limitations regarding safety but also regarding density considering
different ratios of modes.
7. Of special interest would also be how different design approaches affect
the behaviour patterns of shared space users. Case studies could examine
areas before and after urban planners have converted the environment into
a single surface. The next step could then be to select an area with a traditional street layout and propose a variety of new shared space designs. The
new mathematical model developed in this thesis could help to determine
the most beneﬁcial layout.
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